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C H A P T E R 1 
BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THESIS 
The design of footings and the accurate prediction of 
settlements is inherently difficult as the parameters involved 
vary considerably. 
The initial stage of the design consists of three steps. 
The first step is to define all the parameters required. The 
second step is to give quantitive values to these parameters by 
performing tests and calculations. The third and last step should 
be the investigation of changes in external or local conditions on 
these parameters. The' importance of this step is brought to the 
fore when considering collapsing soils and heaving clays. 
The next stage of the design would be to consider the stress 
changes at either an average point or a grid of points below the 
footing within the soil mass. To do this the engineer makes use 
of conventional methods of analysis. Factors such as horizontal 
strata and variations of properties with depth must be considered. 
Once the engineer has defined all the stress changes he 
must then decide which method of settlement prediction would be 
appropriate. The deformations of the soil mass do not only 
depend on the change in stress, but also on the previous stress-
strain history of the soil and the actual variation of stresses with 
time during the settlement process. (e.g. see the error involved 
when considering the Skempton-Bjerrum method. Refer to Chapter 7). 
As the stress path accurately reflects all the stress changes the 
stress path method is an excellent tool for describing the stress 
and strain variations. There are numerous methods all of which have 
their merits and disadvantages. These will be discussed, and the 
influence of the stress path on settlement prediction is also 
analysed. Although a stress path method of settlement prediction 
might not always be essential, an analysis of a typical stress path 
for the particular problem would appear to be an excellent initial 
approach to deciding on the validity of any method of settlement 
prediction. 
1/2 
The final stage is the accumulation of data and the 
prediction of the settlement value using one or more of the 
following methods: 
1) Find the field penetration using the Dutch Cone 
Penetrometer {or any accepted penetrometer). This value 
is then used in conjunction with predetermined design curves 
to find the settlement. 
2) Make use of settlement formulae which are directly derived 
from elastic theory. These do not take into consideraton 
any of the variations of properties within the soil mass 
(see Chapter 7 ) . 
3) Define an average point or a number of grid points below 
the foundation (see Chapter 5). For each point evaluate 
a stress variation and hence calculate a corresponding 
strain value. The settlement of the footing is then 
calculated using the strain values •. 
The above estimated settlement values are also to be regarded 
with caution, as foundation size and rigidity do influence predicted 
values. There are however methods to diminish these inaccuracies 
(see Chapters 3 and 7). 
The engineer should be able to predict the stress variations 
with reasonable accuracy if he has a knowledge of the influences of 
all these factors on the idealised elastic case (e.g. foundation 
size, rigidity, existing horizontal stresses etc). It therefore 
becomes apparent that the predicted settlement is not a 'wild 
estimate', but a carefully analysed value which can be forecast 
with confidence, providing the proper tests have been made. 
2/1 
C H A P T E R 2 
COLLAPSING SOILS 
2.1 Introduction to the phenomenon of collapsing soils 
The problem of collapsing soils is a world wide phenomena. 
On these soils excessive settlements can be experienced by footings 
carrying only a fraction of the safe bearing capacity according to 
current theories. 
After investigation of case histories (Knight, Ref. 28 and 
Kantey, Ref. 29) it was found that if a particular type of soil 
was subjected to a load greater than the past overburden pressure 
and the collapsing soil was simultaneously wetted, then excessive 
settlement would occur: This sudden excessive settlement has been 
defined as 'settlement due to collapse' (Knight, Ref. 28}. 
Collapse is a rapid decrease in void ratio and refers to the altering 
of the packing of the grains. 
The amount of water necessary to produce this collapse 
phenomena is related to the clay content as well as the type of 
clay present. In the case of a collapsing decomposed granitic 
residual soil this statement is justified, providing the proportion 
of clay is expressed as a percentage by mass of the material below 
1 :mm. If the moisture content is too high, the soil settles 
fully under the loading, and no further collapse occurs due to 
further wetting while the soil carries this load. Critical 
moisture contents above which no more collapse settlement occurs 
have been observed by the writer. 
for three soils. 
These are shown in Table 2.1 
2.2 Collapsing soils in South Africa 
Collapsing soils fall into two main categories i.e. 
decomposed in situ residual soils or transported decomposed silty 
sands. The transported material is silty sand because the prime 
mode of transportation is wind. 
Clay content & soil Field void Moisture content after Degree of saturation Source of 
description ratio which no further collapse after which no further sample 
settlement occurs collapse settlement occurs 
e (Constant load 110 kN/m2) (Constant load 110 kN/m2) 
0 i.e. 1 ton/ft2 i.e. 1 ton/ft2 
19% Cla.y 0,712 16,5 % 69,4 % Via Prof 
Berea Road Sparks 
Collapsing sand 
1\) 
-10% Clay 0,802 5,2 % 20,7 % Via Mr 1\) 
Sishen Stern 
Collapsing sand 
5% Clay 0,915 13,7 % 52,0 % Via Mr 
Feathers Butters 
Decomposed Granite 
TABLE 2.1 Comparison of Collapsing Properties of Undisturbed Samples Tested 
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2.2.1 ~~!=~!-~~~~=~!!=~-~!-=~!!~E~!~§-~=~!!~-~~~~ 
The deposited sands rest unconformably on rock systems 
(Knight, Ref. 28). They usually have a grey or orange colour. 
The colouring depends on whether the oxice present is one of 
Iron (orange) of Aluminium (grey). The darkness of the colour 
depends on the percentage of the oxide present in the soil. 
All the sands display a uniformity of size. This is a 
direct result of the aeolian mode of transportation (Knight, 
Ref. 28, Allen, Ref. 30 and Way, Ref. 31). Way and Allen 
define the sizes of saltating (i.e. bouncing) grains in wind as. 
varying between 0,5 and 0,15 mm. Results of sieve analyses 
substantiate this (see Figure 2.1). 
0,001mm 




















B.S. Sieve 0 
C) 
-':"'~,. t.~~ tf' 
ar1 \ ... ~ , .. _, 
FIGURE 2.1 Sieve AnaZyais of CoZZapsing SoiZs 
Investigated by the writeP 
0 
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Particles which are larger and finer than the usual wind-
blown sizes are also present in the windblown sands. These 
larger sizes can arise from a process defined as creep (Way, Ref. 
31, and Allen, Ref. 30). The finer sizes may be deposited 
after travelling in suspension, or fro~ in situ weathering after 
deposition of larger saltating grains. In collapsing sands 
the latter can be the cause of the finer portion of the sand 
(Knight, Ref. 28). 
The envelope of eight collapsing aeolian sands is shown 
in Figure 2.2. Jennings (Ref. 32) and Knight (Ref. 28) 
emphasize that all collapsing sands have a characteristic gap 
grading. The writer however feels that the characteristic 
grading curve of collapsing sands should rather be described 
as uniformly graded with relatively low clay content. For this 
thesis clay content is defined as the proportion by mass of 
the sample below a grain size diameter of 0,074 mm. 
QOOlmm \0 tn 
' XlO ,.._..,....,.........,..,.."'1'1'P"--~-:. 0 
~~HH4~~+~~1Q ~ 
FIGURE 2.2 Envelope of Eight Collapsing Sanda 







Initially in areas of arid climatic conditions rocks are 
broken down. The breaking down process is caused by the action 
of temperature, wind and water. When the process has continued 
long enough for the material to be transported, the sands will 
either be transported by wind for long distances, or they may 
be deposited locally. Local deposition is a result of local 
dustbowl conditions. In the Transvaal these local dustbowl 
conditions are known to exist (Knight, Ref. 28). 
In the areas where the sands are deposited the climatic 
conditions may be different. The map in Figure 2.3 describes 
the recent deposition of windblown sands (Knight, Ref. 28 and 
Kantey, Ref. 29) and areas where precipitation of water exceeds 
evapo transpiration. (Knight, Ref. 28, Kantey, Ref. 29 and 
Vander Merwe, Ref. 33). 














FIGURE 2.4 The Distribution of the BZuff Beds, the Berea Red 
Sandstone (Weathered Btuff Beds) and raised beach 
deposits in the Durban area. 
Kaolonite bridges are formed between the hard quartz 
grains. The iron oxide present covers the quartz grains and 
assists in the cementing together of the grains. The end 
0 
result is a weakly cemented l~ely packed soil mass. See 
Figure 2.5 . 
. · , · )- weathering -.. weathering 
,:_;_ .· • . . .. . ...._e;~·,:., ~ I • •,r •• 









FIGURE 2.5 Schematic Representation of Insitu Weathering 
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2.2.3 
The parent rock is usually granite. The sands are 
predominantly quartz. Small percentages of heavy minerals 
(e.g. ilmenite and tourmaline) are present. Knight (Ref. 28) 
shows that it is this small percentage of heavy minerals which 
can be used to define the origin of the transported sands. 
Variable quantities of feldspar are present. 
The hard grains are chiefly quartz and chert. Micro-
scopic examination of windblown quartz grains shows them to 
have a frosted texture. (Knight, Ref. 28). 
The clay content of the sands vary. Knight (Ref. 28) 
quotes an average value of 20 per cent for the clay content 
of collapsing sands. The sample from Sishen, tested by the 
writer, has a much lower clay content. The clay fractions of 
most collapsing sands consists mainly of kaolinite with minor 
amount of illite. The clay is formed as a by-product of 
feldspar weathering. 
Adhering to the grains is a fine layer of iron oxide. 
The colours of soils tested by the writer. varied from a brick 
red (Berea Road, Durban) through a dull brown (Sishen) to a 
orange (Yellowood Parkway, Durban). The iron oxide is a 
weathering product of the mafic minerals present in the wind 
deposited soil mass. 
2.2.4 2~~~!~!~~~-~~~~~~~~~-~~!!~E~!~~-~~~~ 
Aeolian or windblown sands were deposited mainly during the 
Pleistocene times. Pleistocene times are associated with arid 
climatic conditions. Areas where collapsing soils have been 
found have rainfalls varying from 41 em to 82 em per annum. 
Underlying all transported collapsing sands a pebble-marker 
layer has been found. The weathering of the rock formations 
underlying the pebble-marker indicates the weathering that has 
occurred in the collapsing sand (Knight, Ref. 28). 
The rapidity of in situ weathering is dependent upon 
climatic conditions and internal soil drainage. In humid 
climates and under good internal soil drainage conditions the 
weathering process is accelerated. 
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Figure 2.6 illustrates the distribution of collapsing sands 
in South Africa (Knight, Ref. 28 and Vander Merwe, Ref. 33). 
Comparison of Figures 2.3 and 2.6 shows a definite correlation 
between areas of recent transported sands, rainfall surplus 
and known sites of collapsing sands. Subsequent areas where 
collapsing sands were found are Sishen and Durban. The 
Sishen area however does not lie in a zone of rainfall surplus. 
2.2.5 !~=-~~~~~~~=-~!-~~~~~~~!~§-~~~~ 
The structure of collapsing sands consists of the stable 
quartz grains weakly cemented by clay bridges. These clay 
bridges display strength parameters which are highly dependent 
upon moisture content. In cases when the degree of saturation 
is low, the collapsing soil seems to have much higher strength 
parameters than a pure sand. The addition of water appears to 
lubricate the coated quartz particles. This reduces both the 
. angle of internal friction and the cohesive strength of the 
collapsing sand. This reduct~on in the strength parameters 
must be related to the percentage of clay present in the 
collapsing sand. This would seem to be the reason for the 
main difference between the Southern African sands and collapsing 
sands in the other areas throughout the world. The difference 
is that collapsing sands in America (Knight, Ref. 28) will 
not support their own weight when inundated whereas the Southern 
African sands do not collapse under normal overburden pressures 
due to self weight. 
The sands have relatively high void ratios which may differ 
in any one location. Differences in void ratio in any one 
location arise from occurrences such as failure near the toe 
of a dune (Knight, Ref. 28). Within the voids are uncompacted 
fine portions of the soil mass. When collapse of the soil mass 
takes place these portions are compacted. 
Figure 2.7(a) shows the structure of the undisturbed 
deposited sand while Figure 2.7(c) shows the collapsed structure 
(Knight, Ref. 28, Knight and Jennings, Ref. 34, and Jennings, 
Ref. 32). Figure 2.8 shows a typical e-p collapse curve for 
a collapsing sand. The method and description of the test as used 













FIGURE 2.6 Distribution of CammonZy known Areas of CoZZapsing 
Sands in South Africa 
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FIGURE 2. ?(a) ORIGINAL FIELD STRESS STATE 
Low moisture content 
High void Patio 
Subjected to self weight pPessUT'es only 
FIGURE 2.7(b) LOADED STATE (UJithout wetting) 
Low moistuPe content 
Relatively high void Patio 
Subjected to self weight ovePbUT'den pPessuPe 
plus design loads 
FIGURE 2. 7 (c) LOADED STATE ( aftep fUT'theP wetting) 
Relatively high moistupe content 
Low void Patio 
Subjected to ovePbuPden pPessuPe plus design loads 
vo1a rauo - ettect•ve stress graph 
Note: The field We can be more accurately defined as air dried. 
Field We = 3,0% 
I 2 Load constant at 1 ton/ft 
b. 
0} r------.:....--s--------ii We varied from 3% to 16,5% Sr varied from 11,6% to 69,4% 





04· I ·: .. , ............. . , .. ,,.,~ • • • • .. ... • • • • 1 ... 
•. '• 'Sa l .. , '·. u 
· · · . · m e ..., · ... ~ · . • ~o 
-... :I,: •. A ... P. . ~···' .... .. 
. -.. .. "".. .. . .... . 
~ Date D Sample description Test no. Remarks on test procedure 
18-2-75 75mm 20mm Collapsing sand C-BR-1-0 We varied during test 
20 60 so 100 120 140 160 1~0 200 220 
Effective vert ic:.al stress in k N I m 2 
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This soil type is formed when the feldspars and the mafic 
minerals of the parent rock are weathered in situ. The resulting 
soil consists of a large percentage of quartz particles surrounded 
by finer material. 
The finer material consists of fine sand particles with a 
thin layer of either iron oxide or aluminium oxide adhering to 
them. As with the collapsing sands, clay bridges also link 
the larger sized particles in the collapsing residual granitic 
soils. 
The results of a grading analysis done on this soil type 
is shown in Figure 2.9(a). In Figure 2.9(b) a comparison of 
grading curves for the collapsing sands and for the granitic 
soil"is shown. The curve for the collapsing sands is an 
average curve derived directly from Knight (Ref. 28). Only the 
fi~er section of the grading curve for the granitic soil is used. 
This section of the curve is adjusted to represent a complete 
sample. 
Q01 0) 1,0 10 
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FIGURE 2.9(a) Grading Curve for Feathers Sample 
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0,001mm ,.._.·"to.": i. ,:.~,.} i \I 10 
FIGURE 2. 9(b) Comparison of Grading Curves 
According to other workers (e.g. Knight, Kantey, Holmes) the 
two main climatic factors associated with the collapse structure 
of the soil are that precipitation must exceed evapo-trans-
piration and the existence of arid conditions see Figure 2.10. 
Seasonal climatic variations and the pres¢ence of slopes or 
large angles of dip accelerate the pro,cess of the formation of 
the collapse structure. 
The colouring of granitic residual soils is either reddish 
brown or grey. The cause and variations in colouring is the 
same as for the collapsing sands. 
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Distribution of younger Cape Granite 
Distribution of OZd Granite 
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The parent rock consists mainly of quartz (25% to 40%), 
feldspar (orthoclase, plagioclase up to 50%) and mica 
(light or dark). 
The weathering process is divided into two main categories, 
mechanical weathering and chemical weathering. The weathering 
0 process usually leaves a losely packed skeleton of unweathered 
products. The unweathered products are chiefly quartz 
and muscovite (Holmes, Ref. 27). 
Mechanical weathering is the breaking down of the parent 
rock into smaller particles. Agents of this process are 
raiQ, frost and wind. Sudden temperature changes will cause 
flaking of the parent rock. 
Che,mical weathering is the breaking down of minerals into 
new components by the action of chemical agents. Representative 
of these chemical agents are acids in the air, in rain water 
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FIGURE 2.12 Typical CPoss-section Through weathePed Zayeps 








The weathered material may either remain in position as 
residual deposits or be removed by the action of wind and/or 
water. 
The voids in the B Horizon are filled with air together 
with water from rainfall. Some of this water percolates down 
into the rock. The jointing of the granite increases the 
depth of penetration. This groundwater can become acidic in 
passing through the soil and can under certain conditions 
reduce the granite to a relatively porous weak soil mass. 
Denudation also accelerates weathering. A reduction in 
loading will cause a vertical expansion within the rock mass. 
This gives rise to the formation of sheets of rock due to the 
opening of joints parallel to the ground surface. This 
occurrence is a characteristic of ~ranites. The frequency 
of the existence of the sheets diminishes with depth into 
the granite. 
Once the weathering process has been completed the products 
that are in colloidal form are transported to other areas. The 
transportation process can either be due to the flow of water 
down a slope or by the upward movement of water. The upward 
flow of water occurs mainly in areas where there are heavy 
rainfalls followed by hot dry seasons during which evaporation 
is rapid. The top soil water is removed by plants and evapora-
tion. The water below the surface is then drawn upwards. 
The weak solutions produced by the leaching of the rocks during 
the wet season, then become concentrated. Dissolved materials 
such as the hydroxides of aluminium and iron are then deposited 
(Holmes, Ref. 27). Kantey, (Ref. 29) states that slopes are 
essentJ4l for the formation of this soil type whereas Holmes, 
(Ref. 27) quotes flat areas where decomposed granite to depths 
of 10 metres and more have been found. 
2.2.8 ~~=-R~~==~~=~-~~~~~~=~-~~-!~=-=~~~=~~-!=~!~=~~~~-~!-~~=~ 
Rain water acts as a carrier for dissolved oxygen and 
carbon dioxide and for various acids and organic products 
derived from the soil. Natural water is slightly dissociated 
into H+ and OH- ions. The pH of rain water varies between 
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four and seven (i.e. it is acidic). The acidity is formed 
mainly from dissolved carbon dioxide which ionises the water 
(see equation 2.1). The very low pH values might be due to 
a lightening discharge. The discharge produces nitric 
and other acids in small amounts. The effect of carbon 
dioxide (without lightning) is shown by the following equation: 
+ = (2.1) 
(Holmes, ·Ref. 27) 
The main chemical changes which occur in the soil are: 
a) Solution of solubles by water 
b) Oxidation of certain substances 
c) Hydration or hydrolysis 
d) Formation of carbonates 
The feldspars break down under the hydrolysing action of 
slightly carbonated waters. The main residual products of 
decomposition of feldspars are clay minerals and silicic acid. 
6H20 + C02 + 2KASi3o8 = Al2Si2o5( )H\ + 4SiO(OH) 2 + 
orthoclase clay minerals silicic 'acid' 
K2co3 
removed in solution 
(Holmes, Ref. 27) 
Most of the clay mineral initially exists in colloidal 
solution. Colloid particles are larger than ions, but smaller 
than can be seen by the microscope. The particles eventually 
congregate into tiny scales or flakes which coat the residual 
grains. These clay minerals foom the clay bridges. 
2.3 Conclusion 
In areas where climatic conditions favour the formation 
of collapsing soils, consideration should be given to the behaviour 
of soils due to varying the moisture content of a load-bearing soil. 
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There are various methods to control the collapse 
phenomena of these soils (Knight, Ref. 28, Kantey, Ref. 29, 
Tschebotarioff, Ref. 22 and Robert Leslie and Partners). The 
most common method of inducing collapse before construction is 
the simultaneous inundation and loading of the soil. 
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C H A P T E R 3 
BRIEF OUTLINE OF THESIS WORK 
3.1 Brief outline of thesis 
At this stage of this thesis, it seems advisable to provide 
a brief guide to the major steps which were followed in planning 
and setting out the work of this thesis. 
The fold-out flow chart in Figure 3.1 shows the main steps 
of the thesis. In some cases there might be a slight overlap of 
ideas between the conclusions discussed in the final Chapter of 
the thesis and Figure 3.1. 
3.2 Comments concerning the flow chart in Figure 3.1 
It will be noticed that Figure 3.1 is not a description 
of the conventional stress path method used for settlement pre-
diction by Simons, Lambe and others. Instead Figure 3.1 can be 
regarded as one possible plan for investigating certain background 
assumptions which are implied in the use of a stress path method 
for settlemen~ prediction. 
Particular attention has been given to the comparison 
between the stress paths (for soil elements under footings) which 
follow either the K
0 
stress path, or a more correct stress path 
in which Boussinesq type equations are used to find the stress 
increases due to the surface loading. 
As a result of these comparisons it was found that the K 
0 
condition might be suitable for use even in a stress path approach 
to the settlement prediction for collapsing soils. A modification 
to the K stress path occurs during collapse, in that the soil 0 
stress moves to another K
0 
stress path line. However this would 
also occur in a consolidometer if a collapsing soil is wetted under 
loading. Hence the consolidometer is still a good instrument for 
the laboratory studies of collapsing soils, even if one wishes to 
simulate the field stress path. 
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The method used to find the extra stresses in a soil due 
to a uniform surface loading, is not necessarily the only method, 
nor the best method. It was however a convenient technique based 
on the principle of super-position for elastic medium. 
Although soil is not a true elastic medium, it has been 
assumed that the stresses calculated for a surface load on an 
elastic medium will be approximately correct for the soil; even 
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C H A P T E R 4 
VERTICAL STRESSES WITHIN A SOIL MASS 
4.1 Introduction to the boundary conditions of elastic formulae 
When designing a foundation system the engineer must 
determine whether the given soil mass will support the load 
imposed on it by the foundation. The term 'support' implies that 
both the bearing capacity and the settlement criteria are satisfied. 
It is therefore necessary to be able to define the magnitude and 
distribution of the stresses produced under the action of the design 
load. Formulae are usually based upon the assumptions of: 
a) elasticity 
b) homogeneity 
c) semi-infinite soil mass 
d) isotropy 
Isotropy is defined as identical elastic properties in 
every direction through a certain point of the solid. Homogeneity 
is defined as involving identical elastic properties at every 
point of the solid (Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2 and Terzaghi, Ref. 1). 
4.2 Dry soil 
The measuring of the stresses within a soil mass is difficult 
as the presence of a stress gauge disrupts the stress field that 
would otherwise exist if the stress gauge were not present. This 
effect would depend upon the type of soil, the average grain size 
and the size of the loaded area. 'In a dry soil, stress may be 
thought of as the force in the mineral skeleton per unit of area' 
(Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2) • 
plane through a soil mass. 
To define this Lambe considers a 
This plane passes through pore space as well as through 
mineral matter. At each point where this plane passes through 
mineral matter, the forces on these faces can be resolved into 
components normal and tangential to the plane. These forces are 
• 
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then resolved further to fit into some global coordinate system. 
The summation of the forces along the vertical axis divided by the 
area of the plane will define the vertical stress (see Figure 3.1). 
The shear stresses and the horizontal stresses are similarly defined. 
It is important to note that the macroscopic stresses as 
described above are different from the stresses existing at points 
of contact between particles. The above definition allows the 
forces acting at a point to be defined as the forces acting against 
the sides of an infinitesimally small cube of typical sdil. 
4.3 Geostatic stresses 
Geostatic stresses exist when there are no shear stresses 
acting on vertical and horizontal planes within a soil mass. The 
. 




Cross sections through the 
----- particles 
Point of contact between particles lying 
below and above the plane 
d-1 ax a 
Definition of Stress within a Soil Mass 
4.3.1 ~~~~~!~~~-~~~~~-~~-~!~~~!~-~~~~~!~~ 
Most soil mechanics ~r formulae are based on the assumption 
that the soil strictly follows Hooke 1 s law. (Ratio between a 
linear stress, 0, and the corresponding linear strain, e, is 






The value of E is derived from the results of the unconfined 
compression test. 











FIGURE 4.2 Defor.mations which Occur During the Unconfined 
Compression Test (Lambe, Ref. 5 and Terzaghi, Ref. 1) 
The vertical load applied will produce both a positive 
vertical strain and a negative horizontal strain. 
= tJl 
H 
e: = h 
Lld 
d 
where D-d = Lld 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
The absolute value of the strain ratio e::J.!e:.i is termed Poisson's 




Poisson's ratio has been defined as either the ratio of 
lateral extension _to longitudinal contraction for a cylindrical 
specimen in compression or the ratio of lateral compression to 
longitudinal extension for a specimen in tension. Therefore 
by definition if ~ were to be negative one of the following 
situations would have to occur. 
FIGURE 4.3 
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I I J ~ :!..J 
Defo~ations Associated with Negative VaZues of ~ 
(Rauch, Ref. 17) 
For all truly elastic materials the situations in Figure4f.3 
are unknown. These conditions therefore define the lower 
limit of Poisson's ratio, i.e. ~must be positive. However 
the writer believes that if the void ratio changes during shear 
(e.g. from a dense packing to a looser packing), care must be 
exercised in defining ~. 
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FIGURE 4;4 Isotropic Stress Application 
.If a sample is subjected to an isotropic stress system and if 
equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) are satisfied then the strain 
in any one of the three principal directions is ~ - 2~ ~ 
The volumetric strain !::N = v 
= 
0' 3 E (1 - 2~) (4.4) 
(if a small strain occurs) 
From equation (4.4) it is evident that for ~ equal to 0,5 the 
material is incompressible. 
zero to 0,5. 
The range of ~ therefore is 
Terzaghi (Ref. 1) also states that for dense soils and solid 
granular materials ~ varies considerably in magnitude between 
relatively low stresses and failure stresses. In most formulae 
applied to soil mechanics ~ is considered to remain constant. 
It is therefore necessary to view this assumption with caution 
when considering the behaviour of collapsing soil types as the 
stresses approach failure values. 
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4.3.3 ~~~-~~!~~!~~~~!~-~~~!~~~-!~~~!~~!-~~-~~~!:~~~~!-~~~~~~~~ 
The ratio of the horizontal effective stress to the vertical 




K = cr 
1 
(4.5) 
If a prism of material with unit weighty kN/m3 is placed on a 
perfectly frictionless base, the stresses caused by the self 
weight will produce a vertical compression and a lateral 













~Deformation of elastic 
\ 
, material due to self 
~1irrii~irt~n-alliiDn..- weight 
Frictionless base J<IH 
Vertical 
pressure 
FIGURE 4.5 Deformations and Stresses Associated with a Prism of 
Soil acted upon by Self Weight Alone (Terzaghi~ Ref. 1) 
In Figure 4.5, any depth z the vertical stress is equal to 
yz kN/m2 . Applying equations (4.3) and (4.4) an expression 
of lateral strain in terms of vertical stress for any depth 
z is obtained. 
The soil prism (cross section) can now be considered to be 
laterally confined in both horizontal directions between walls 
of exactly the same soil material, and to rest on a rough base. 
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A horizontal pressure a3 will then be developed along the 
vertical walls. When compared with the unconfined case in 
Figure 4.5 this horizontal stress will cause horizontal strains 
€3 due to a3 • i.e. 






The absolute values of this strain must be equal to the 
strain which existed in Figure 4.5 for the unrestrained case. 










1 - Jl 
( 1 J..l J.l } 
J..l 
1 - Jl 
al = K al = K yz (4.6) 0 0 
Where K
0 
is defined as the coefficient of lateral pressure 
at rest i.e. when no horizontal deformation is permitted. 
(Compare K wiibthe general notation forK in equation (4.5)). 0 
4.4 Stresses and displacements produced in a semi-infinite solid, 
with a horizontal surface, due to an imposed loading system 
In Figure 4.6 let N' be any point on the surface of a soil 
mass distance r away from the point of application of a point 
load Q. N is a point directly below N', at depth z below ground 
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level. The stresses and strains (See Figure 4.6) that extSt at 
point N are described by Boussinesq's equations (see equations (4.7) 
to ( 4.12)). 
Q Q 
FIGURE 4.6 Definition of the Stresses and Strains Described by 
Boussinesq's Equa~ions (Terzaghi, Ref. 1 & Zeevaert, Ref. 14) 
Boussinesq's equations as stated below strictly satisfy 
the boundary conditions described in the beginning of this 
Chapter and as such are only within the acceptable limits of 
accuracy where these conditions are approximated. 
The equations of stress according to Boussinesq are as 
follows: 
crz = 
_]S_ Cos 51j1 (4.7) 2 21Tz 
a 
_Q [3 Cos 31j1 Sin21j1 
- (l - 2ll) 
Cos 21j1 ] (4.8) = r 21Tz2 l + Cosljl 
a a = - (l- 2ll) _Q ___ [ Cos'~- Cos2~ ] (4.9) 









Ez = ~ 1 ; ~ [ 2 (1- ~) + Cos 21jl J Sin 1jl (4.11) 
Er = ~ 1 ; ~ [ - (1 - 2~) + Cosljl + Cos 21jl ] Sinljl Tan ~ 
(4.12) 
Q = the concentrated load on the surface 
r = the horizontal radial distance between an arbitrary 
point N below the surface and a vertical axis 
through the point of application of Q 
1jl = the angle between N and the vertical axis through 
the point of application of Q 
z = the depth below the surface of N 
a = the vertical normal stress 
z 
a = the horizontal radial normal stress 
r 
a8 = the horizontal circumferential normal stress 
-r = the shear stress in the directions of r and z 
rz 
~ =Poisson's ratio for the solid 




positive for a downward displacement 
= the horizontal radial displacement, taken as positive 
for an outward displacement 
These equations all assume that the unit weight of the 
material is zero. The stress obtained is therefore only due to 
the imposed surface load Q. The determination of the stresses 
due to self weight has already been described (see equation (4.6)). 
The summation of these two stress systems will define a stress 
state for a point within the soil (due to self weight and the load Q). 
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4.4.1 ~~~~!=~!-~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~-~!!~~l-~!~~~!~~~~~-!~~~~ 
The formulae available to the engineer for the determination 
of stresses due to distributed loads apply only to stresses 
produced by a flexible area load (i.e. surface loading intensity 
q is constant). A flexible area load implies that there is 
no rigid structure such as a footing between the load and the 
soil surface. To determine the effect of the uniformly 
distributed load, the load is divided into an infinite number 
of discrete point loads qdA (see Figure 4.7). Where A is the 
flexible loaded area and q is the intensity of the uniformly 
distributed load. 
Discrete point loads qda 
z 
FIGURE 4.7 IZZustration of the Division of an Unifo~Zy Distributed 
Load into a Number of Point Loads (Tschebotarioff~ Ref. 22) 
Terzaghi (Ref. 1) quotes formulae applying to line loads, strip 
loads and circular loads. 
For a line load (see Figure 4.8) 
2n 1 4 
a = ~ Cos ~ 1 1TZ 
2n 1 2 
a3 = ~ Cos ~ 1TZ 
(vertical) 
(horizontal) 







FIGURE 4.8 St:r>esses at N due to Line,Load q' a:r>e Desa:r>ibed by 
Equations 4.13 and 4.15 
For a strip load (see Figure 4.9 and 4.10) 
(vertical) (4.16) 
;[-Sin~ Cos~+ ~2 CJ = ~J (horizontal) 3 (4.17) 
~l 
T 
= .9. Sin2~ 13 1T (4.18) 
For a uniform loading on a circular area (see Figure 4.11) 
3 
"z = q [ 1 - L + ~R/z/Y] 
(under the centre of the loaded circle) 
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B. B 
FIGURE 4.9 Stresses at N due to a S~rip Load q are Described 
by Equations 4.16 and 4.18 
FIGURE 4.10 Illustration of a Simple Construction to Determine 
the orientation of the Principal Stresses at N due 
to a uniformly distributed Strip Load 




FIGURE 4.11 Stress at Point N, due to Loading q on a CirauU7r 
' Flexible Footing, is defined by Equation 4.18b 
Influence values 
An influence value (see Figure 4.14) is a dimensionless 
quantity that enables the stress at any point within a soil 
mass to be determined merely by multiplying this value by 
Q/z , or q'/z where q' is a line load causing a pressure at 
depth z. The parameters used for multiplication depend on 
whether the load is uniformly distributed, a line load or a 
concentrated load. 
Newmark, in 1935, obtained from integration of Boussinesq's 
formula for a concentrated load the following: 
/10 
1 
q = t. [ 2mn 1m2 + n 2 + 1 2 2 2 2 m +n +l+mn 
. -1 2mn 1m2 + n2 + 1 ] 
+ s 1 n 2 2 2 2 





m = B/z 
n = L/z 
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B = the breadth of the footing 
L = the length of the footing 
= the change in stress at any point N, depth z below 
the corner of a rectangle 
The increase in vertical stress at N (see Figure 4.12) 
can be calculated for the loaded area dehi by addition and 
subtraction of various rectangles (Terzaghi, Ref. 1). 
Uniform[ y distributed 
load 
FIGURE 4.12 Point Nat which StPess is to be CaZauZated 
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fiGURE 4.13 Chart of Stress Values for Point at Depth z below 
Corner of Footing (Tschebotarioff, Ref. 22) 
Equation (4.19) cru1 be rewritten as 
~'\ = q f(m,n) (4.20) 
For the direct solution to equation (4.20) a chart 
(see Figure 4.14) has been drawn. This chart defines f(m,n) 
for particular values of m and n. 
Another form of eq~~tion (4.20) is 
(4.21) 
From the curves shown in Figure 4.15 values of !
0 can be found 
for any value of z/B and L/B. 
(for stress). 
! 0 is called an influence value 
morn 
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PWUBE 4.15 Stress Influence Value at Depth z under a Corner 
of a Rectangular Loaded Area (Terzaghi, Ref. 1) 
4.4.1 Newmark influence chart 
(t~ ~-ir~l;-. q q q ({~(20 tH.*-~ /-r __ l __ , "'-t..ltj) \,.( ___ .... .,- - --0,8 1), 7 
-li N-· N N 
FIGURE 4.16(a) 4.16(b) 4.16(a) 4.16(d) 
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Suppose that in Figure 4.16(a) r is such that the stress 
at N due to the loaded area is 0,8 q. If r in Figure 4.16(b) 
is chosen so that the stress caused~ 0,7 q, then the stress 
caused due to Figure 4.16(c) is 0,1 q. Similarly in Figure 
4.16(d) the stress at N is 0,1 x 0,1 q for each of the loaded 
portions. 
Newmark's influence chart (see Figure 4.17) is used to 
find the extra stress at any point within a soil mass due to a 
surface loading. To evaluate the stress, the footing is drawn 
to a scale dependent upon the depth below founding level of 
the point at which the stress must be determined. The scale 
is determined by equati~~ OA to the depth of the point considered. 
Then the number of elemental areas covered by the drawn footing 
· is counted. The number of elemental areas counted multiplied 
by the chart constant and the uniformly distributed loading will 
produce the required vertical pressure. .The chart constant 
will depend only on the number of elemental areas that the 
chart contains. Note that the self weight effect of the soil 
must be added to the above vertical stress caused by the footing 
load. 
4.5 Conclusion 
For a footing which causes a uniformly distributed load 
. 
on the soil, the increase in vertical stress at a point in the 
soil can be calculated. In practice however rigid footings are 
a common occurrence. 
Rigid footings tend to prevent the uniform distribution of 
contact pressures to the soil. The contact pressures can vary 
considerably across a rigid footing. The contact pressure 
distribution depends on the stress parameters E and ~ for the 
footing and for the subgrade. For the prediction of settlements, 
the contact pressure is considered to be uniform and the settlement 
results are then modified to allow for non-uniform contact pressures 
(see Chapter 7). 
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In 1936 Borowicka (Ref. 2) established a formula to describe 
the contact pressure distribution. The formula defines a 
subgrade reaction K value for given stress parameters of the r 
soil and the footing and for a given footing size. For a circular 
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for subgrade reaction 
for the footing 
for the subgrade 
for the footing 
Thickness of footing 
' Radius of circular footing 
(4.22) 
For an infinite strip load K has the following value r 
K 
r = 
l - jl2 
l s 






A value of K equal to zero indicates constant contact pressure r 
(e.g. a perfectly flexibl~ raft carrying a uniform loading). 
Figures 4.18(a) and 4.18(b) show various contact pressures for 
different valu~of K (Terzaghi, Ref. land Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2). r 
Figure 4.19 shows lines of equal vertical pressure in sand 
as measured during the Freiburg tests. The angle ~ is measured 
0 
between the zero pressure curve (due to Q) and the vertical. 
As one approaches the footing this angle varies until it reaches 





Circle, load q kN/ma Infinite strip, load q kN/ma. 
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FIGURE 4.18(a) FIGURE 4.18(b) 
Uniform Loadings on Semi-flexible Bases 
230 
pressure distribution 
FIGURE 4.19 Lines of Equal Vertical pressure (due to QJ 
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FIGURE 4.20 Shows Different Settlement and Contact Pressure 
Distributions for Different Types of Footings and 
Soil Fomzations (Plummer, Ref. 37) 
Because of the variations shown in Figure 4.20 it is the 
duty of the civil engineer not to merely apply formulae but 
also to adjust the idealised values he obtains to the problem 
under consideration. 
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C H A P T E R 5 
HORIZONTAL STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS 
5.1 Introduction to horizontal stresses due to vertical loads 
Horizontal stress distributions can be calculated from 
elastic formulae or might be approximated by multiplying the vertical 
stress (due to self weight and surface loading) by the factor K
0 
(i.e. assuming zero horizontal strain). The assumption of zero 
horizontal strain is a simplification and is not always accurate. 
The variations in the results obtained from the two different methods 
can become appreciable, especially near the surface. These two 
methods can cause different stress paths at different points in 
the soil and therefore the settlement predictions by the two methods 
will not be identical. In order to decide on the stress path 
wh~ch must be followed in a laboratory test used for settlement 
prediction, it is necessary to accurately anticipate the stress 
path which might be followed by a soil element under the proposed 
foundation. Soil elements at different positions under the footing 
will follow different shapes of stress paths. 
defined and discussed in Chapter 6. 
Stress paths are 
5.2 Using Boussinesq's equations to approximate horizontal 
stresses due to a concentrated surface load 
At this stage we will neglect the self weight effect of the 
soil. To define stresses within a soil mass a constant coordinate 
system (see Figure 5.1) is generally used. Boussinesq's equations 
Yield values for radial and tangential horizontal stress. Use 
can be made of Mohr's circle of stress {see Chapter 7) to find 













Definition of the Co-ordinate System 
Timoshenko (Ref. 50) shows that the stress normal to any plane 
(see Figure 5.2) at any point within an ~lastic medium can be 
expressed in terms of stresses a , a , a , T , T , T 
x y z yz xz xy 
the stresses acting on three mutually perpendicular planes as 
where 
+ a m2 + a n2 + 2T mn + 2T tn 
+ 2T tm 
xy 
Cos(N ) = t 
X 
Cos(N ) = m y 
Cos(Nz) = n 




The Normal Stress a Acting on plane CBD in n 
Direction ON 
The stresses obtained from Boussinesq's equations are 
defined in Figure 5.3 These stresses must now be orientated 
to yield a and a in the chosen x,y coordinate system (Figure 5.4). X y 
FIGURE 5.3 









Stresses Defined by Boussinesq's Equations 
1:' "· 
FIGURE 5.4 ·The Modification of the Boussinesq's Stresses to 
yieLd horizontaL stresses ax,' ay in the x,y 
coordinate system 
From Figure 5.4 the direction cosines can be defined. 
These are: 
Cos(~X) = Cos 90° = 0 = n 
Cos(rX) = Cos e = i 
r 
Cos(eX) = Cos e6 = m 
Therefore from equation (5.1) 
a = a n2 + a m2 + a ~2 + 2T in + 2Ttzmn + 2Trtim x z t r · rz 
Because n = 0, Ttz = 0 and Trt = o 
a = X 
= 
Similarly 
a = y 
a m2 + a i 2 t r 
• atS•n'9_,. + CJ r Cos2.e~" 






Substituting Boussinesq values for at and or into equation 5.2 
and 5.3 the following -is obtained: 
a = X 
a y 
= 9,__.[ 21T 
- (1-211) 









z3 ( lx2+y2)2 





5.3 Approximation of horizontal stresses due to uniformly 
distributed surface loads 
Equations 5.4 and 5.5 were expressly derived to facilitate 
the application of Boussinesq' s· equations to determine horizontal 
stresses within a soil mass subjected to a uniformly distributed 
surface load. 
The effect of the uniformly distributed load can once more 
be considered as a large number of concentrated loads with their 
effects summated. The major difference between determining 
horizontal and vertical stresses is that for the calculation of 
the horizontal stresses the summation by formula of the effects of 
a finite number of concentrated surface loads has been considered. 
However the Newmark chart and the effective weight of the soil is 
used to calculate the vertical stresses at each point in the soil. 
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The formulae derived {equations 5.4 and 5.5) orientate the crt 
and cr to a chosen cr ,cr system for each of the concentrated r x y 
loads of an elemental area. A finite number of point loads was 
considered because a mechanical f~cm of integration was used. 
(see Figure 5.5) 
Element i, subjected to concentrated load Q 
FIGURE 5. 5 An Elemental APea ai Subjected to Load Q 
Although the footing sizes are 1 m, 2 m and 3 m square the 
dimensions of each element are 10 em x 10 em. The computer 
program used to determine values ·for cr and cr is shown after the X y 
next paragraph. At a point in the soil the program calculates values 
of cr and cr for each surface element. From the tabulated data X y 
(Appendix 1) stress distributions under odd shaped footings can 
be determined. (see Figure 5.6) 
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From the computer program results the horizontal stresses at various 
depths under the centre of the footing have been computed for various 
sizes of footings. The results are tabulated in Tables 5.1 to 
5.4. The stress paths for these footings have been drawn. (see 
Figures 5.7 to 5.10). A single curve of Z/B against average 
horizontal stress Oh can be drawn. (see Figure 5.11). The effect 
of ~ on horizontal stress distributions is shown in Figure 5.12. 
The results obtained compared with those shown in Lambe and Whiteman 
(Ref. 2), see Figures 5.13 to 5.16. 
5. 4 Conclusion • 
The power of the stress path method is illustrated. One 
can see from the stress paths that 
a) ~ and therefore K
0 
definitely have a large effect on the 
horizontal stress distribution within a soil mass 
b) Smaller footings are much more susceptable to inaccuracies 
when using settlement prediction methods in which the 
average increments in horizontal stresses are estimated 
from vertical stresses by using the K factor (i.e. instead 
0 
of calculating directly from Boussinesq type theory). 
The reason for this greater inaccuracy for smaller footings 
is that the stress paths deviate proportionally more from 
the K0 line than in the case of the larger footings. 
Whenever results with apparent~good agreement between 
predictions and measurements are quoted by other workers 
these are for large footings where the actual average 
stress paths due to surface loads are approximately on the 
K line. 
0 
c) The effect of moisture content on collapsing soils can 
be represented by a 45° line on the p- q diagram •. 
When considering small footings (e.g. less than 0,5 m 
by 0,5 m) it might be advisable not to use the K
0 
approxima-
tion For larger footings for important structures where 
accurate settlement must be predicted the K
0 
approximation 
might also be unsuitable. 
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For collapsing soils the estimated initial settlement based 
on K might be inaccurate, but the collapse settlement 0 
taking into account the change in K due to changes in water 0 
content be such that the combined initial and collapse settle-
ment should be accurately predicted. All settlements calculated 
using the K
0 
theory should be less than that of the actual 
field settlement because in natural foundation soils,horizontal 
yielding can take place. This is also substantiated by 
the stress paths (see Figure 5.7 to 5.10) and the knowledge 









FIGURE 5.7 Stress Paths for Points under the Centre of a 3m~ 3m Footing (deepwwater table) 
FIGURE 6.7 Stress Paths for Points under the Centre of a 3m x 3m Footing (Deep water tabte) 
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FIGURE 5.8 Stress Paths for Points Under the Centre of a 10m x 10m Footing (Fine sand~ deep water table) 
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FIGURE 6.9 Stress Path8 for Points Under the Centre of a 10m x 10m Footing (Fine sand_, deep ~ter tab'le) 
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Change in Stress due to Nett Surface Loading 













Using Newmark Chart 
6ah by adopting Boussinesq 1 s equations for 
a point load~ so that they were used in a 
\..-/ 1 summation 1 process to find the effect due to 
uniform loaiUg under a square footing 
Horizontal stresses accord·~ to K
0 
conditions 
i.e. using aah = K aa 
0 v 
).1 = 0,33 
K = 0,5 
0 
~ = 100 kN/m2 (nett working load) 
FIGURE 5.11 Stresses under Centre of a Square Footing (bJidth B) 
(assumed unifo~ pressure between footing and soil) 
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Increase in Average Horizontal Stresses Under Centre of Flexible Footing 
0,1 ~~ 0,2 ~ 0,3 ~ 0,4 ~ 0,5 ~ 0,6 ~ 0,7 ~ 0,8 ~ 
I./ 
ll =0,33 
'---Using Boussinesq's equations 
using 'summation' of 
Boussinesq's equations 
Horizontal stresses ~ah by using 6ah = K0 6av 
where 6a is defined by curve on Figure 5.11 v 
2 Footing on soil with deep water table ~ = 100 kN/m 
FIGURE 5.12 
(vertical contact pressure at founding level) 
Effect of ll on Hon~:mtal Stress Distributions 
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FIGURE 5.16 Stresses Under a Triangu~ Strip Load (Lamb & Whitman~ 
Ref~ 2) 
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TABLE ~.1 TabZe of data for drawing aatuaZ stress paths under the 
aentre of a 3 m x 3 m footing. 
(K = 0,5 
0 
Founding depth = 1 m) 
Depth below footing Initial (kN/m2) (kN/m2) (kN/m
2) 
Final 
Z/B - - -metres 01 03 q p !101 !::.03 q p 
0,1 0,3 26 13 6,5 19,5 78 38 26,5 77,5 
0,2 0,6 32 16 8,0 24,0 77 27 33,0 76,0 
0,3 1,0 40 20 10,0 30,0 70 18 36,0 74,0 
0,4 1,2 44 22 11,0 33,0 63 12 36,5 70,5 
0,5 1,5 50 25 12,5 37,5 57 8 37,0 70,0 
0,6 1,8 56 28 14,0 42,0 49 6 35,5 69,5 
1,0 3,0 80 40 20,0 60,0 27,5 0,5 33,8 73,8 
2,0 6,0 140 70 35,0 105,0 9- 0 39,5 109,5 
TABLE 2·2 TabZe of data for dr>ClJJing aatuaZ stress paths under the 
aentre of a 10 m x 10 m footing. 
(K0 = 0~5 Founding depth = 1 m) 
Depth below footing Initial (kN/m2) (kN/m2) (kN/m
2) 
Final 
Z/B - 1101 !::.03 -metres 01 03 q p q p 
0,1 1 40 20 10 30 98 47 35,5 102,5 
0,2 2 60 30 15 45 96 34 46,0 110,0 
0,3 3 80 40 20 60 87 22 52,5 116,5 
0,4 4 100 50 25 75 79 15 57,0 122,0 
0,5 5 120 60 30 90 71 10 60,5 130,5 
0,6 6 140 70 35 105 61 6 62,5 138,5 
1,0 10 220 110 55 165 34 1 71,5 182,5 
2,0 20 420 210 105 315 11 0 110,5 320,5 
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TABLE 2·3 TabZ.e of data for drazving aatua.Z s-tres-s- paths under the 
centre of a lO m x 10 m footing. 
(K = 0,4 
0 
Founding depth = 1 m) 
epth below footing Initial (kN/m2) (kN/m2) (kN/m2) 
Final 
Z/B metres Q - 6.01 f1oh -C11 crh p q p 
0,1 1 40 16 12 26 98 45 38,5 99,5 
0,2 2 60 24 18 42 96 32 50,0 106,0 
0,3 3 80 32 24 58 87 21 57,0 110,0 
0,4 4 100 40 30 74 79 14 62,5 116,5 
0,5 5 120 48 36 90 71 9 67,0 124,0 
0,6 6 140 56 42 106 61 6 69,5 131,5 
1,0 10 220 88 66 154 34 1 82,5 171,5 
2,0 20 420 168 126 294 11 0 131,5 299,5 
TABLE 5.4 
TABLE 2·4 TabZe of data for drazving actuaZ stress paths under the 
centre of a 20 m x 20 m footing. 
(K = 0' 4 
0 ' 
Founding depth = 1 m) 
4 ·- - .. ' - (kN/m2) (kN/m2) (kN/m
2) Depth~below fpoti~g Initial Final 
Z/B - 6.01 6.oh -metres C11 crh q p q p 
0,1 2 60 24 18 42 98 45 44,5 113,5 
0,2 4 100 40 30 70 96 32 62,0 134,0 
0,3 6 140 56 42 98 87 21 75,0 152,0 
0,4 8 180 72 54 126 79 14 86,5 172,5 
0,5 10 220 88 66 154 71 9 97,0 194,0 
0,6 12 260 104 78 182 61 6 105,5 215,5 
1,0 20 420 168 126 294 34 1 142,5 311,5 
2,0 4o· 820 328 246 574 11 0 251,5 579,5 
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C H A P T E R 6 
SETTLEMENT PREDICTION 
6.1 Introduction to the problems of settlement prediction 
Assumptions used in settlement predictions must be accurately 
defined for each and every case. Numerous factors affect settlement 
prediction. These influences vary with soil type and loading 
systems. 
6.2 Settlement 
Settlement describes the vertical deformation that occurs 
when a loading system is imposed on a "soil mass. The vertical 
deformation results in a denser packing of soil solids in a localized 
area. This localized area is mainly within a bulb of pressure 
extending down to at least 1,5 B or 2B {see Chapter 4). 
For any settlement problem, points at which deformation and 
stress variations will occur, must be chosen. These points must 
be carefully selected so as to obtain an accurate settlement 
prediction. 
points. 
There are two approaches for the selection of these 
The first method {see Figure 6.1) considers a number of 
points on different planes under the loaded area. For very accurate 
results a point under the centre.of the footing and points under 
the centres of the edges of the footing should suffice. The 
number of horizontal planes considered, could be related to the 
breadth of the footing and the variability of the soil with depth. 
The other method is to define an average point and to examine 
the behaviour of this single point. As the mass implies, the point 
should behave as an average of the points within the appropriate 
area of the soil mass. The position of the average point is 
defined as a function of B (see Figure 6.2{a) and 6.2(b)). The 
strain at this 'average point' is assumed to act over an effective 
compressible depth D (Sparks, Ref. 52). Dis dependent upon 
the shape and size of the footing considered. This method is 
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Circular loaded area 
Average point (Lambe) 

















FIGURE 6.2(b) Definition of the AvePage Point foP a StPip Footing 
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The cohesionless soils will deform immediately due to the 
loading of a localized area. Cohesive soils display a delayed 
consolidation characteristic. Consolidation is generally defined 
as the dissipation of excess water pressure with time. 
The time of dissipation of excess water pressure should be 
a function of the volume of water which has to be forced out of the 
soil mass and the ease with which it can flow through the soil mass. 
This volume of water must in turn be a function of the stress 
change, the compressibility of the soil skeleton and the volume of 
the soil subJected to the stress change. 
be proportional to the velocity of flow. 
The time should also 
Equation 6.1 can be used to determine the time for a 




c = v 
H = 




time for a percentage of the consolidation process 
to take place 
coefficient of consolidation 
..,.~~CA.--
thickness of the soil mass or~distance to a drainage 
surface 
time factor 
From the formula it is evident that the time for a percentage of 
the consolidation to take place will: 
1. Increase with increasing compressibility of the soil skeleton 
2. Decrease with increasing permeability 
3. Increase rapidly with increasing distance to drainage 
layer (H2 ) 
4. Not depend on the magnitude of the stress change. This 
magnitude of this stress change will only effect the mag-
nitude of the settle~ent not the percentage of the final 
settlement 
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Equilibrium is finally established when the water pressure 
is equal to the static water pressure due to the water table. 
At this stage the effective vertical stress within the soil mass 
is equal to the initial overburden effective stress plus the 
increment due to the loading system. 
Below are graphical representation of time settlement 




Initial Elastic Settlement 
~ 
a l'! ~ 
~ 
N 
~ \. ~ ~ tl:l r 
FIGURE 6.3 Saturated Clay Pa~tly Satu~ated Clay 
a Hydrodynamic consolidation settlement 
(obtained f~om consolidomete~ test) 
b Seco~y consolidation due to.time c~eep effects unde~ 
constant load 
c Initial comp~ession of ai~ voids due to Boyle's law and 
Henry's law 
d Hydrodynamic consolidation due to outw~d movement of 
the wate~ and ai~ within the voids of the clay 




6.3 Settlement prediction 
The movements with which the engineer is concerned are the 
maximum vertical settlement (S) the maximum differential settlement 
(6) and the maximum angular distortion o/L (see Figure 6.4). 
The determining settlement is the settlement which causes the 
maximum amount of distortion to a part of the building only. 
The maximum angular distortion (o/L) should be limited to ~300 
for buildings with interior panels and walls and ~150 for buildings 
without interior partitions or brick walls. 
FIGURE 6. 4 Important Settlement Values 
Settlement prediction is not only concerned with stress 
variation. The techniques of theoretical soil mechanics involve 
the assumption that the site conditions approximate to the theo-
retical model (e.g. rock boundaries etc). If these assumptions 
are reasonable other additional influences on.settlement prediction 
should be considered (e.g. stress history, rate of loading, 
variation of w etc). 
c 
The final cost of the structure will also influence settle-
ment prediction as a detailed soil investigation is a costly process. 
A flow chart, describing the process involved from the initial 
design stage of the structure and foundation system to the final 
predicted settlements and design of the system, is shown. 
The first column in the following table is based on 












































Initial prediction of imposed 
loading system 
t 
Will the failure of the ·structure f'LD Taking into consideration the 
be catastrophic? - costs involved decide on one 
J YES or more apptoaches to the settlement prediction. 
Gather all past information 
possible. Examine all the 
insitu boundary conditions (e.g. 
positions of layers, water table 
etc.). 
' 
Examine the influence of water on 
the behaviour of the soil • 
' Is the soil Homogeneous to great depth? I / YES NO . 
Determine properties of ~Use Boussinosq formula for] 
each layer E ,p. uniform homogeneous soils. 
t· 
Use finite element Elastic analysis 
stress analysis ·of stress 
distribution 




' Accum~lation of laboratory data and the 
application of the appropriate method of 
settlement prediction 
- / 
Predicted settlement values 
for the system 
I 
Decide upon 1 NO 
another system r ' _J Is the design acceptable? 
YES 
The required system has been 
obtained subject to bearing 
capacity criteria. 
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Consequences of soil being a 
particulate system 
The deformation of a mass of 
soil is controlled by the 
interactions between indi-
vidual particles especially 
by sliding between particles 
Soil is inherfently multi-
phase, and the constituents 
of the pore phase will in-
fluence the nature of the 
mineral surfaces and hence 
the process of force trans-
mis.sion at the particle 
contacts 
Water can flow through the 
soil and thus interact with 
the mineral skeleton. 
This will alter the mag-
nitude of forces at the 
contacts between part-
icles, and influence the 
compression and shear 
resistance of the soil 
When the load applied to a 
soil is suddenlY. changed, 
this change is carried 
jointly by the pore fluid 
and by the mineral 
skeleton. The change 
in pore pressure will 
cause water to move 
through the soil, hence 
the properties of the soil 
will change with time 
Influences on settlement 
prediction 
The plot of stress-strain is not a 
straight line and is not unique 
for load-unload cycles. Changes 
in water content can affect the 
case with which the particles 
may slide relative to each other. 
Settlement is dependent upon water 
content, and the water table at 
the moment of load transfer 
Variation in water content and water 
table will produce variations in 
deformation, even though a loading 
system remains constant 




Settlement prediction is not merely concerned with conditions 
at the time of loading. Subsequent variations of local conditions 
(e.g. rain) will influence soil behaviour after loading. Settle-
ment predictions should therefore make allowances for subsequent 
changes in water content in the soil which may take place after 
construction of the building. 
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C H A P T E R 7 
THE STRESS PATH 
7.1 Stress states that influence settlement predictions 
In most methods of settlement prediction (other than the 
stress path method) the engineer is concerned with the initial 
in situ field stress state (before application of design ·loads), 
the stress state immediately after application of design loads and 
the final stress state (after dissipation of pore water pressures). 
The engineer has not taken into account the 'path' followed in going 
from one stress state to another. 
This chapter will illustrate the importance of considering 
. 
the actual stress paths, and the influence of these stress paths 
on the behaviour of the soil. 
7.2 Stress equilib r~ (two dimensional stress state) 
Consider an element of soil subjected to stresses o1 , 
o2 and o3 • In Figure 7.1 it is assumed in this case that o2 = 
o3 (see Chapter 4). Hence the normal stress on any vertical 
section in Figure 7.1 is oh = o2 = o3 • 
d/ a _____ _.. 
FIGURE 7.1 Prinaipal Stresses o1, o2, o3 
{i.e. zero shear stress on surfaaes shown) 
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If the value of o1 is increased until shear failure occurs 
along an inclined face, the engineer would be interested in the 
stresses on the inclined face at failure (see Figure 7.1 and 7~2). 




FIGURE 7.2 Definition of Stresses and Forces on a Face c-c 
Inclined to the vertical CB 
For discussion of the stress paths, the assumption is made 
that under the footing, plane strain conditions are satisfied. 
Therefore it is only necessary to consider the stresses which act 
parallel to one vertical slice as in Figure 7.2. 
Plane strain conditions (Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2, Rauch, Ref. 17). 
1. Every slice of earth orientated parallel to this plane 




2. Under normal conditions the soils engine~r is dealing 
with a continuous mass of earth with a constant cross section 
and with outer boundaries perpendicular to a single vertical plane. 
3. The thickness of the slice is not changed by a variation 
of stress conditions within the slice. 
From the equilibrium of the element of soil in Figure 7.2 
the following equations must be satisfied: 
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E Horizontal forces = 0 
E Vertical forces = 0 
Therefore from equation (7.1) and Figure 7.2 
cr3 Sin a ds cr Sin a ds + T Cos a ds = 
Similarly from equation (7.2) and Figure 7.2 
cr1 Cosa ds cr Cosa ds T Sina ds = 0 
Multiply equation (7.3) by Cosa to get: 
cr 3 Sina Cosa - crSina Cosa + TCos
2a = 0 
Similarly multiply equation (7.4) by Sina to obtain: 
cr1 Sina Cosa - crSina Cosa - TSin
2a = 0 
Subtract eq~ation (7.5) from equation (7.6), hence: 
(cr1 - cr3 ) Sina Cosa - T(Sin




Similarly from equations (7.5) and (7.6) the following can 
be obtained: 









These formulalbecome rather cumbersome if for a specific 
value of« the orientation of the plane and the stress on that 
plane is required. Rather than perform these mathematical 
manipulations for each state of stress on a plane, a graphical 
method is used. The graphical construction is called Mohr's 
circle. 
0 
FIGURE ?.3 Definition of Angles a and o (in equations?.? & ?.8) 
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In Figure 7.3 the compressive stress is plotted along 
the horizontal axis and the positive shear stress is plotted 
vertically from the horizontal axis. The resultant stress 
on the face c-c of the soil element (shown in Figure 7.2) 
acts at the angle of obliquity o to the normal to the plane c-c. 
Mohr's diagram enables the engineer to determine the state of 
stress on any face of a soil element for a given stress condition. 
7.3 The stress path 
The Mohr's circle represents a method of graphic determina-
tion of stresses on various faces for one stress ~stem. Therefore 
for every two dimensional stress system a Mohr's circle can be 
defined. Rather than draw a Mohr's circle for each stress 
system, use is made of a stress point. A stress point is a 
single point that fully defines the Mohr's circle in position 
and size (see Figure 7.4). 
FIGURE 7.4 
t De!!ni~~~_?~ positio~ 
d.+~ i 2 I //Definition of size 
/ 
a. 0 
Illustration of how a stress point effectively defines 
Mohr's Circle in Both Size and Position 
Figure 7.5 shows P number of Mohr's circles with their 




FIGURE 7.5 The stress Path AB Represents the AppZication of an 
Increasing o3 with a constant o1• (In going from A to B) 
To define the changes in stress due to the loading of a 
soil element an infinite number of stress points have to be plotted. 
The line joining these stress points defines the stress path. 
Stress paths are plotted on p - q diagrams or p - q diagrams 
01 + 03 
p = 2 
- -01 + 03 
-p = 2 
01 -o 3 q = 2 
-q = q 
The total stress path defines the changes in total 
stress systems while the effective stress path is related to 








Let ABC (see Figure 7.6) represent the effective stress 
path for a non-typical triaxial sample. 








D.rairlf>ld loading with Eero 
horizontal strain {parallel to 
K line) 
Drained isotropically loaded p 
FIGURE 7.6 Stress Path ExampZe 
Section AB of the stress path will correspond to the 
drained isotropically loaded sample (final cell pressure is 
oB). Section BC corresponds to a drained loading condition 
with a zero horizontal strain (with cell pressure increasing 
from oB). This implies that the ratio of the increase of 
h~3o .... t~ effective stress to the increase in V12.-r-h.-~._( 
effective stress remains constant, and this ratio is equal 
to K • 
0 
For this stress path we can define any one stress point. 
For that stress point any stress conditions on any plane for 
this soil sample can be described. 
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7.4 The stress path method of settlement prediction 
The ultimate aim of the civil engineer is to apply field 
conditions to 'undisturbed' samples and to use the results from 
the tested samples for prediction of field conditions. 
For accurate settlement prediction it is necessary to 
establish whether to make calculations for either one or more 
'average' points under the foundation or to integrate a strain-
versus-depth curve obtained for several points. 
The stress path method of settlement prediction consists 
b~sically of two steps (Lambe, Ref. 7) . . 
1. The estimation of the history and variation of stress and 
strain for one or more elements of soil in the actual 
field structure. 
2. · "The use of soil tests (laboratory and field) and analytical 
techniques which approximate the field stress and strain 
conditions before, during and after construction. 
Lambe (Ref. 7) does not lay emphasis on the necessity of 
highly sophisticated apparatus, or three dimensional stress 
analysis and testing procedures. He does however emphasiz~he 
most correct approximation of field conditions is essential for 
accurate settlement prediction. 
The first step in the stress path method provides in-
formation on the consolidation stresses, or the initial stress 
system, before loading occurs. This information will denote the 
method of testing for the first stage of the test. 
The second stage of the ~est involves the application of 
the imposed surface loads. From the stress path drawn from step 
t~o, the method of testing that will accurately duplicate the field 
conditions can be deduced. Figure 7.7 shows the flow chart for 
the stress path method of settlement prediction. 
7.5 Discussion of the flow chart 
Lambe does not provide a flow chart but the follo~ing is an 
example illustrating the method suggested by Lambe (Lambe, Ref. 7, 
Davis Poulos, Ref. 6). Consider a sample soil element in the 
field (in a triaxial cell) which is first allowed to consolidate 
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Site Investigation 
Establishing of subsoil conditions 
1 
Is the soil Homogeneous to a depth 
of 28 (or :38) 
/ YES rm 




Select one or mora average points 
' Determine the initial stresses, 
pore pressures and other relevant 
data. Ora~ the stress paths. 
_t 
Is it relatively ~asy to follow the 
stress path in the laboratory? I 
~ YES r~o ~ 
Decide on tests to be performed. L Consult "Discussion of flow chart"·l 
' 
, 
Relative tests are performed and 
results are noted·. 
I 
!!!as the average point method used? 
'• 
/ YES NO ~ 
The effective bulb of stress has I Draw strain versus depth curve J 
been defined ~s (a constant x the 
relative dimension of the footing) ~ 
deep. Multiply the strain measured 
by the depth of the bulb corrss~onding l Integrate tho curve drawn. 1 t6 that point. / 
" A prediction of the field settlement 
is obtained. 
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under K conditions to the state A. Then it is subjected to 
0 
an increase in vertical total stress (while the horizontal total 
stress remains constant). 
under this loading. 
The sample is then allowed to consolidate 
PIGURE 7.8 





ExampLe ILLustrating the Stress Path Method used 
by Lambe (Ref. 7) 
a = totaL undrained shear strength 




c = additionaL shear stress experienced during 
undrained shear 
d = equivaLent K
0 
stress path 
Consider the field conditions to be described by the effective 
stress path ABC. Where AB shows the undrained loading stress 
variations, and BC represents the consolidation of the loaded soil. 
The settlement will result from the stress variations 
in going from A to B and B to C. 
Firstly the axial strain due to undrained compression is 
estimated. This can be found from an undrained triaxial test 
where the vertical deflections, in going from A to B, are recorded. 
The next step followed by Lambe is to compute the volume 
change during consolidation (~ volume consolidation) corresponding 
to the corresponding consolidation stress path along the K line AD 
0 
for this same total stress change. This is done as follows: 
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The position of C is estimated by using increments from 
Boussinesq's equations. These increments are from the state A. 
The point D is obtained by drawing a curve (similar to the 
undrained loading effective stress path BA) from C to cut the 
K line at D. 
0 
The appropriate stress path which could be used 
in an ordinary oedometer is then represented by AD. Most of the 
samples are tested in the oedometer, but these results must be 
modified by a correction factor which varies with soil types 
and stress paths. A consolidation in a triaxial cell must be 
performed to estimate this ccrrection factor, 
Using a triaxial test, the actual vertical axial strain 
during consolidation BC, of the soil element, is determined. 
This is achieved by performing a triaxial test which follows 
tne actual stress path BC. From this an estimate of the ratio 
between the axial strain and the volUmetric strain"during consolida-
tion is obtained. 
~hip is:. 
An expression which approximates this relation-
(~ ) = axial consolidation 
where 
1 + K - 2K K 
0 0 
(l- K )(1 + 2K) 
0 
(~ axial strains oedometer) 
(7.13) 
(~ axial consolidation) = actual axial strain during triaxial 
consolidation (~£/£ ) 
0 
(~ axial strains oedometer) = volumetric strain obtained by the 
. appropriate K test (~e/1 +e ) 
0 0 
K = initial effective principal stress ratio (for state at A) 0 
K = final effective principal stress ratio (for state at C) 
Now the total axial strain for the in situ element subjected 
to triaxial stress can be estimated as follows. This value is 
the sum of the immediate axial strain during the undrained con-
dition and the consolidation axial strain. 
( ~ total) = (~ undrained) + (~ ) axial consolidation 
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Lambe therefore suggests that only one (or maybe two) 
triaxial tests be performed following the stress path ABC and 
to find the K value and to estimate E undrained and to verify 
0 
equation (7.13). The remaining tests can be carried out on the 
consolidometer following an appropriate K stress path. Equation 
0 
(7.13) is applied to the oedometer results to obtain (E axial consol.) 
7.5.1. ~~!!!=~!!~~-~~~~~~!~~-~l_!~~-!E!!~~ 
From test results compute as before the axial strain due to 
undrained loading. Now examine the stress path. Does the 
end point of the stress path lie close to the assumed K 
0 
line for this soil (i.e. is K approximately equal to K ). 
0 
If it is not, then carry on with Lambe's method (i.e. 
equation (7.13)). 




triaxial tests need be considered for the appropriate K0 
stress paths. The field consolidation axial strain will be 
·O-f~ equal to the \Olumetric strain determined by the K
0 
test. 
In the K triaxial test, the factor on the left-hand side 
0 
of equation (7.13) is equal to the axial strain term in the 
brackets on the right-hand side of this equation. Note that 
this becomes possible when one uses K = K in equation· (7.13). 
0 
Does the portion of the stress path corresponding to drained 
consolidation (as calculdted by using Boussinesq) have the 
same slope as the assumed K line ? If it does, then a 
0 
K type triaxial test can be performed to obtain (E . 1 o ax1a 
l .d t• ) directly, instead of using equation (7.13). conso 1 a 1on 
This K test must be done in a triaxial cell, and not in an 
0 
oedometer. 
This simplification will Qe appreciated by the triaxial 
be..,_"" +c. ... ~q. 
machine technician ~s to follow)a relatively complicated 
stress path is a drawn out process which demands the highest 
degree of concentration. 
q 
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7.6 Stress paths for standard laboratory testing procedures 
The stress path that is in most cases the critical one 
for settlement is the effective stress path, as this is the 
stress path that the soil skeleton will experience on a macro-
scopic scale. 
in soils. 
It is this stress path that causes displacements 
7.6.1 The consolidometer (i.e. the oedometer) 
A typical stress path for a loading increment in con-
solidometer is shown in Figure 7.9. This is described in 
this section. The load is applied instantaneously to the 
sample. The soil is prevented from deforming laterally; 
that is, zero horizontal strain occurs (see Figure 7·.10(a)). 
If we assume zero horizontal strain, then if the vertical 
stress increment is applied quickly to a saturated sample 
there is no volumetric strain and therefore no shear strain. 
This implies zero changes in effective stress and shear 
stresses during the instant of load application. 
K1 line 
FIGURE 7.9 Stress paths for Consolidometer Test (loading) 
a = excess pore pressure ~u due to load increment 
b = static pore water pressure u before loading 
a = total pore pressure u immedi~tely after loading 
AB = effective stress path 
DEF = total stress path 
ACE = (total- ustatic) stress path 
u = static pore water pressure static 
u = pore water pressure (total) 
For undrained loading: Effective stress path stays at A 
Total stress path = DE 
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Consolidometer ring provi~es 
confining horizontal pressures 
Bottom porous plate 
FIGURE lO(a) ConsoZidometer SampZe 
Consolidometer ring Horizontal pressures exerted on the ring 
FIGURE lO(b) Pressures Experienced by ConsoZidometer Ring 
If at the instant of load application there is no change in 
effective stresses or shear stresses then the excess water 
pressure must be equal to the load increment. The stress on 
the consolidometer ring (which equals the total horizontal 
stress) is equal to the effective stress plus the total pore 
water pressure. Thus at the instant of loading there is an 
increase in the total stresses while the effective stresses 
and shear stresses remain constant. 
The effective stress path from A to B (see Figure 7.9) 
describes the sequence of effective stress systems imposed on 
the soil particles as dissipation of water pressure takes place. 
q 
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The total stress path from E to F (see Figure 7.9) describes 
the total sXtress system imposed on the consolidometer ring 
during dissipation of excess water pressures. 
During drainage, the horizontal and vertical effective 
stresses change, therefore a volume change and a shear strain 
will occur. The relationship of the vertical and horizontal 
effective stresses remain constant because K conditions are 0 
approximately satisfied in the oedometer. 
7.6.2 ~::~~::~!::~ 
Figure 7.11 depicts a typical stress path for the unloading 
of a consolidometer sample. For undrained unloading the 
effective stress path stays at A and the total stress path is 
DE and the (total - u t t' ) stre~s path is AC. s a 1c 
When the specimen is unloaded, a decrease in pore pressure 
causes the water surrounding the sample to be sucked into the 
sample and the soil swells during the dissipation of the 
negative pore pressures. 
During this swelling after unloading, the ratio of the 
vertical to horizontal effective stress does not remain constant, 
as the sample is not perfectly elastic in that each soil 




Stress Path for Unloading of a Consolidometer 
Sample (Lambe, Ref. 7) (Horizontal stresses 
determined from other research workers results) 
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AB = effective stress path 
DEF = total stress path 
ACB = (total - u tat' ) stress path s t.e 
ustatic = static pore water pressure 
u = total pore water pressure 
u-u . = excess pore water pressure statt.c 
The curve in Figure 7.11 was drawn by Lambe and based on 
experimental results observed by Hendron, Brooker and Ireland 
in 1965. They performed consolidometer tests in which the 
horizontal and vertical stresses could be measured. They 
produced curves which related K , overconsolidation ratio and 0 
plasticity index P.I. 
defined as 









-cr = vo 
cr 
vo 
maximum previous vertical stress (e.g. if A lies on K line in Figure 7.11, then 0 corresponds to state A) 0 vm 
field stress (e.g. stress at state being considered; 
state B or state A) 
7.6.3 The triaxial tests (consolidated undrained) 
The consolidated undrained loading in nature is regarded as 
consisting of two distinct stages. The first stage is the 
application of the stresses due to self weight of the soil mass. 
The second is the application of the stress increments due to a 
load being applied at some point on top of, or at some point 
within that soil mass. 
The triaxial test results as shown, differ slightly from the 
in situ condition in that during the first stage of the triaxial 
test the soil is allowed to consolidate isotropically under the 
action of a stress system which does not represent the stresses 







this would correspond to a K condition. 
0 
The second stage of 
the triaxial test is concerned with the undrained vertical 
A loading of the sample. In the triaxial test this vertical 
loading is applied while the horizontal cell pressure 
z 
(i.e. horizontal strain is permitted). remains constant 
In nature, horizontal strain is limited by the adjacent soil 
during this undrained shear. From the results of this type of 
triaxial test, the effective undrained loading stress paths 
can be drawn. Lambe superimposes undrained vertical strain 
contours on the stress paths to produce the 'pure form' of 
the stress path method of settlement prediction. 
The method to determine the total settlement from the curves 
shown in Figure 7.12 is as follows. Firstly the field effective 
·stress path must be superimposed on the diagram. The strain 
' value corresponding to the initial state of stress is sub-
tracted from the strain value of the final state of stress. 
This difference in strain value will be the total strain for 
that stress path. Where the total strain is the sum of the 
immediate strain due to undrained loading plus the hydrodynamic 
consolidation strain. The total settlement will be the total 
strain multiplied by the depth of the soil layer corresponding 




The PuPe FoPm of the StPess Path Method (Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2) 
5 
Effective stPess paths fPom consolidated undrained 
tests on a noPmally consolidated clay 
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7.6.4 Consolidated drained test 
To be able to demonstrate the variation in drained 
stress paths: from the undrained test, the first stage of the 
test will be considered similar to the above. The second 
stage is different in that the soil is allowed to drain during 
loading. This implies that the excess pore pressure will 
remain constant and equal to zero (see Figure 7.13) Depending 
upon the rate of loading. 
q 
. FIGURE 7.13 StPess Paths for ConsoZidated Drained TriaxiaZ Tests 
,Each soil particle will innnediately 1feel 1 the total 
stress variation and therefore the effective stress path and the 
total stress path will be parallel. 
7.7 Deformations associ~ted with various stress paths 
In an 'elastic material subjected to a three dimensional 
stress system, the following formulae apply (see Chapter 4): 
= 
1 






= - [o - ~(o + o )] E y X z (7.15) 
1 
= - [o - ~(o + o )] E Z X y (7.16) 
From these formulae it is obvious that each component of 
strain is a function of the three dimensional stress system; 
and therefore the deformations of the elastic material are 
relative to the stress system applied to it. For a perfectly 
elastic body the particular stress system would provide sufficient 
information to calculate the deformations (if E and~ are known) • 
. In the theory of soil mechanics an elastic stress dis-
tribution within a soil mass is ass~ed (i.e. elastic formulae are 
used to predict the extra total stress distribution within the 
soil mass- see Chapter 4). The soil mass, however does not 
generally behave elastically and it is therefore necessary to 
know the immediate and long term 'stress history' of a soil mass. 
Under long term stress history all the past overburden 
pressures are considered. The immediate stress history would be 
represented by the stress path. The stress path being the 
variations in stress systems from immediately before construction 
until an equilibrium stress system is achieved. Equilibrium 
occurs when the stress system is such that the appropriate total 
stress minus the static pore pressure equals the effective stress. 
From the above it can be concluded that .the deformation within a 
soil mass and the effective stress path are related. 
The following exrumples are of stress paths and the de-
formation associated with them. The deformations are obtained 
from triaxial tests (Lambe, Ref. 7, Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2, 
Moore and Spencer, Ref. 38, and E.D.'Appolonia, Ref. 24). 
The triaxial samples in Figure 7.14 have been allowed to 
consolidate fully under K conditions. Drained compression along 
0 
stress paths 1, 2 and 3 are applied to the consolidated samples 
in order to illustrate the relationship between types of deformation 
and the position of the effective stress path (see Table 7.1). 
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I p,p,CJ,a 
r--co-minon vertical st-ress 
Line 




~h >I vari~_ Btatic pore 
tion water pressure 
FIGURE 7.14 The Defo~ations Associated with these Stress Paths 
are shown in Table 6.1 
----------- Total stress path 
Effective stress path 
TABLE 7.1 Stress paths and their associated deformations 
Effective Stress Path No Deformation 
1 'To--I I I I 













Deformations (see Table 7.2) 
TABLE 7.2 
Description 
In the triaxial, the soil is initially 
isotropically consolidated (at state A). 
Increases in stress are then applied to 
the soil i.e. the vertical total stress 
is increased and the horizontal total 
stress (all pressure}is increased slight-
ly while the stress path moves in an un-
drained condition from state A to C. 
From C to D the loading remains constant, 
but the internal effective stress dis-
tribution changes. Dissipation of excess 
pore pressures take place. 
Deformation 
In going from 




CD is parallel 







Stress path AC is as before. Stress path 
CE is due to the dissipation of excess 
pore pressures. The slope of CE is diff-
erent. This implies the mode of stress 
change during drainage is different and 
hence the deformations will be different (i.e. see Figure 7.12 which shows the 
vertical deformations) 
BCD Corresponds to ACD except that the 
initial col(l.ition satisfies the equation 
o3 = Kool 
BCE Corresponds to ACE except that the 
initial condition satisfies the equation 
o3 = Kool 
7.8 Examples of field stress paths 
Deformation 
For a effective 
stress path which 
is horizontal 
( CE), the ratio 
of the vertical 
strain to tbe 
vol~etric strain 
::: J/3 (Lambe, 
Ref, 7) 
(Lambe, Ref. 7, Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2, Moore and 
Spancer, Ref. 38 and E.D.'Appolonia, Ref. 24) 
Figure 7.16 describes ~arious stress paths with their 
associated K approximated stress paths·. 0 It is necessary to 





FIGURE ?.16 StPess Paths with Equivalent K Conditions 
0 
---------- Equivalent K stpess path 0 
StPess path 
The Kf line is obtained from ~ versus pf plots from 
consolidated drained tests 
01 - 03 
at failure ~ = 2 (7.17) 
-
01 + 03 
at failure Pf = 2 (7.18) 
The K line is obtained from a triaxial test allowing 0 
zero horizontal strain. From the data of this test the slope 
of the K
0 line is obtained. The writer suggests the following 











First perform consolidated undrained triaxial 
tests in which the pore pressures are 
Ko measured (Bishop, Ref. 9) The undrained 
stress paths (dotted) would be drawn before 
the field stress p~ths are drawn. The field 
undrained loading effective stress paths 
, could be approximated knowing the shape of 
'~ 3 or 4 of these undrained triaxial stress paths. 
~----~------~·~---------L'-- This is used to draw the dotted line DC in 
-p 
P the last diagram of this table 
ABC might be the stress path under a column 
footing for a bridge. The field stress 
distribution obeys the K criteria before 
application of the found~tion load. AB is 
the immediate change in stress due to undrained 
loading at the time when the load is applied. 
Point B can be found from field measurement 
K (i.e. peizometer tubes will indicate the excess 
c pore pressure at state B. Total stresses 
are estimated by using Boussinesq's equations 
Hence the total stress point B'is known. 
B is found from B' by using the measured pore 
pressure). Alternatively laboratory measure-
ments can be used (triaxial undrained test 
from state A to state B). The immediate 
settlement due to AB would be observed in the 
undrained triaxial test. The final stress 
system (at C) can be calculated from elastic 
formulae, (see Chapter 4). 
Looking at the flow chart drawn for settlement 
prediction using the stress path method it can 
be seen that the decision to be made is, 
'is it relatively easy to follow the natural 
stress path in the triaxial machine'. 
The answer to this would be yes, as the slope 
BC on the 'q versus p' plot is parallel 
to the K line. The triaxial test corre-
sponding0 to BC would then be a drained 
test with zero horizontal deflection 
(Chapter 10). The horizontal deflection 
is zero because BC is parallel to the line 
K . From these triaxial test results the 
h~drodynamic consolidation settlement 
during drainage can be computed by summing 
the vertical strains from state B to state C. 
To find the total settlement due to the load, 
this hydrodynamic settlement (due to drainage 
from state B to state C) should be added to 
the initial undrained settlement found above 









In most practical cases the line BC is not 
parallel to the K line. The field stress 
system obeys the R criteria (point A). 
Because the incremgnt A to C is determined by 
Boussinesq's type equations, it does not 
follow that the point C will lie on the K 
line even when the soil has fully drained~ 
Point C can be calculated relative to point A 
by using these Boussinesq's equations (see 
Chapter 4). To find the point D (which 
determines the simplified laboratory stress 
path A to D) one can assume that CD lies on 
the unstrained stress path from C to D. 
(The stress path CD can be sketched in by eye, 
knowing the shape of 3 or 4 typical curves. 
see Figure 7.12). Hence the stress path AD 
to be used in the laboratory K test is known. 
One can use a'K triaxial test~ or an oedometer 
test for the se~tlement prediction. AB is 
the immediate change in stress systems due to 
the undrained loading. BC is the consolidation 
stress path, due to drainage. AD could be 
the stress path used in a laboratory K test. 
The in situ stress path BC is not a re£atively 
easy stress path to sfmulate in the laboratory 
[horizontal strain ~ 0 volumetric strain during 
in situ drainage]. Hence the advantage of 
using the simpler stress path AD in the 
laboratory tests. Lambe uses the simplified 
stress path AD. Considering that point C 
is a stress s~em which approximates K 
conditions then Lambe's approximate K 0 stress 
path would.be appropriate. Lambe doe~ not 
sketch in the line CD but assumes the same 
45° line passes through C and D to the stress 
a, on the p axis. According to Lambe the 
immediate settlement would be computed as 
before by performing undrained triaxial tests 
or by using available curves such as Figure 
7.12. It seems that Lambe determines the 
consolidation drained settlement from either 
consolidometer or triaxial tests. 
If the final state C deviates considerably 
from the K line the diagram is as shown. 
AB is the ~mmediate stress path. BC is the 
consolidation (i.e. drained) stress path. 
The immediate settlement is calcualted as 
before. The point C is relatively distant 
from the K line and consequently Lambe's 
method (seg Section 7.5) would have to be used. 
















FIGURE 7.17 SettZement Defo~ations Assoaiated with CohesionZess SoiZs 
(D. Bond, Ref. 39) 
/ 
, .,...,..- ~Line 
5 10 15 20 25 
FIGURE 7.18 Stress Paths for CohesionZess GranuZar SoiZ (fine to 
medium soiZJ (Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2) 
30 
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The stress path for a granular cohesionless soil might 
start on the K line and end at some point relatively close to 
0 
the K line after being subjected to some load system. Because 
0 
the final state does not lie on the K0 line the inference is 
that a horizontal deformation has taken place. The magnitude 
of this horizontal deformation is however very small in comparison 
to the vertical deformation. It is generally considered to be 
negligible (see Chapter 4). The equivalent K stress path is 0 
considered to be appropriate for laboratory tests. 
The settlement would then be computed by summing the 
vertical strains from a consolidometer or K triaxial test. 0 
If for some reason the initial stress system does not satisfy 
the K condition then a suitable triaxial test is imperitive. 
0 
7.9 Conclusion 
The theory of the stress path method has been presented. 
The deformations and laboratory tests which are associated with 
field conditions have been described. A civil engineer must 
v.isit a proposed construction site to obtain a profile and soil 
samples. Field stress paths are predicted. Appropriate 
laboratory stress paths are followed in testing the soil. From 
this information described, an experienced civil engineer can 
without further visits to the site describe in some detail, the 
type of soil, the deformations occurring, the variation in the pore 
pressures and the immediate and drained consolidation settlement. 
Collapsing and expansive strains due 'to subsequent changes 
in water content may occur and hence the laboratory tests should 
include these changes which would be applied after the laboratory 
sample has reached state C (see diagram on previous page). 
Inspection of the predicted field stress path indicates 
the suitable laboratory testing procedure which can be used (i.e. 
special triaxial settlement tests; 
or oedometers). 
or K tests in triaxials 
0 
C H A P T E R 8 
METHODS OF SETTLEMENT PREDICTION 
A REVIEW OF AVAILABLE METHODS 
8.1 Introduction 
It was necessary to describe the stress path method in Chapter 
7 before attempting a historical review of methods of settlement 
prediction. 
8.2 Historical notes (Lambe, Ref. 5, Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2, 
D'Appolonia, Ref. 24) 
' Initially settlement prediction methods were limited 
to the use of elastic formulae applied to initial and final 
stress v~lues. The initial stress value is the in situ state of 
stress before application of foundation loads. The final in situ 
stress state occurs after dissipation of excess water pressures 
caused by foundation loads. Terzaghi who is considered to be the 
'Father of soil mechanics' first presented theories in 1924 
for the computation of ultimate settlement and the rate of settle-
ment. The original solution was developed for a layer of clay 
subjected to a pressure increment over a large area. Large areas 
were considered in order to limit the shear deformations and to 
obtain a uniform hydrostatic pressure w-ithin the clay layer itself. 
His theory related the ultimate settlement to the area of the 
'vertical strain versus depth' curve. 
In 1936 Casagrande recognised the effects of preconsolidation 
pressures on an e - p curve determined from standard consolidometer 
tests. The correlation of field tests and laboratory tests was 
"' improved by taking accou~ of this effect. The accuracy of settle-
ment predictions were also improved. 
In 1955 research workers Skempton, Peck and Mac Donald 
predicted values of settlement for six buildings in London and 
Chicago. The observed settlements agreed with their predictions. 
Immediate settlement pi or instantaneous shear strains in the clay 
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FIGURE 8.1 Computed Displacements in Elastic Body Subjected to 
Strip Load. The first arrow is the displacement 
during undrained loading (shear strains for zero 
volume change). The second arrow is the displace-
ment during subsequent consolidation (the volume 
decreases and additional shear strains arise) 
(Lambe and Whitman~ Ref. 2) 
To predict this immediate settlement they used elastic Boussinesq's 
formula. They then stated (Seed, Ref. 4) 
Pt = pi + (consolidation settlement) 
where (consolidation settlement) = (p conventional - pi) 
consolidometer 
therefore pt = p. + u l. (p conventional -conso.lidometer 
h = B ( 1 - H2)I w ere pi q E P 





Boussinesq's formulae when applied to immediate settlement 
always over estimates the field value. This is attributed 
(Seed, Ref. 4) to the dependence of the in situ modulus of deforma-
tion upon (l) the stress level at which the modulus is measured, 
{2) 
{4) 
the type of test, (3) the stress system used in the test, 
the direction of the applied major principal stress during 
laboratory loading relative to the direction of the major principal 
stress during field consolidation. 
In 1956 another two important factors were uncovered by 
Schmertmann. He proved that consolidation curves for samples with 
all degrees of disturbance merge together at a void ratio of 
approximately 40% of the initial void ratio. He also noted that 
swelling curves due to unloading have essentially the same slope 
regardless of.the pressure at which load reduction is begun. 
At about the same time it was shown'by Crawford that e - p 
curves are greatly influenced by time intervals during load increments. 
More important was the discovery that preconsolidation values 
estimated from laboratory tests are dependent upon load durations 
during testing. 
In 1958 Skempton and Bjerrum modified the formula for 
immediate settlement after realising that generally the immediate 
increase in po~e pressure (8u) is not equal to the increase in 
vertical load (8a 1 ). They expressed 8u as a function of 8a3 , 
8a1 , and a pore water coefficient A. As A is rarely equal to one, 
8u is rarely equal to 8a1 
(8.4) 
They therefore effectively reduced the increment in effective 
stress for consolidation settlement. 
From the above it should already be obvious that not only 
are the initial and final in situ stress conditions important, 
but also the in situ effective stress path followed. In 1964 
Lambe emphasized this point when putting forward the theory of the 
stress path method of settlement analysis. 
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8.3 Elastic methods of settlement prediction 
Elastic theories state that stress is proportional to strain 
and that the law of superposition of stress and strain is valid. 
In Chapter 4 the extra vertical and extra average horizontal 
stresses due to a load on a finite area were computed. 
Consider some point N' a certain distance away from the 
foundation. The strain curves in Figure 8.4 are for a point under 
the corner of a rectangle (Terzaghi, Ref. 1). The foundation 
therefore has to be broken up into a number of elemental rect-
angles. Each of the rectangles must have a common corner such 



























FIGURE 8.2 Point N for which the settlement prediction is to be made 
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8.3.1 Elastic formulae 
In 1885 Boussinesq produced equations 8.5 and 8.6 for the 
vertical displacement and the horizontal displacement caused by 
a vertical point load at the soil surface and at internal points 
in elastic half-space (Terzaghi, Ref. 1). 
FIGURE 8.3 Definition of st~essee and strains associated with 
point load Q 
Aa = change in st~eee 
o = displacement associated with change in st~ess 
Q = ve~tical point load 
Sign convention: 
o · positive downward 
v' 
oH; positive in outward direction 
The displacements at point A are: 
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(8.5) 
ohA = 2~r l ; H [ - 1(1 - 2v) + Cos~ + Cos2~] Sin~ Tan% 
(8.6) 
Consider a point B at the surface (i.e.~= 90°) 
At B therefore, Cos~ = 0 
Tan.t = 1 2 
Sin~ = 1 
Therefore at B the displacements of the soil surface are: 
= _s_ 1 + H [2(1 - ,.)] 0vB 21rr E ,. 
= 
_.s_ 1 - H2 
1Tr E 
(8.7) 
ohB _2_ 1 + u 1 + 2v) = 21Tr E 
Q 1 
- H - 2u2 
= ---21rr E (8.8) 
Equations 8.7 and 8.8 are for the settlement prediction at the 
surface for a surface load (or at founding level) due to a 
point load applied to a soil mass. 
Consider now a uniformly distributed lqad acting on abed 
(Figure 8.2). Divide abed into elemental areas (dA = dx.dy). 
On each of these areas a ' concentrated' load dQ acts (dQ = 
qd.dy). By integration the vertical strain at a single point 
can be obtained (see Figure 8.4). For~= 90°; that is for 
conditions at the surface or at founding level, the settlement 
under the corner of the footing is: 
llp = ov = qB l-u2 E 
1 [ 1 + .,lp_2 + 1 ; i log =--:...:::...
1
--= 
+ log (t + lt2 + 1) ] (8.9) 




l + h 2 + l log J/, + log (i + li2 + 1)] into 8.9 
gives 
Llp = qB l - J.l2 I E P (8.io) 
I is a pure number and is analogous to I (see Chapter 4). P a 
Numerous charts have been drawn up for various J/, and depth 
values _(see Figure 8. 4) . 
For circular areas 
Llp = R Llq - I E P (Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2) 
For a circular area I is equal to 2(1 - J.l 2 ) p 
;lO" 
Values of Id-q 
00~-o~o~s~or.1o~~oJr5 __ o~2_o~ 
(8.11) 
FIGURE 8.4 Influence coefficient for settlement prediction of 
rectangular loaded area 
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To determine the settlement (using equation 8.10) of point 
N' (Figure 8.2) the value of i for each of the rectangles 
N'b1 cd1 , N'b1bn, N'a1an, N'a1dd1 has to be calculated. 
For the i values calculated I values are obtained from p 
the chart (Figure 8.4). The settlement is then calculated 
as follows: 
p = (8.12) 
The effects of the other rectangles are subtracted or added 
to the effects of the large rectangle. 
In 1934 Steinbrenner modified the values (Lambe and Whitman, 
Ref. 2) 
(8.13) 
Values of F 1 (-)and F2 (--) 
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FIGURE 8.5 SteinbPenneP's modification aZtePs FigUPe 8.4 to 






Low cost structures where failure would not be catastrophic, 
or they do not involve large repair costs. Here accurate 
settlement prediction would not be justified (see flow chart 
Figure 7.7 Chapter j). Plate loading tests (using 
square plates) can be conducted on typical soils to yield 
l - ].!2 
the factor [ E ] from equation 8.10. This could be 
done on a grid basis in a township by the local authority. 
2. Where the behaviour of the soils produce an approximate 
linear relationship fore- p curves (for low 6p values). 
For single storey houses and similar types of structures 
~here· foundation loads are relatively small and the above 
condition is satisfied. 
3. For the collapse settlement due to setting a soil under 
constant vertical loading (i.e. BC in Figure 8.6). 
Consider the stress path shown below. 
New Ko Line for higher We 
// 
state after- loading) 
actual state B1) 
FIGURE 8.6 Typical stress paths (effective) for caZZapsing sands 
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Point A represents the init).~ in situ field stress state. 
' I· Points B and B1 represent in situ field stress states after 
loading, but at original field moisture content. The state 
B is the laboratory approximation for the actual field state B1 • 
B1 differs from the position of B because collapsing sands, 
being granular material, are associated with a slight horizontal 
deformation which differs from the K conditions. This 0 
difference between B and B1 is usually ignored, and for drained 
conditions, the stress path is approximated to the K line . 0 
(see Chapter 4). 
At collapse due to wetting (defined in Chapter 2) there is 
no alteration in vertical loading, therefore 8cr1 remains 
constant. If 8cr1 remains constant, there is no variation in 
vertical stress in going from B to C in Figure 8.6. This 
implies that any changes in effective stress must be in the 
horizontal direction, and it can be concluded that the stress 
path BC must be at 45° to the horizontal. 
·If the final moisture content (as at state C) had been 
originally used in K laboratory tests, the K line OC would 0 0 
have had a different slope from the line OB. That is, the 
collapsing sand would have displayed the properties of a different 
material. Therefore the effective stress path being at 45° 
discloses that the only cause for variation in horizontal 
effective stresses, is a variation in the properties of the 
material. 
8.4 Terzaghi's method of settlement analysis for the con-
solidation of a clay layer 
Assumptions involved in this theory of consolidation are: 
(Terzaghi, Ref. 1, Lambe and Whitman, Ref. 2, Lambe, Ref. 7). 
a. All the voids of the soil are completely filled with water 
b. The water and the solid constituents of the soil are perfectly 
incompressible 
c. Darcy's law is valid 
d. The coefficient of permeability (k) is constant 
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e. Consolidation is entirely due to the low permeability of 
the soil 
f. There is lateral confinement and therefore no horizontal 
deformation 
g. The effective and total stresses are the same for every 
point in any horizontal plane through the clay for every 
stage of the consolidation process 
h. An increase in pressure from alo to al will cause a change 
in void ratio from e to e. (e is the initial void 
0 0 
ratio before application of surface loads, e is the final 
void ratio after consolidation). 
Table 8.1: The coefficient of compressibility and coefficient of 
elastic reco~ery 
Coeffi~ient of Compressibility Coefficient of Elastic Recovery 
e 
- e e' 0 
- e a = a = vc vs 
a' al - alo al - 1 
where where 
e < e e' > e 0 
al > alo ·a > a' 
e and alo 0 are the a and e are the initial values 
initial values 
From Table 8.1 a formula which relates the volume change to 
the stress change is produced. 
(8.14) 
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volume change = 
1 + e 
0 
e - e 
0 
1 + e 
0 
coefficient of compressibility 
= 
a = coefficient of elastic recovery vs 
where m ==coefficient of volume decrease vc 
ave Cal - 0lo) 
1 + e 
0 
From assumption f., !J.e/l+e is equal to the vertical strain. 0 
The settlement in Figure 8.7 would be the sum of each vertical 
strain multiplied by the corresponding vertical thickness of each 
horizontal layer. 
i * + ~ L ~ \ L H, -lU 4o;, 
Ha. ..li.!. A&IZ. 
Hs 
...l.ll AO,.s 
FIGU~ 8.7 Deter.mination of settlement of various soil layers 
n 
Settlement = E H !J.crln m (8.16) 
n=l n vc 
Substituting !J.crl m = vertical strain :::; e: n vc vn 
n 
p = E e:vn H (8.17) 
n=l n 
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From this Terzaghi produced his formula (1924) equating the 
settlement to the integral of the (strain x height), integrated 
from depth 0 to z (equation 8.18) 
Settlement = Jz e d 
0 v z 





Typical depth strain curve 
FIGURE 8.8 Typiaal depth strain curve. 
settlement to some saale 
Area of this diagram = 
8.4.1 ~~:~-!~:~~~~!~~-~~~~~~-!~~~~-~~-~~~~!~~:~~-~RR~~R~!~~~ 
Consider the stress paths shown in Figure 8.9. Terzaghi 
states that the increment in vertical stress is equal to the 
initial change in pore water pressure. 
tm = 0 
-0 1 final 
-0 1 initial 
= (distance ~u in Figure 8.9) 
0 
Te~ghi also states that the shear deformation is zero and that 





Pore pressUPe paPameter A = 1 
Must be settlement UJith zero 
horizontat strain. This is 
why Terzaghi onty aonaiders 
Zarge areas. 
FIGURE 8. 9 Stress paths for Terzaghi 'a me'thod of aett Zement prediction 
From the stress path it is obvious that there is an initial 
settlement. This ·settlement is not due to a change in vertical 
stress, but can be thought of as a shear settlement. Terzaghi 
looks at large loaded areas an~ therefore the shear settlement 
is kept to ~ minimum (compare shear movements at and the side 
of the footing in Figure 8.1). The stress path that should 
be followed for the consolidation settlement is A'C. 
The stress path that is followed in the Terzaghi theory is 
AC. It should be noted that AC ia. the equivalent K
0 
stress 
path if the pore pressure parameter A was equal to one. 
From above it is deduced that Terzaghi's method is appro-
priate and relatively accurate for settlement prediction on 
cohesive soils subject to the following conditions. 
1. The pore water pressure parameter A ~ 1 and du ~ da1 
2. The shear strain is limited, that is a large loaded area 
is considered. 
This method is not justified where a catastrophic failure might 
occur. 
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8.4.2 The falacies of Terzaghi's method as revealed by using 
---.. ----------------·----------------------------------
:!~!:::.::;:_;E~~~:! 
The soil will show an initial settlement due to the fact 
that the change in pore pressure Au can be defined via a pore 
parameter A (see equation 8.19). If the pore pressure 
parameter A is unjty, then the stress path moves from point B 
to A in Figure 8.10. 
From Chapter 7 it is known that the mode of deformation is 
relative to the stress path. From this it can be seen that 
each of the stress paths AC', AC" and AC'" (see Figure 8.10) 
must have different modes of deformation. Also assuming A = 1, 
the consolidati~n settlement determined by BD will only be 
accurate if: 
a. the field stress path is parallel to the K line, and if 
0 





FIGURE 8.10 IZZustration of the faZacies of Terzaghi 's method 
BD is the equivaZ.ent K stress path AC 'J AC" and AC"' 
. 0 
assuming that A = 1 
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It is therefore evident that even in cases of field con-
ditions approaching Terzaghi's boundary conditions for clay, 
his method should be approached with caution. 
For relatively permeable material in which the release of 
excess pore pressure matches the rate at which loading is applied, 
the increase in pore water pressure is very nearly zero, the 
stress paths below might be obtained. 
p 
FIGURE 8.11 Stress paths for pe~eabte soit (very tittte aohesion) 
AB would be a typical stress path for an undisturbed {at 
zero) field condition. CD might be a typical stress path for 
a developed area where horizontal compressive strains have 
previously occurred due to the adjacent structures. The 
stress paths in both cases could be approximated by AB' and 
CD' respectively if the points B and B' and D and D' are 
relatively close to one another. 
Therefore it can be concluded that the accuracy of this 
method is solely dependent upon the in situ effective stress 
path followed. 
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8.5 Skempton and Ejerrum method of settlement prediction 
Skempton and Bjerrum considered the effects of pore 
pressure parameters on settlement prediction. The immediate 
settlement due to shear deformations was taken into account by 
recognising that in general 6u ~ 6a1 
The formula introduced was: 
(8.19) 
The formula relates the change in pore water pressure to the change 
in horizontal stress plus a pore pressure coefficient A multiplied 
by the change in deviator stress. 
In general it is found that A ~ 1 and therefore 6u cannot be 
equal to Aa1 • ·If A= 1 then equation {8.19) becomes: 
6u = 
= 
(This is what Terzaghi considered to be accurate for saturated 
undrained soils - see section 8.4) 
Skempton and Bjerrum then altered Terzaghi's formula 
for consolidation settl~~~~t to incorporate this modification. 
Jo
z 
= m 6u dZ 
v z 
{8.20) 
(Consolidation settlement determined from excess pore pressures) 
The Skempton and Bjerrum method of settlement prediction can be 
divided into three distinct stages (Lambe, Ref. 7, Davis Poulos, Ref. 6) 
a. Determining of excess pore pressures due to the total 
stress changes {i.e. the factor A) 
b. Determining the volume strains (i.e. vertical strain) due 
to excess pore pressures as determined from {a.). The 
volumetric strains are obtained in consolidometer tests in 
which 6a1 is applied such that 6a1 = 6u where 6u is in 
formulae {8.20) 
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c. Determining the settlement from the volumetric strains K 
conditions are assumed, therefore the volumetric strain 




Consider the large cylindrical steel tank (see Figure 8.12). 
The maximum load imposed at the soil surface is equal to-q 
kN/m2 • To predict the consolidation settlement consider an 
average point H below the surface. (H being related to a 
depth D- see Chapter 4). For simplification assume that 
- -initially a1 = a3 ; and that the water table is deep. The 
initial change in vertical effective stress plus the original 
effective vertical stress 01 due to the soil mass is 01 initial" 
0 1 · "t"al . l.nl. l. = (8.21) 
The final change in vertical effective stress ~o1 plus the 
original effective stress o1 due to the soil mass is o1 final" 
0 1 final = 
H 
if Ustatic is constant) 
r = B 
m 
(8.22) 
FIGURE 8.12 IZZustr•ation of Skempton-Bjer!'Wfl method using stress paths 
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The establishment o£ values for equations (8.21) and (8.22) 
are the first stage of the Skempton-Bjerrum method. 
A soil specimen is now inserted in the consolidometer and 
subjected to a number o£ load increments. From the information 
obtained from the consolidometer tests an e - p curve can be 
plotted. 
From the e - p curve 8e/l+e can be obtained for the 
0 
required p values (cr1 ). Since K0 conditions are assumed, 
the vertical strain ev = 6e/l+e
0
• Consider the stress 
path shown below. 
q 
t\' c 
I. \~, Ali I 
' ' ' ' / I 
' A. J I 
-p p 
PIGURE 8.13 Stress paths for the disaussion of the Skempton-
Bjer1!Ulll method 
The only stress states described by the Skempton-Bjerrum 
' 
method for the problem in Figure 8.12 are A, B and C. Therefore 
the results of the settlement prediction are only dependent 
upon the pore pressures and pore pressure parameters. That is 
to say the shapes of stress paths between these points (A, B 
and C) are not important. 
The actual field stress path (effective) which would be 
followed is ABC in Figure 8.12. BC would represent all the 




.Ko CDnsolidation (from Bonsolidation 
teste) 
-p 
FIGURE 8.14 Typicat e - p curves 
With reference to Figure 8.14, from the Skempton-Bjerrum 
method the volumetric strain is e -ef/l+e • In Figure 8.13, 
v 0 
depending upon which is the undrained loading stress path through 
C, the equivalent portion of the K stress path for settlement 
0 
prediction might be NE or NG. The Skempton-Bjerrum method 




Both methods use pore pressure parameters (or field pore 
pressure measurement) 
Both methods define identical points A, B and C 
Skempton-Bjerrum use K tests (i.e. their method does not 
0 
require the use of stress paths) These K test results 
0 
can be used for certain stress path settlement predictions 
providing they are modified by using Lambe's formula 
(see Chapter 7). 
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The differences in settlement predictions arise because 




conditions Skempton-Bjerrum calculate p(a1 ) 
for points Band C (Figure 8.13). Looking at the stress paths 
it can be seen that the equivalent construction will be lines at 
45° from B and C to the horizontal axis and the K line. The 
0 
distance between the intercepts describe~ ~p = al final - al initial 
for consolidation and DF is the equivalent portion of the 
K
0 
stress path. Once again a pore pressure parameter A = 1 
is implied for this operation. Since immediately before this 
section attention was specifically drawn to the fact that A ~ 1 
in general, the Skempton-Bjerrum method is open to criticism 
where accurate settlement prediction is required. 
The difference between the Skempton-Bjerrum method and 
Lambe's stress path method (which follows the K line) is that 
0 
the K consolidation test for the first method would follow 
0 
stress ~ath DF (Figure 8.13), while the Lambe stress path method 
wouldfollow the stress path NE or NG depending upon the assumed 
undrained stress path.through point C. The difference in results 
can be seen in the e - p plot in Figure 8.14. The points 
D, N, E, F, G in Figure 8.14 correspond to points which have the 
same labels in Figure 8.13. 




FIGURE 8.15 Stress paths to indicate when the Skempton-Bjerrum 
method is appZiaabZe 
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Figure 8.15 illustrates the differences between the 
Skempton-Bjerrum method and the Lambe stress path method. 
The Skempton-Bjerrum method would be applicable in the following 
instances: 
a) If after studying the stress path it is decided that Error 
1 and Error 2 do not contribute any major effects to the 
settlement prediction 
b) Where failure is not catastrophic 
To avoid criticism Skempton and Bjerrum would either have to 
adjust the testing procedures or draw undrained stress paths 
from B and C to the K line to produce an effective K stress 0 0 
path. Both of these solutions tend to approximate the stress 
path method of settlement prediction. 
8.6 Davis Poulos method of settlement prediction 
This is a three dimensional method of settlement analysis 
which relies on displacement theory for a homogeneous isotropic 
elastic body (Davis Poulos, Ref. 6). This method is similar to 
the other methods in that the settlement P, is composed of an 
immediate settlement, pi' and a consolidation settlement Pc· 
For rigid footings Davis Poulos assumes that the mean 
displacement is the average displacement under a flexible loaded area 
which settles in a parabolic shape. This implies that the centre 
and edge or corner displacements for a flexible footing define the 
mean displacement of a rigid footing. 
For a circular rigid footing: 
Mean settlement ::: ~[settlement centre + settlement edge] (8.23) 
For a rectangular rigid footing: 
Mean settlement : ~[2(settlement centre) + settlement corner] (8.24) 
For a strip rigid footing: 
Mean settlement : ~[settlement centre + settlement edge] 
(Davis Poulos, Ref. 6) 
(8.25) 
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qB(l - ll2 )I 
E 
. 




(Davis Poulos, Ref. 6.) 
These formulae are for rectangular footings in elastic 
isotropic materials which are homogeneous to great depths. Davis 
Poulos also refers to an average point (usually ~depth of D) 
which is based on the following reasoning. 
a) ~tra vertical stress decreases with increasing depth 
b) Compressibility decreases with incre~sing depth 
The following formulae (equations 8.28 and 8.29) are for 
odd shaped footings. They also apply to layered materials wi~h 
properti~s which vary with depth. 








E' = Young's modulus of soil skeleton 
u' = Poisson's ratio for the soil skeleton 
It should be noted that these values are for the appropriate stress 
changes within the soil mass. 
I p = Influence value in elastic displacement theory 
B = Width of rectangular footing 
]Ji = 0,5 
E = Value obtained from the undrained triaxial test or 
the unconfined compression test 
oh = 
n 
Thickness of layer n 
q = Stress at founding level due to design loads 
lla2 & !la3 = Extr& horizontal st
resses due to foundation loading 
lla1 = Extra vertical stress due to founda
tion loading 
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~' and E' are found from the following formulae: 
~I = (8.30) 




Due to foundation 
FIGURE 8.16 StPess distPibution within a soil layeP 
~alt is the vertical stress change at the top of the layer. 
~alb represents the vertical stress change at the bottom of the 
layer. nd is a representative depth; it defines the average 
point. The factor n varies with the fraction ~a1b/~alt' 
. 1 For values of ~a1b/~alt tending to zero, n tends to 4• For 






a' 1 = 
a' = :3 
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drainage of the sample 
triaxial consolidation 
Defining the triaxial test sequence 
vertica~ stress at depth z due to overburden 
Koa1 
a1 + extra vertical stress at depth z due to the foundation system 
K a1 + extra horizontal stress at depth z 0 
The axial strain Ce:1 ) and the yoltunetric strain Ce:v) are 
measured. From these values the ~orizontal strain [e:3 = ~(e:v- e:1 )] is calculated. 
Applying all these values to the appropriate equations 
will produce a predicted settlement value for the foundation 
system. 
It is obvious that the Davis Poulos method follows the 
field stress paths in the test procedures. The major difference 
between this method and the Lambe stress path method is that 
here the measured strains are not used directly. The information 
from the tests is rather used to define parameters such as E, 
Jl , Jl ' , and E' • The exact field stress path is followed in 
the test procedure. This is difficult to achieve i.e. the 
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exact field conditions are simulated and then the direct strain 
results are ignored. It therefore seems to be a method which 
ignores the obvious route of integrating measured vertical 
strains. 
C H A P T E R 9 
SOIL S.Al1PLING 
9.1 Introduction to soil sampling 
Once a testing procedure has been defined, it is necessary 
to obtain an undisturbed soil sample. There are three aspects 
to soil sampling: 
a) the design and use of the sample box 
b) the process of obtaining the soil sample and 
transporting it to the laboratory. 
c) the care of the sample once it has reached the laboratory 
These thr~e factors must be approached separately. Unnecessary 
emphasis laid on any one of them will in no way provide a better 
end result. 
9.2 The design and use of the sample box 
A sample box must be easy to assemble, able to protect 
t 
the sample during transporta,.;.ion and provide the maximum possible 
support and protection to the sample ore~the sample has been opened. 
Figure 9.1 shows a working drawing of the sample box as designed. 
From Figure 9.2 it can be seen that should the top of the 
box and side D be removed, the sample will still be protected 
and supported on three sides and the bottom. The box has been 
designed so that the remaining sides are always firm. 
9.3 The process of obtaining a soil sample (Krynine, Ref. 8) 
The necessary equipment for taking a soil sample is the 
sample box, spades, wax, a pot for heating the wax and a gas or 
parafin stove. The wax is heated to just over 60° C. This 
temperature will convert the wax to a liquid but will not cause 
blistering of the skin if the hot wax should come into contact with it. 
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FIGURE 9.2 AssembZy of the sampZe box 
a) stand side A upright 
b) push sides B and C onto the studs of side A 
a) push side D onto the studs of side B and C 
d) the covers ft t on the open sides. Eaah cover has 
its oum marking so that aU the haZes fJJiZZ be aZigned 
At the .site where the sample is to be taken a 'tower' 
of soil is excavated. (see Figure 9.3). The sample box without 
the top or bottom is then fitted over this tower. The molten 
wax is poured into the 4 mm gap surrounding the sides of the soil 
sample. Once this operation is compl~ted the top must be trimmed. 
4 """ 
FIGURE 9.3 Excavation for the soiZ sampZe 
MoZten wax poured into 
gaps 
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Trimming the top of the soil must always be done framithe 
sides inwards towards the centre (see Figure 9.4). This could 
be done with a small spade, but depending upon the material, a 
saw or piece of wire might prove much more useful. For the 
Constantia sample a saw and a small axe was used for the trimming 




-........._Trimmed level to be 
4 mm below the top 
of the box •. 
FIGURE 9.4 Trimming the top or bottom of the sample 
After the top has been trimmed the wax must be poured over 
and levelled with the top of the sides of the box. Once the wax 
has cooled and hardened the top must be screwed tightly into place. 
Tip and Zift 
out SAMPLE 
Surrounded by ~ 
FIGURE 9. 5 Gutting off and inversion of the 'tower' 
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The 'tower' must now be cut off. To do this a spade is 
struck at an angle under the one side of the box. The spade 
should be inserted until it is at least under the centre of the box. 
The sample and box are now tipped over and lifted out of the hole. 
It is now trimmed, waxed and sealed. 
transported to the laboratories. 
It may now be carefully 
9.4 Caring of the sample after it has reached the laboratory 
There are two main aspects of sample care, namely 
a) storing of the sample, and 
b) planning of sample usage 
The sample should be stored in a place which allows free 
access to the user, but avoids general contact with the normal 
laboratcry .traffic. The protection that the sample box provides 
to the sample has already been discussed. Another precaution which 
might retard a continuous wetting or drying process due to long 
storage, is to wrap a large plastic bag around the open section 
of the sample. 
The planning of sample usage is important for two reasons, 
the one is economics and the other is the availability of the sample. 
Depending upon the type of soil, one sample box should contain 
enough soil to allow most soil tests to be performed. 
The soil sample for this thesis had to pr?vide two con-
solidometer specimens, six to eight triaxial specimens and two 
or three model footing specimens. Figure 9.6 shows how the 
original sample was planned to accommodate these requirements. 
9.5 Cutting out of individual samples for tests 
Initially for tests, a rectangular piece of soil was cut 
off, (see Figure 9.7). The next step was to trim the sides down 
to the required dimensions after which the top and bottom ends 
were trimmed. 
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FIGURE 9.-6 Planning of sample usage 
Top half cut up for triaxial, 
consolidometer, We, 
Atterberg limits, hydrometer 
and sieve tests. 
Bottom half used for 
4 model footing tests. 
This block of soil is now trimmed 
to the consolidometer requirements 
FIGURE 9.? First step in cutting out an undisturbed sample 
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For the consolidometer tests the ring was put on a 
levelled surface of the soil block. The soil was then trimmed 
away from the sides of the ring. Ideally the trimming was carried 
on until the ring under the action of self weight slipped down 
over the cylinder of trimmed soil. The final operation was the 
trimming of the top and bottom of the sample. 
Coneolidometer ring slides down unde·r 
the action of its own weight. 
FIGURE 9.8(a) 
InitiaZ stages of t'l'imming 




sample t rimmed down to the internal 
r of the consolidometer ring. diamete 
Sample top and bottom is 
trimmed towards the centre 
of the sample. 
" 
FIGURE 9.8(b) 
FinaZ stage of t'l'imming a 
consoZidomete'1' sampZe 
For the triaxial sample a piece of apparatus which defines 
a vertical straight side and a horizontal cutting guide was used, 
(see Figure 9.9). Once the sides were approximately correct the 
sample ends were trimmed to their final sizes. Perspex discs were 
then placed on these ends and placed on a vertical line. Now 
the final trimming of the sides between these ends was done. 
~~~~~-~~~~-~~E!~ 
This sample had been previously obtained by Professor Sparks. 
It had been air dried. There was only a very small piece of it 
left. From this a piece 90 mm x 90 mm x 40 mm was cut. For 
the initial cutting an ordinary hacksaw blade was used. 
Arm determines 
sample height 
steel rod to ensure 
vertical alignment 
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Vertical locking devices 
FIGURE 9. 9 Apparatus used to aut out triaxiaZ scurrpZe 
FIGURE 9.10 Berea road sampZe 
Perspex discs 
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For the trimming of the sides of the sample, old hacksaw 
blades were used. These old blades had been broken into lengths 
varying from 75 to 150 mm. The one side had the teeth on and 
the other was ground down to a knife edge which had a point. 
The Berea road sample was the easiest sample to work with. 
It displayed relatively high cohesive properties and had no 
roots or large sized particles in it. The sample took 
approximately 3~ hours to cut out. 
9.5.2 £~~~~~~~!~-~~~~~ (collapsing in situ decomposed granite) 
This sample was obtained from the property 'Feathers' 
belonging to Mr P.A. Butters. The sample was taken at a depth of 
one metre and contained small amounts of roots. It has a 
large variation in particle size (see Ch~pter 2). The per-
centage of clay sized particles is very low and the material was 
therafore very brittle and tended to crack extremely easily. 
The sample was not sealed in wax as an immediate determination of 
field moisture content was initiated. 
The original rectangles which had to be cut out had to be 
much bigger, approximately 120 x 120 x 50 mm, for the consoli-
dometer and ~10 x 50 x 50 mm for the triaxial specimens. The 
time taken for the cutting out of each sample varied from three 
hours to one and a half days for the consolidometer and six 
hours to three and a half days for each triaxial specimen. 
The tools used for the trimming of the sample were hacksaw 
blades, parts of hacksaw blades, scribers and straightened 
paperclips. The excessive time taken to cut out samples was 
due to the fact that each large particle near the final surface 
had to be taken out separately. Three samples were lost because 
large stones were found in the centre of the specimens. It was 
also extremely difficult to obtain true end faces because of the 
voids left by the larger particles. These voids were filled 
with finer material. To get the triaxial specimens into the 
cell and ready for testing was another extremely delicate and 
tedious process. 
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!~~-~!~~~~-~~E~~ (collapsing windblown sand) 
This sample was obtained by indirect means. The empty 
sample box was included in Mr W.M. Stern's air luggage to 
Sishen. There it was left together with the wax in the CSIR 
offices. Shortly after that Mr Donaldson from the CSIR took 
the sample. After taking the sample Mr Donaldson made arrange-
ments with the main contractor, Murray and Stewart, to fly the 
sample down to Cape Town. 
The sample was taken adjacent to an open trench excavation. 
The depth was approximately one metre. The wax thatwas sent 
up was not sufficient and the gap between soil and sample box 
was reduced to 3 mm. 
The Sishen sample is a very loosely packed, weakly bonded 
collapsing sand. The samples tend to crumble very easily • 
. 
The time taken to cut out the samples varied from three and a 
half hours to one day for a consolidometer sample and three and 
a half hours to one and a half days for each triaxial sample. 
9.6 Conclusion 
The three aspects of obtaining the undistunbed sample have 
been examined. , It can be seen that each aspect should be given 
the same attention, as the end result is dependent directly on 
all three aspects. 
The cutting out of the samples is a tedious but necessary 
process. The approach to the final tr-imming of the sample 
and the tools required is dependent upon the soil type. 
The degree of sample disturbance is extremely important 
especially in cases where the increase in load is not high, 
It is therefore necessary to lay emphasis on this section of 
soil testing. 
C H A P T E R 10 
THE CONSOLIDOMETER 
10.1 Introduction 
The consolidometer can be used effectively for settlement 
prediction (see Chapter 8). Knight suggests the use of the 
consolidometer for collapse settlement prediction. The test he 
prescribes is the double consolidometer test. This test however 
is uneconomical in sample usage. The method described 
(Sparks, Ref. 12) enables settlement prediction for any combination 
of moisture contents to be determined using a single sample. 
10.2 The consolidometer test for collapse settlement prediction 
The double consolidometer test has two distinct dis-
advantages. The one is the uneconomical sample usage and the 
other is the lack of information of intermediate moisture contents 
other than the initial field moisture content and the final 
moisture content, of the inundated sample. 
To eliminate these disadvantages a method of testing, 
which could enable prediction of collapse settlement for any 
variation in moisture content, using only one sample had to be 
devised. The single sample therefore had to be wetted during 
testing. After each increment in moisture content there had to 
be a period in which the water could enter and distribute itself 
within the sample. 
In order to vary the moisture content and simulate a field 
condition, a means had to be devised to limit the strain of the 
sample while the added water was still concentrated at the point 
of application and before it had distributed itself within the 
sample. The sample cannot be unloaded as repetitive loading and 
unloading cycles introduce the hysteresis effect. The system 
shown below was designed by Professor Sparks • 
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The arm with a screw device (A) is situated at the rear 
end of the consolidometer. This screw device can extend to the 
consolidometer arm. When it is raised or engaged it can either 
remove the load or simply limit the strain. For the limiting 
strain condition the screw is extended until there is a single 
division movement on the deflection dial gauge of the consolido-
meter. 
The method for taking field samples, and the trimming of 
a consolidometer sample has been discussed in Chapter 8. Once 
the sample ring surrounding the sample has been placed in the 
consolidometer it is sealed with a plastic bag (see Figure 10.2). 
Access holes are made in four places around the sample. These 
hatches must be sealed when they are not in use (see Figure 10.2). 
This keeps the loss of moisture to a minimum during a test. 
To add the water increments to the sample a syringe is 
used. The tube fitted to the syringe is passed through a hatch 
in the p~astic covering to the filter paper at the bottom of the 
sample. The water is added in equal quantities at four points 
around the bottom of the sample. The water seeps into the sample 
via the filter paper. Weight corrections are made at the end 
of the test for the water retained within the filter paper, and 
lost by any evaporation. 
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FIGURE 10. 2(b) 
Hatch detail 
Masking Tape 





FIGURE 10.J Addition of water to consoZidometer sample 
10.3 Test procedure 
After it has been placed in the consolidometer and sealed, 
the sample is loaded at the original water content. The first 
load variations are zero to five pounds and five pounds to ten 
pounds (on the hanger). A load of ten pounds is equivalent to 
one long ton per square foot. The moisture content is kept 
constant during these loading operations. 
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After the ten pound load readings have been completed the 
strain is limited during the application of a water increment 
as previously described. The moisture content is then varied by 
adding water with the syringe at the four points around the sample. 
The amount of water added each time is predetermined and varies 
from one to two ml of water. The wetted sample is ~n allowed 
to soak for twenty four hours, after which the limitation imposed 
on the strain is released. A time-settlement curve is now 
observed until no further vertical strain occurs. Times up to 
three hours were required. The time intervals for loading of 
the sample should be kept as constant as possible as loading 
intervals do effect settlement prediction results. 
Once the. settlement readings for this new moisture content 
have been taken, the strain is once more limi~ed. The moisture 
content is again changed and the sample is allowed to soak. The 
process is repeated until the total settlement due to increases 
in moisture content are negligible. The sample is then loaded to 
two tons/ft2 and permitted to consolidate under this new load. 
Once this stage is reached the sample undergoes, at constant 
moisture content, the unloading cycle. The unloading cycle 
consists of two stages, i.e. two tons/ft2 to a half-a-ton/ft2 ; 
and then to a zero pressure. 
10.4 Determination of T90 and effective T90 
T90 is determined in the usual wav for loading and un-
loading cycles. In Figure 10.4 the T90 for Berea Road soil is 
shown. 
For a cycle which incorporates a change in moisture content 
there is an effective T90 value. This is not a true T90 value 
as there is no load variation associated with it. For consistency 
of results the writer attempted the start of new wetting cycles 
before secondary creep was evident (see Chapter 3) as secondary 
creep causes erratic results. However, in practice, secondary 
creep will occur in a soil, end should be allowed to occur in the 
laboratory tests. This would considerably lengthen the time of 
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testing, which was more than 2 weeks per s~ple using the above 
abbreviated method. Figure 10.5 shows how T90 and effective 
T90 values were obtained for Berea Road sample. 
In Figure 10.5 the values of the deflection dial gauge 
readings are plotted along the vertical axis. These readings are 
referred to a common origin. Refering each set of readings to 
a common origin facilitates the plotting of the results and also 
allows easier comparison of results. 
The T90 and effective T90 curves for the Constantia 
s~ples (from 'Feathers') show some peculiarities at the short 
loading times. It would appear as if the curves have a kink 
at the beginning. This could be a result of any of the following 
reasons: 
a) loading a thixotropic soil 
b) the rupture of the cementing of particles 
c) release of lateral side friction 
d) unequal wetting within the s~ple 
10.5 Deciding when to stop the addition of water to the s~ple 
(Determining the limit of moisture content above which 
no further collapse occurs) 
Ideally the moisture content should be varied from the 
field state to a state after which there is no collapse settlement 
under the design loading. To determine the latter stage accurately 
during experiments is difficult. 
To overcome this problem a plot of Awi(Aw + Ap) versus 
total water mass added is drawn during the experiment. Aw 
represents the deflection dial gauge difference between the start 
of the moisture content variation and the latest reading after 
settlement at the new moisture content. The amount of water 
added is the accumulative amount to the natural initial moisture 
added to the sample in mls. The additions of water should be 
stopped when the slope of the curve shown in Figure 10.7 approaches 
the horizontal. 
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FIGURE 10.4 Time - Defleation aurves for Berea Road sample 
(For eaah loading inarament. Constant W 
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ris1d W + 7m1 of water c 
ris1d we + 6m1 of water 
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The effects of secondary creep must be controlled. By 
watching the time settlement curves under constant load for the 
moisture content variations it can be seen that the secondary 
creep produces a straight line of almost horizontal slope. 
It is possible to observe the moisture content range over 
which collapse settlement occurs. The determination of the final 
moisture content beyond which collapse does not occur is shown 
in Figure 10.8. This is the water content at point X. If 
one waits for a period long enough to permit secondary creep of 
the wetted soil (under constant load), then the soil will show a 
larger collapse settlement AW due to wetting. Hence the factor 
Therefore the upper curve in Figure 
10.8 is more correct than the lower curve which is observed in 
an abbreviated test in which loading or wetting increments are 
. 
imposed before full settlement occurs due to secondary creep. 
Note that the upper limit of collapse water content has moved 
to th~ r~ght from X to X'. The importance of the upper limit 
of collapse moisture content becoma.obvious. 
10.6 The void ratio-effective stress relationship 
The one curve in Figure 10.9 is the e - p curve for the 
constant field moisture content, while the other is the one for 
the varying moisture content. The latter curve is important for 
estimating the possible collapse settlement. 
The change in void ratio Aep is associated only with the 
variations in loading of the soil mass. The change in void ratio 
Aew is associated with the variation in moisture content. Therefore 
Aep represents the settlement due to the loading of the sample at 
constant water content while AeW represents the collapse settlement 
(see Chapter 2) for a specific moistpre content variation. It 
must be noted that Aep is redefined for each initial moisture 
content. 
For a certain collapsing soil, the higher the initial water 
content at loading, the larger the value of Aep and the smaller 
the subsequent value of Aew when wetting occurs up to the same 
water content. Taken to its natural conclusion, this implies that 
if the soil is saturated and loaded then total collapse will be 
immediately achieved. This method of precollapse was used by 
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Dial Gauge Readings Vereua Approximate Inoreaae in W0 
Initial dial reeding 
(Application 0 - 5lb for approx. 64 min.) 
27/l/75 
(Application 5 - lOlb for approx. 154 min.) 
TEST C - BR - 1 - 0 
~ This is a rough graph to facilitate 




Dry Mass of Sample 
Initial Mass of Sample • 142,4 grams 
Therefore approximate increase in 
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ra .... ~ -moisture content graph 
Date 0 Ho e. e. 0/o c0P74frm Sample description 
18/2/75 75 mm 20 mm 0,712 0,636 19 collapsing sand 
Sr = 11,6% Loading description: 10 lb load allowed to cause 
- Maximum collapse settlement assumed 
to occur at W = 12% condition. 
c 
- Maximum collapse settlement assumed 




0,05 0,06 0,07 
deformation after·each 
moisture content variation. 
0,08 0~09 0,10 0,11 
Moisture con\ent at e~ 
0,12 
Cay content (%) Test no. 
19 C-BR-1-0 


















Void ratio -effective stress graph 
f'1e1d We·• 5,8% , Load constant at 1 ton/ft
2 
091-------.......,.--:-lil ____ -:o... ____ -lil ., We varied from 5,8% to 13,'7% J ~ Sr=l8,.. Sr varied from 18% to 52% 




Date 0 Ho Sample description Test no. Remarks on test procedure 
21-5-75 75mm 20mm Decomposed Granite C-FS-1-0 We varied 
20 4 60. 100 120 140 160 12i0 200 


















IJ. p for W = 1% , 
c 
= 1% •' 
EFFECTIVE STRESS 
flw for W = 2% 
c 
FIGURE 10.10 Definition of ~ew and 6ep 
10.7 The accurate determination of moisture content throughout 
the test 
a) Initially the following masses are noted: 
Maa:; of consolidometer ring and sample at natural initial 
water content 
Mass of consolidometer ring 
Mass of porous plates 
Dry mass of filter papers, clean plastic sheet 
b) At the end of the test the following masses are noted: 
Mass of consolidometer ring plus moistened sample 
Mass of moist porous plates, moist filter papers etc 
Mass of oven dried sample 
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c) The clean plastic sheet is used to enclose the consolidometer 
sample in a moisture-tight system. To find the mass of 
other water present in this consolidometer system at the 
end of the test a piece of dry filter paper is weighed; 
the container, plastic sheet and enclosed fittings are 
thoroughly wiped dry and the filter paper is quickly 
weighed once more. 
d) Once the sample has been oven-dried the initial and final· 
moiture contents of the sample can be exactly determined. 
e) A separate check is maintained of the water mass increments 
added via the syringe. Inevitably there will be a difference 
in this total and the change of mass of the sample {e.g. 
due to water lost from the system and on to fittings). The 
difference in the initial and final masses of the porous 
plates~ filter papers and plastic will be the total mass 
of water retained by them. This mass of water is added 
to the amount of water {by mass) added to the sample 
as found in step (d). The difference between this mass 
of water and the mass of water added by the syringe 
represents. the water lost during the experiment. This 
value varied from 0,3 to 1~0 m1 over a period of about 
two to three weeks. 
f) When estimating intermediate water contents from the 
initial water content and the syringe increments, it is 
necessary to deduct some portions of this small mass of 
water which has been lost from the system. 
These corrections can be made by assuming that the amount 
of water lost from the system in a certain period is either: 
i) Proportional to the length of period, or 
ii) Proportional to the total mass of water present in the 
system during this period~ or 
iii) Proportional to the product of the length of period and the 
total mass of water present, or 
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iv) Proportional to the amount of water added each time if 
water evaporates mainly when it is lying as a pool of free 
water which is being absorbed by the soil and porous 
plates via the filter paper. 
v) Proportional to the total mass of water in excess of 
natural or initial water content. 
In certain research at UCT, the systems (i), (ii) or (iii) 
are used. The writer however decided to use method (v). Note 
that the correction values are very small and the method used does 
not significantly affect the results. 
To find the intermediate values of moisture content a 
correction factor had to be applied. This correction had to 
take ·into account the difference in water masses described. For 
each time period, this factor was assumed to be directly proportional 
to the total mass of water in excess of the natural water content 
at the beginning of the time period. 
Cf = Corr.ection factor = 
(initial mass of water in sample + 
the mass water added by syringe) 
(final mass of water in sample) 
(water mass in porous plates, filter 
raper) 
Total mass of water added by syringe) 
This correction factor is per millilitre of water added. ~erefore 
the actual amount of water in the sample at any stage is; 
[(the initial mass of the water in·the sample) + (the total 
mass of water added by syringe) (the total mass of water added) 
x (the correction factor)] 
Actual amount of water in the sample = Initial mass of water in 
the sample + (1 - Cf) x 
mass of water added to the 
initial condition. 
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10.8 Computer program for the results 
A computer program was drawn up to process the results of 
the tests. The program can be seen in Appendix B (page B/24) 
The input data consists of the masses described, the number 
of stages associated with the test, the masses of water added and 
the deflection dial gauge readings. The output data includes the 
initial masses, volume and moisture content of the sample, the 
corrected moisture contents, the void ratios, the loading des-
criptions and the deflection dial gauge readings. 
10.9 Conclusion 
The advantages of this type of consolidometer test as 
compared to that of the double consolidometer test are listed 
at the beginning of the Chapter. TheAmount 6f information gained 
from a single test is not only plentiful, but also of great 
importance to the geotechnical engineer. The test procedure is simple, 
and the results are easy to interpret. The test helps to clearly 
define the range of water contents over which collapse settlement 
will, or will not occur due to wetting. In addition the method 
provides approximate void ratio versus effective pressure field 




Tests were performed to find the soil parameters and 
settlement characteristics of collapsing soils. The tests 
departed in many cases from standard procedures. The versatility 
of the triaxial machine was emphasized. 
11.2 Stress path tests for settlement prediction 
Stress paths were followed to satisfy'settlement 
requirements for 1 x 1 metre, 2 x 2 metre and 3 x 3 metre 
square footings (all at one metre founding depth). The stress 
paths and the approximated stress paths are shown in Figure 11.1. 
The validity of using the approximated stress paths is discussed 
in chapters 4 and 7 • 
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FIGURE 11.1 ActuaZ and app~o~imated stress paths. 
To follow the show stress path, the triaxial test must be a K
0 
consolidated drained test. In Appendix B the grouping of data 
f'or the tests can be seen. This grouping is justified because 
the field stress path during consolidation is similar to the stress 
11/2 
path for the drained section of the K. drained triaxial test. 
. 0 
(See Figure 11.2 }(Ref. Err era B. Sc. Thesis) This grouping of data 
enables the absolute minimum amount of samples to be tested. 
Theoretically the values of a1 and aa should be altered 
simultaneously throughout this K
0 
test so that no lateral strain 
occurs. If lateral strain is prevented by using suitable as 
values, then no shear will be developed across the ends of the 
sample. This should produce a uniform axial and volumetric strain 
throughout the sample length. 







; . io 
20 3p 0 
Effective_ etrass ( 
Sample first consolidated to the 
initial field stress state 
(while limiting horizontal strain 
i.e. -~d condition) .. 
so 6o 7o so 90 100 uo· 120 130 140 1so 
p if slow application of load during drainage)in kN/m2 
FIGURE 11.2 Stress paths duPing K0 aonso'tidation (i.e • . 
dzoained test). 
In all the tests performed an adjustment to the external 
cell pressure was first carried out. This adjustment was one half 
of the theoretical (K ) adjustment necessary to produce zero hori-
o 
zontal strain for that particular load increment. This adjustment 
causes a very minor reduction in the diameter of the sample which 
is resisted by the end restraints. As the vertical and horizontal 
stresses are then increased the sample will tend to revert to its 
original horizontal dimensions. This horizontal movement is once 
again resisted near the sample ends by the end restraints and by 
the cell pressure aa. The effects are shown in Figure 11.3. 
(Ref. 9 Bishop and Henkel) 
• . 
. O.tor ... uat~ .. societ.cl .. uh t...Cr•••• 
In eell pna•ura · 
ll/3 
Detorution oosoc:iahd wlth 1n1tlo1 inc:r•••• ln. 
call preCaur. •nd euba~~.~ant 1r.cr•••• 1:"1 ctav!ator 
atraaa. 
FIGURE 11.3 End effeats due to end PestPaints. 
The apparatus used ror the K0 testing was not the usual 
triaxial machine. The reason for this is that the proving ring 
cannot provide a constant vertical pressure while the sample con-
solidates, i.e. it does not follow the field stress path. The 
field stress path has a constant vertical total pressure through-
out the time necessary for deformation to occur. This is 
; 
especially relevant when the soil collapses. It was therefore 
decided to apply the deviator stress via dead load masses which 
are directly supported by .the test sample. (See Figure 11.4). 
The masses used for loading are related directly to the 
stress variations in the field. The stresses they cause are in 
terms of k.N/m2• The deviator stresses vary from l k.N/m2 to 50 kN/m2• 
These stresses are related to the masses via the cross-sectional 
area of the sample. 
A lateral strain indicator was used to limit the lateral 






FIGURE 11.4 Stress path apparatus Cfor K0 tests). 
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Drainage at both top and bottom porous plates was 
allowed. To facilitate this drainage, vertical filter paper drains 
were placed at intervals around the sample. Each end of a vertical 
drain terminated at the centre of a porous plate where filter end 
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FIGURE 11.5 FIGURE 11.6 Drainage faailities for 
the triaxial scorrp-Ze. 
The initial moist masses of the samples were measured. 
oida dNins (4 ~ol 
mdo or filter pso•r 
For each sample the moisture content was kept constant throughout 
the K0 test. Each K0 test consisted of a series of increments of 
vertical pressure with a corresponding manual change of the lateral 
cell pressure. Water was added to the moistened samples before 
the test was started. The amount of water added depended on the 
final estimated moisture. content required. The water was added by 
syringe at numerous points on the surface of the sample. The 
sample was then surrounded with moist filter paper and allowed to 
soak for 24 hours in a cool place before being subjected to the 
K test. 
0 
For each increment in deviator stress, readings of the 
required cell pressure for K0 deformation and vertical deflections 
were taken. From the laboratory vertical deflection readings, 
strain depth curves for anticipated field settlement calculations 
can be drawn. 
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11.3 Triaxial tests for the determination of strength 
parameters 
After the settlement tests the samples were tested to 
failure. The mode of failure for the moist collapsing soils 
was not the development of a failure plane, but rather a sudden 
excessive strain. No failure plane was seen in a dry natural 
soil of high void ratio and low strength from the Sishen area. 
Figure 11.7 shows a typical stress strain curve for a 
clean, dry sand. It is difficult to define point A accurately. 
A 
5 v ""= oo 
' 








FIGURE 11.7 The crl!cr2 versus strain & curve for a tria:r:iat 
sampte. 
Bishop and Henkel and Lambe refer to a certain strain value 
after which the sample is defined as failing. This was used as a 
guide during experimental stages, but in reality a small increase 
in load can take the strain from a value below this defined limit 
to a value which far exceeds it. Therefore the writer looked at 
the failure as occurring when a small load increment caused an 
exceptionally large strain. The failure strain value usually varied 
around the value given by Lambe and Bishop and Henkel. 
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TABLE 11.1 Percentage strain vaZues at faiZure of dPained 
triaxiaZ sampZes. 
Sample Clay Void Moist Content % Strain Drained Content Ratio during Shear At Failure Shear Strength 
c cp 
f''Etather 6% 0,918 13% lo% 13kN/m2 29° 
Siehen 9% 0,802 2% 10% 26kN/m2 22° 
" 23° Siehen 9% 0,802 10% B% 17kN/m~ 
From the final stress path point in Figure 11.2 on the 
K0 line, there are two methods of continuing the tests to determine 
c and$. The first method is to merely increase the deviator stress 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
FIGURE 11.8 Phe stress path foZZou:Jed clu.ring faiZure testing 
using method l. 
The load increments were kept very small. As soon as 
the strain started becoming appreciable, load increments of 
deviation stress were confined to 1 kN/m2• 
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The second method was to first vary the cell pressure for 
each sample prior to shearing. This is necessary to obtain a 
distribution of points on the Kf curves (i.e. one point for each 
sample tested) • The cell pressure was varied slowly and magni-
tudes were such that they did not cause any large lateral deformation. 
Thereafter the deviator stress was increased to cause failure. 
Bishop and Henkel state that for samples with ratio of 
length to diameter in the range of 1~ to 2~, the effect of end 
restraints on strength characteristics is not significant. They 
further state that if the strength results are related to the initial 
void ratio of the sample, then for sands, the non-uniformity of the 
void ratio within a sample at failure does not influence the con-
sistency of the strength results (when plotted with respect to 
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FIGURE 11.9 One of the stress paths followed using method 2. 
11.4 Tests for E and }.1 with varying moisture content 
The values of E and 1.1 vary with moisture content (see 
chapters 7 and 10). The values of 1.1 can be found for various 
water contents by performing K
0 
tests on soil samples of different 
water contents (Section 11.2). The value of 1.1 can be found in 
each case from the K value (1.1 = K /l+K ) 




The Young's modules E can be estimated by measuring the vertical 
and lateral strains of a soil sample subjected to a small lateral 
pressure and then using the ~ values in the calculations to find 
E. The problem which now arises is can these soil parameters be 
determined at several moisture contents with economical usage of 
soil samples. The essential difference in testing procedures is 
therefore that the moisture content must be varied during the test 
{see Figure ll.lOa and ll.lOb). This test was devised at U.C.T. 
Cell pressure =constant (just greater 
than zero} 
Vertical strain 
FIGURE ll.lOa Results using 
many samples. 
Direction of loading 
Vertical strain 
FIGURE ll.lOb Results using a 
single sample. 
In order to obtain a set of curves as shown in Figure 
ll.lOb, a controlled volume of water must be allowed to enter the 
sample after each stage in the test. The additional water was 
allowed in at Point A (Figure 11.12). Poin~A is the drainage 
tap for the bottom hole. This tap was connected to a burette. 
Initially the dry sample was put into the triaxial cell. 
A slight cell pressure of ~~~was applied by connecting the water 
pressure connection of the cell to a tube. The level of the water 
in this tube was kept constant. A vertical stress was now applied 
to the sample. The final deflection readings were noted and the 
vertical strain was then limited by the clamping device (see Figure 
11.12). A smal~known volume of water was now added to the sample. 
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The de-aired cold water was allowed through to the sample 
by opening both the tap of the burette and the triaxial cell tap 
(i.e. the exit for air). The open end of the burette was plugged 
with cottonwool to prevent. evaporation. There must be no air 
bubbles in the connection from the burette to the sample. The 
difference in burette readings was taken as the additional volume of 
water. The water passed through the bottom drainage hole, through 
a perspex disc, through the bottom filter paper and to the sample. 
No porous plates were used so that the water storage outside the 










perspex d.i 190 
FIGURE 11.11 Path of wateP fPom the bottom drainage ho Ze to 
the soi't samp'te. 
After a 24-hour period of soaking, the clamping device 
' 
was released and further settlement was allowed. After the deflec-
tion readings had been noted the sample was once more clamped. 
Water was again added. The process was repeated until the sample 
was saturated. 
Once the sample was saturated it was loaded to failure. 
The horizontal strain readings were measured on a band of light 
foil. A telescope was used to obtain the best readings on the foil. 
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FIGURE 11.12 Apparatus for tests for E and ~-
11/12 
aluminium foil 
FIGURE 11.13 Lateral strain gauge. 
1 ' Horizontal strain Eb = if ah -;«-( ah +av} ] 
Vertical strain e: = ~a -2f\J ] v E v h 
therefore e:h ah 7~AC ah +av) 
= e: av-~rrh v 





In the above case E was estim~ted by using a sample 
which was not restrained laterally. The horizontal pressure was 
small. The values of E and ~ can also be :found from a K
0 
test in 




Poisson's ratio~ can be found from~= (1~K }, 
0 
Young's modules E can then be estimated as the only 
unknown in the formula 
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Professor Sparks has suggested that the above methods 
can be modified so that one dry soil sample may be subjected to K0 
triaxial conditions and, thereafter, known increments of water 
volume are added each time to this collapsing soil sample while the 
vertical collapse settlement is restrained by the clamp in Figure 
11.12. When the new water content has been established throughout 
the sample, the sample is permitted to settle further under K
0 
conditions which require a reduction in horizontal cell pressUre or 
an increase in vertical pressure. Hence after each known increment 
of water, the soil consolidates t'o . a new K
0 
line corresponding to 
this new water content. (See Figure 11.14b or Figure 11.14a) 
The horizontal strain will always be made to remain 
approximate~y zero, by varying O"h and hence ll can be calculated at 
each water content from each new K0 value (l.l =.K0 /l+K0 ). At each 
K0 condition the vertical stress can be increased by an amount AO"v 
under K0 conditions causing changes of /JJ!!v and AO'h' while the moisture 
content remains constant. (The sample is not saturated.) (See 
Figure 11.14a.) 
The Poisson's ratio ll and the measured values of AO'v 
and AO'h at the end of each collapse stage can be used with ~v to 
estimate the value of E, which applies if the soil is loaded in a 
moist condition. 
(Use AEv = ~ AO'v -2l.IAO'h] ) 
Alternatively one need not apply the above incremental 
K0 step. In this case ev is measured from the state of zero load 
and O'h and O'v are measured at the end of each collapse stage. 
The value of E is now an approximate effective value of E which 
applies only if the soil is loaded in a moist condition from the 
known initial void ratio at a zero stress state to the new stress 
condition. 
It will be noticed that because ~ increases as the 
water content is increased, it follows that the value of E will 




It is known that E does decrease with an increase in water content. 
loading change at 
















FIGURE 11.~4a A possible incremental method for estimating 
E and ~ ~t different water contents using a 
single soil sample. 
' 
Low W K line 
c 0 
' 
High W K line 












FIGURE 11.14b A method for finding ~ and an effective E at 
different water contents, from a single sample. 
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11.5 Conclusion 
The triaxial machine and the variation used by the writer 
are extremely versatile machines. The various tests used do not 
incorporate the most sophisticated test procedures in use today, but 
they do permit the anticipated insitu stress paths of the soil to 
be accurately followed. 
C H A P T E R 1 2 
CONCLUSION 
12.1 The Stress Path Method of Settlement Prediction 
The ·stress path method of settlement prediction (as 
presented by Lambe) has been described and investigated. The 
writer however believes that Lambe's stress path method should 
rather be considered to be a sub-division of a more general stress 
path approach. (i.e. It would fall into a block of the flow 
chart as presented in Chapter 3.) The flow chart (Fig. 3.1) des-
cribes a "stress path approach to settlement pred~ction". 
This stress path approach is divided into three sections: 
i) the investigation of possible stress paths for 
different soil elements in the particular design 
problem 
ii) the co~parison of predicted actual stress paths 
(e.g. using Boussinesq elastic'theory for both 
horizontal and vertical stress increments) and 
approximated stress paths,(i.e. by using K
0 
for 
estimating increases in horizontal stresses from 
estimated vertical stresses. The latter stresses 
are estimated by using Boussinesq theory.) 
iii) the preselection of laboratory procedures and the 
performing of laboratory tests. 
The investigation of possible stress paths includes the 
definition of the actual (Boussinesq) and the approximated (K theory) 
0 
field stress paths. These two types of calculated stress paths can 
now be compared with available laboratory stress .Paths in order to 
decide which laboratory technique should be used for the settlement 
prediction. This comparison will also indicate the best method of 
analysis which should be used for the settlement prediction. The 
best method might not necessarily be the triaxial stress path method, 
and in fact the normal consolidometer test might be adequate. 
Local authorities could on a grid basis produce proposed 
design stress paths for soils in their areas. On these charts case 
12/2 
histories of all design failures could be mentioned. This would 
immediately define behaviour patterns of local soils to the design 
engineer and might also prevent costly repetition of similar types 
of failures. 
12.2 Comparison of two methods for depicting stress path 
methods 
There are two methods for defining stress paths. Lambe 
uses the p-q diagram which has already been discussed, while Simons 
(Ref. 52) draws stress paths on a chart which has the vertical and 
horizontal axis as the vertical and horizontal stresses respectively. 
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FIGURE 12.1 Stress paths (Simons) of a soit etement 
/ 
12.3 Skempton-Bjerrum equation for settlement prediction , 
Lambe (Ref. 7) and Davis Poulos (Ref. 6) quote equation 
12.1 for the Skempton-Bjerrum method of settlement prediction while 
Simons (Ref. 52) relies on equation 12.2 for the same method. 
fc = £zm/;,·uzdz 12.1 
f = llfzm t:.a dz 12.2 c 0 v z 
where 
b.u = t:.a3 + A(Aa1-aa3 ) z 
b. a = z increase in total vertical stress 
my = volume compressibility determined 
in the standard oedomemet test. 
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The formula quoted by Simona (Ref. 52) is similar to the 
settlement formula as used by Terzaghi. The only difference is the 
constant ~· This constant depends upon A (pore pressure parameter) 
and the footing shape. The Terzaghi settlement value (s = E(m cr D ) 
v z z 
is multiplied by this factor, ~' to predict the Skempton-Bjerrum 
settlement. Published test results (Ref. 6, Ref. 7, Ref. 52), using 
equation 12.1 compare more favourably with Lambe's or Simon's stress 
path methods than with the results from equation 12.2. This implies 
that equation 12.1, when used with the correct stress path, is the 
more accurate formula. (See Also Chapter 8.) 
12.4 The triaxial tests 
The triaxial tests as performed for this thesis allow the 
maximum number of results to be obtained with the minimum sample 
usage. These K0 triaxial stress path tests allow the settlement 
prediction to be calculated. From the same section of the tests 
the K
0 
value is calculated. 
ratio) can be calculated. 
Once the K
0 
value is known,~ (Poisson's 
After the stress path test is completed 
the sample is loaded until failure occurs. 
Therefore from a set of six or seven samples in which one 
varies the initial water content, one can determine: 
the settlement values for different moisture contents 
the K0 value for different moisture contents 
the value of ~ for different moisture contents 
- values of c and ~ for drained samples at 
different moisture contents. (In this latter 
case at least two samples are needed for each 
moisture content.) 
The importance of planning test procedures to obtain 
economical sample usage is emphasized. The laboratory technician 
should not blindly follow standard procedures. He should rather 
examine what information is required for the soil to be tested 
before deciding on any particular testing procedure. 
12.5 Comparison of results 
For this thesis two important comparisons of results 
were made. The first was the relationship between footing size 
and settlement. The results were conclusive in that for the 
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1,0 m x 1,0 m, 2,0 m x 2,0 m and the 3,0 m x 3,0 m footings 
a definite relationship was established. For the collapsing 
granitic soil at low water content, the following settlement results 
were obtained: 
Footing Sizes 
(All with Df = 1 m) 
1,0 m x 1,0 m 
2,0 m x 2,0 m 








The second important comparison which was made was between 
the settlement values estimated from the different laboratory proce-
dures. The settlement values from tpe consolidometer results were 
consistently greater than those based on the triaxial stress path 
method. For the samples tested at field moisture content (i.e. 
soil from Sishen and Constantia Nek), the calculated settlements 
based on consolidometer results were approximately thirty per cent 
greater than the settlements calculated from the triaxial stress 
path results. For the soaked samples, however, the calculated 
settlements from the consolidometer readings were about four per 
cent larger than the values obtained from the triaxial stress path. 
The writer concludes that the large discrepancy in the dry 
sample results is perhaps a direct result of the sample shape. The 
supervisor of this thesis considers that an additional reason may be 
due to the fact that in the triaxial K stress path test, the experi-
o 
menter is forced to respond by increasing the confining pressure 03 
after a noticeable lateral strain has occurred. This procedure can 
result in overcompensation (i.e. 03 value may be too high). If the 
Os value is too high, this can restrict the vertical settlement. In 
the case of the wetter samples, this effect is not as noticeable. 
In table 12.1 the settlements calculated from the consoli-
dometer results and the triaxial stress path results are tabulated. 
The discrepancy (in millimeters between predicted settlement for the 
same footing size for the soaked and moist case) appears to remain 
constant for all the tests. If this difference is expressed as a 
percentage of the settlements predicted by the triaxial stress path 
tests, then for the larger settlements, the factor 
12/5 
(Predicted A(consol.}- Predicted A(triaxial) 100 Predicted &(triaxial} x 
approaches zero. Therefore for the larger predicted eettlement 
values (i.e. for the soaked samples) the consolidometer and the tri-
axial stress path methods should give similar predicted settlement 
values. 
The correlation (Table 12.3) between the observed settle-
ments of model footing tests and the predicted settlements from the 
triaxial stress path method was less·favourable. Figure 12.2 shows 
a typical q versus settlement curve for a 100 mm x 100 mm model 
footing on a collapsible residual granitic soil. Table 12.2 shows 
the observed settlements of the model footing tests done on the 
collapsing sand sample from Sishen. From these observed results it 
can be s~en that the relationships between the observed settlements 
and the footing width (for q the same),of the different sized model 
footings was not even approximately linear. However, the predicted 
settlements of the larger footings using the stress path method of 
settlement prediction varied linearly with footing width (see first 
column, Table 12.3). The writer suggests that the 100 mm x 100 mm 
model footing should be the smallest sized model footing considered 
for an approximate predicted settlement for larger sized footings. 
The usual practice of using a 305 mm x 305 mm plate loading test is 
within this required size limit. Table 12.3 lists the predicted 
settlement values for the 1 m x 1 m, 2 m x 2 m and 3 m x 3 m footings 
using the three different methods of settlement prediction considered. 
The predicted settlements in the last column of Table 12.3 have been 
overestimated because a linear law was assumed between settlement and 
footing width for the figures in this column. Bearing pressure 
failures for the model footings occurred at values ranging from 
40 kN/m2 (for 50 mm x 50 mm footing on a collapsible granite at about 
4% water content) to 113 kN/m2 (for 50 mm x 50 mm footing on a collap-
sing sand at about 3% water content). 
Appendix B and Table 12.2. 


























q bearihg contact pressure in kN/m2 
40 60 80 100 120 140 160 
Modal footing SO mm.x so mm. 
failure 
We variation{load at 29 kN/m2 ) 
w0 = 4% 
we = 4,2% 
we = 5,2% 
W· = 6,2% e 
we .. 7,2% 
Settlement kept constant for 24 hours 







MODEl fOOTING SIZE: lOOmm x lOOmm 
SOIL TYPE: Collapsible granite 
residual eoil 
FIGURE 12.2 - q Versus setttement aurve for modeZ footings 
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TABLE 12.1 Prediated settZement vaZues 
I Test used Collapsing residual granite (Constantia Nek) SOIL TYPE : for 
Settlement 
Prediction Field w = 3% Soaked w = 12% c c 
Predicted Settlements 
TRIAXIAL CELL Footing for bearing pressure 100 kN/m2 




9 X B 9mm 70 X B 70 mm founded = = 
at 1m 
2m x 2m 
plan 
9,1 X B 18 mm 65 X B 130mm founded = = 
at 1 m 
3 m x 3m 
plan 8,7 X B = 26 mm · 60 X B = 180 mm founded 
. at 1m 
CONSOLIDOMETER 1m x 1m 
with plan 14 X B = 14 mm 74 X B = 74 mm founded 
full drainage at 1 m 
2m x 2m 
plan 13 X B = 26 mm 68 X B = 136 mm founded 
at 1m 
3 m x 3 m 
plan 12 X B = 36 mm 63 X B = 189 mm founded 
at l m 
Predicted Ll( Consoll - Predicted Li( Triax ~ lmx 1m 55% 6% 
Predicted ~(triaxial) 
(i.e. for same size footing and same water 2m x 2m 44% 5% 
content) 
3m x 3m 38% 5% 
12/7 
TABLE 12.2 Model- footing resuUs, CoUapsing sand (Sishen) 
Settlement Settlement Maximum Linearly adjusted 
Model at bearing at bearing bearing values of model 
Footing pressure pressure pressure footing settlements 
at of at for l,Om x 1,0 m foot-Size 
25 k.N/m2 100 kN/m2 ing (for 25 kN/m2 failure 
50m X 50m 0,12 mm 0,27 mm 113 kN/m2 10 mm 
(w ... 2%) 
•c 
(w 
c "' 2%) 
lOOm X lOOm 0,15 mm 56 k.N/m2 6mm 
(w ... 2%) 
c• 
(w :i: 12%) 
c 
TABLE 12.3 Settl-ement prediations for q = 100 kN!m
2
, CoZZapsibZe 
Granite. (AZZ at approximately 3% water aontent) 
Predicted Predicted Predicted settlements using 
MoQ.el Settlement Settlemeni linearly adjusted observed 
Footing triaxial con soli- model footing settlements from 
Size stress dometer 100 mm x 100 mm footing path 
1m x 1m 9mm 14 mm 18 mm 
2 mx 2m 18 mm 26 mm 36 mm 
3 mx 3m 26 mm 36 mm 54 mm 
12.6 Conclusion 
This thesis covered most of the approaches to settlement pre-
diction currently in use. Emphasis was given to the limitations of 
various methods of settlement prediction. It is important to preplan 
the laboratory procedures to take into account soil type, probable 
loading and pressures in nature, possible future variations in moisture 
content which might occur on the site, and the number and size of 
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hYDROMl rcR ,, f.t"~ rs 
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sPf! lflL 1.-RAiiiTY_ 2.Ji.!!.----~··~----·-----------------------
W£1GHr SOTL SAMPLE TEST NO. __ f:L.::._Ilfi_-:_.1_ _____ . ·---·-
fllass cont;:~iner + dry soil (g) __ l_~lh,9 DATE ____ ~2:.:.0:...-..;.2_-7.;..:5::.-_____ ....__ _ _ 
l'la:OS c.o:"'tainer (g) ___________ _li:!LL____:_ TESHO BY·_ --=L:.~.a.:.:.A_..1 E::.tr..-----·--------
f'le:s dr'l soil (g)_ SOLQ. __ --- HVDROME.HR N0._~4~3=--.,..~A:.J.I'~..:.~S:.r.•I..~-.u.n.u•-..l1i-""'ltl...._ _ 
Oi!;0i..f~', TNi~ AGENTS_·----·· Sm~i_.~'!_Oxalate ~}.utto"""n...._ __________ _ 
+ 5ml Sodium Silicate Solution 
....-...-- ...... ---.. .. -~...... ----------~--- w ________ .,...._ 
______ _.__. _____ -
r-~~f:--~ --;;;-~~~;;-;-~-~:~~~~~1 ER ~~~~~~~;~~R ~-- -;r . 7T~:c·l 
t~ wa•, ... -... ~·· ...... •~ ..... ......,, ...... ""'"" • .-~· ~_......:;:.-~.-::2 ••-·r-"'. ~~"·"'· ., ...... ., · r..•-.,. .,.,., ,.,.. .,._,......, __ .....--::-.-· •l' •• • •• •:;<~~~r~l"- : ... ,-.l'.•t .. n.---• :· .,.. •··,. ",..~,.. .. t • ,..., ~~ ,.- • • • • 
!- u· ....... ~,.J .. 2.:~~.~~·!,~~-~, .... !.-·-·· .. ~- ~!.PP~Q.~,#"·"~ _JJ.9Pf5§_"·~-- .-!§,.?~L.~.9,9~? .. t···-~?J.,o .. 
J~,_,._.,_, ... ~. ·~-~- ~-= ~~ .... , i-··c·~~ ..... ~ .. ~- "-l-~·~' ~~?!?_~ ·--~!t99§~ .. -····--;~_;t?-, 1-9 .... ~a, 0~9 .. ! .. -.. -~?, ~ ... ! 
1 ..... ~·····'""-l .. ?.=?~y #. t .. --~~ .... 1~ .. ,.,. ~ .,.]J ~9~-~.-~~·- 1 ... _.1, 99~?--·····f-J~,~P. -~ ~,0?? .. f··· -~(), ~-. ~ 
· !·-~:·: :::J~:·~; ~~=~~ ~~:=~:.;: ~: ~~-~ t ~ ~: ~~:r:~ ~=~ _i:~~~t ____ :t_i;~;~j ~ :;~:: t :. :~:: ~ ::· ! 
t·~-....... .,. ·i-i~~ ~~-.. J -·: .,. ~~.,-~·-~·j· . ~ "~~;; .. -~ ~ .. J·~!' ~~;: "-~ ... .,, . ~:' ~~. ·11 ~· ~~;§ j· .H ~:· ~ • ·I 
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I I 1,00 240 I 1 0026 1 0034 ~ 15 30 'o 0035; 11 o 
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Sample soaked for 16 houra. 
ror the 2 and 5 minute readings Zr uncorrected ie ueed. 
Hydrometer tests 
B/2 
(A.S.T.M. Standards, Ref. 15, Lambe, 
Ref. 23, Akroyd, Ref. 48.) 
The hydrometer sample was oven dried. If the sample had 
a relatively high percentage of fines then 50 grams wee weighed off 
for the analysis. for sandy soils 100 grams was used. 
After the sample had been weighed, the dispersing agent was 
added. varying dispersing agents were used. Solutions of Sodium 
Oxalate and Sodium Silicate were used for these tests. The 
dispersing agents were added to the sample, which was in a 250 ml 
beaker. Distilled water was then added until the 125 ml mark was 
reached. 
hours. 
The sample was allowed to soak for a minimum of sixteen 
After the soaking time had elapsed the sample was mixed 
thoroughly with a mechanical stirrer ( at 5000 revelutions per minute) 
for 60 seconds. The mixture was then'put into a 1000 ml cylinder. 
Corrections had to be made to the hydrometer readings. 
In~tially the tabulated "corrected" reading was corrected only for 
temperature and the dispersing agent. The corrections are read off 
from a predetermined curve. (Page B/4) To determine this curve 
a 1000 ml cylinder filled with distilled water and dispersing agent 
was subjected to controlled temperatures. A hydrometer reading was 
taken at the lowest and highest temperatures experienced during the 
hydrometer tests. These temperatures and the hydrometer readings 
were plotted and a linear relationship was assumed between these 
points. (see page B/5) 
When the hydrometer was inserted into the measuring 
, cylinder it caused a rise in water level. This also had to be 
corrected. Therefore Zr, which is the distance in millimeters 
from the hydrometer reading to the centre of gravity of the hydrometer 
bulb, had to be corrected. 
therefore 
zr = H + ~(h _ volume of hydrometer bulb) 
1 area of graduate 
VH 
= H1 + ~(h - ) Ajar 
B/3 
J_ RE:AOIN6 





Curves defining Z corracted and Z •uncorrected are shown on page B/5. r r 
The uncorrected values are used for the 2 and 5 minute readings as 
the hydrometer was inserted at zero time interval and was not removed 





The percentage of particles smaller than a size D is given 
G 
100 % R X s p = G -G x-w 
s w 
p = percentage finer than size D 
= specific gravity of soil grains s 
= 1,000 w 
w = weight of soil dispersed in grams/ml. 
R = corrected hydrometer reading 
Page B/6 shows a graphical solution of the formula 
Gs 

















Assumed straight line relationship 






HYDROMETER TESTS CORRECTION 1000 ml distilled water corrected 




10 ml Sodium acetate solution 
10 ml Sodium silicate solution 
To obtain correction for a particular temperature. 
a) Fir~ Hydro~eter reading (distilled.water) for that 
temperature. 
b) Subtract one t~ousand from reading. This gives 
tl,e correct2.on. Tl,is correction is now subtracted 







Hydrometer Readings Against Z r 








1 nt•o i '- ' , 
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Z witf-Jout Correc,tion 
r 
Zr with Correction 
l,OO~·--------~--------~------~--------~--------r--------T--------,-------~~~~L-~--------~~~-----,--------­
17,0 18,0 
-7' c 8,0 9,0 10,0 11,0 12,0 
Z With and Without Correctio~ (em) 
r 
13,0 14,0 15,0 16,0 

























Graphical solution of formula 
0,003 0,004 o,oos 0,006 0,007 














G 100 s X % G G w 
s w 
= percentage finer than size 0 
= specific gravity of soil grains 
= 1,000 
= weight soil dispersed in gfml 
= 2,68 
= 50/1000 grams/ml 
0,010 o, 011 0,012 0, 013 
NOMOGRAPHIC CHART 
FOR SOLUTION OF STOKES' LAW 
).£ ·V13COSITY OF LIOUID 9 S.C. c,;,' 2.0 
r, ·DENSITY OF GRAINS 
r, -DcNslrY oF LIQIJIO 
v • V~Loc 1rv ,,., em. s«:' 2.1 
D - 01A.,£T~R 011 (iRAIN IN mm 
T - 7htPCRATUP£. 
ir -HeiGHT IN em. 
t • 1i1111e IN Seconds 
Esn-"MTrD TtHI·Ali"RR...,., D~ rN• ~ 
rll/"otJr,t TNC $TArr 01" rH£ TeST TO THC rrME 
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HcusHr H WWJC'H CORitCS· 
">NOS TO IUAOIN~ r 
DETE,MIN£0 FROM 
votUIAC O' 
7 H. 1 !. ~·o>? IIJLII) rr• ,+Z(h· APf:A 0~'" ~ GNADUAT~ ~I 
'I: Co=TANT 
~ :fr TO 81: OE.TO?MfNEO FOR . 
t'C OIFFE,..£1VT VALVES (J' r . ~ ~ Ca~ei!C3PONDINtt vALvt.s OJ:" ·, ~ 
<5 ~ :..; 
~ 
r 7t) I!JC Pl.LJTTC.O ON /lJ6NT ; 
SIDC or(Z, r )XA.LE ,t4A/O i 
CON.,CNI&IT ·3ua()IVISIOAI.S ! 
~AOt:. 
FOK $0/L SU$P£N$10N'$ i 
IN WAT£,(1' N/1" Ht'O~Cr£1f; 
/lll£tl~ti~1Ntl 0CN$"tE$ tJCT'WCl/1 
a995 A.ND 1040 v-nrN AN AC· 
CU~AC't' O' O.tJ002 ..,,..,... 
f1C 1/Sf:O 
SUGG£.sr~o: eA.U.R'A.TitJN i 
AT ~c. 1N DE.Hst-rJcs. 1 
~TP'CAM UN£ !JULe 
MAJ<. H,• 14 7l> 1'- CM. 
h• ISTO 17t:JJ. I 
Foe UQI.JIO$ tJTNCSl THAll j 
W>loTEII TH£(8) O'AJ..IJES >IIJST' 
8E COMPIITEQ rHE! ( 5 ) . 
A AID {T) X AL 1!:5 ,.pPr. Y' 
014/LY 1l' $fiSPENSitUI.S 1111 
B/8 
SIEVE Al\iA:_VSIS 
50 L SA MP L E DE. S C R I PTI 0 N:-F;...i_n_e_,;,.R_e.;.dd.;.~;...· s;..;.h.;....,;;b;.,;,;r..;;;o.;.w;.;.n_;C;.;o;;.;;l;.;;l;.;;;a..::;p.;;.s.;.in;.;.,g=:.....;s~a.;;.;..n.;;;d_-....;U;;.;.n.;.;;d;.,;;i;.;;;s..;;.t.;;;ur;.;b;.;e;;.;d~B;.;;e.;;;r.;;;e.;;.a _;R~o;.;;a;.;;d;._ _ 
Sample, Air dryad • 
. .... ~·---------__;;;...;.;...:....;..~..;.;..;;.;;_.,;;;.;;.~~-----------------------
"······ .------~-------------------------------·---
~PU IF lC GRAVITV ____ ._;;;;2.:.'.;.68;._ ________________________ _ 
i11JiSS SOiL SAMPLE TEST NO. SA - BR - 1 
MaS~ conta iner + dry soil (g) 13o 1o DATE 3-3-75 
Ma&S CO'"lta iner (g) 8o,o TESTED BY 
,.-185; dn so il (g) 50,0 
···;, ;~~-~~-;;\J~N~"'""T-M-A_S_S_S_I E-V-E-:Ir-1 -MA_S_S_S_I_E-VE-+--r-MA_S_S_S_O_I L---.r~---%-o ---1--C-u-m-. -f-o ~~~-%-o. I 
. lt\J mm. IN g. SOIL IN g. RETAINED g RETAINED i RETAINED j F li\J[fi 
IN g. 
t• .:,;.;.:_..;:.. "'"l\·.:,t.;;...;,::;;"" ..... , ........... .,._, 
: 0,589 
!o-r.•~· ·····-" ~-- ---i--_.;..---+------+-_.:;----f--...:...;...__-+--....:.....---1--...:..---t 0,5 99,0 \ 
1,0 1,0 
0.5 1.0 2.0 98 .0 
I 5,4 10,8 12,8 87,2 
7,8 15,6 28,4 71,6 
22,1 44,2 72,6 27,4 
-
4,2 8,4 I 81,0 i 0,074 19,0 ! 
--- -
....... ,.,.,...~-""·""-·----~ ·-·--·~ 
' ~ 
• .. ···~-"· ---~~__,F;.._.~~-+--
, 
i-~·~ "~··~·-··--~"'··--"-'11-----~-
t·-·~ .. ~ ·- r.~ ~ 
!'-· ....... . -.... ·;oo= .... ___ ,:..,.. 
!'····~ ....... ~.·-~~-+~ r- - ----·- ' -- ~ '"~·-··~·~--+~--~---·r·- .. 
I .; I · · 
' ,,., • •v•~·~~~-~~- ''•-•••- -~-·-••--•-•<\---·-• - , . -"' _.J 
i ! i ~ I I 
' ... '""'·~-~~~··--1 . . . .. ,--··-----~------r--_ ~11'---r-----~-t·-3--------~~~~~-~w i r- -~~-.. ;~----,~----~--;:-··--· ·--
. ~- ... ~~~~~~L~~=---=1-,- ... ~~-- I ---J-.----1---t- , 
r· ··--~-~--- ---- - · - I ---·t··· +··· · -l 1 ~"~--~.,...=~,~-~- --~~" ____ ....,._ ____ .....,.... __ ~--- .•. -L. ·---~ ii[ 
t---- .. ~~--·---t ±· -L--···----i 
'"" ''""''T>•~•~r __ J -L .. ---~ 
~• ,., o',''-»' ~~ • ~ l ' --• J j 
Sample wet sieved after hydrometer test to ensure that no fine 
particles adhered to the larger grains. 
B/9 
S lEVE AI\!1-L IS 
~o:~ SAMP~E DlSCRIPTION~~F_i_n_e~r-ed_d_1_·s_h~b_r_ow_n~c_o_l_l_a~p_s_in~g~_s_a_n_d_-~u_n_d_i_s_t_ur_b_e_d~B_e_r_e_a~~~~ 
Road sample, Air dried • 




Pl. ~~If ! l GRAVITV ____ 2..;.,_6_8 ____________________________ ~--
~ASS sor; SAMPLE TEST NO. ____ SA_-_B_R_-_2 ________ _ 
IYtass co~tair1er + dry soil (g) 128,5 DATE ____________ 3_-_3_-_7_S ___________________ _ 
iVJa~·$1 co'1tainer (g) 78,5 TESTED BY _____________ _ 
,•,as:, drl soil (g) 50,0 
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sAMPLE DES CR I PT I ON._--IIIIB.;;:oer=.:e:::.:;a:....~.~R.:::::oa=:.Jd=..-.-...~-F.=.~in.~.:;e::.....ar.x:ed~~~:d~~.~i=:.:~su.~h_B ... rrwo~C~~~wr.un....,cw.~a~~Co~1~w~1.sa.w;oslil.1i""'n.L11gl....lil.lsaiil.ln.~~~d.__ ..... --:-. lw.~ln.~~~d.,.ialillso~~~.tu....,r...,b~~o~~a11111d __ _ 
air dryed sample. 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY ___ 2..:'~6_e ____________________ ~~-----
TEST NO • _____ _.c_-_B_R_-_1 _____ TESTED BV ______ ~--------
OATE 29-4-75 CONSOLIDOMETER NO. __ A _________ _ 
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC + SOIL + RING ( INITIAL) __ ...;r.-."""""";a.....lj,__ _ _ 61i12,5 g 
MASS FILTER PAPERS+ POROUS PLATES+ PLASTIC (INITIAL) ______ _;...........;;.;;;.=~_.~---651,5 g 
MASSSOIL+ RING (INITIAL) ____ ~~-~-~---~~~-~-~~~~-~-241,4 g 
PIASS RING~----------------------------------------------------~~~------99,0 g 
MASS SOIL (INITIAL) ______________________ ~-~---142,4 g 
ORV MASS SDIL~----------------------------------------------~--~----1:38,:3 g 
MASS WATER INITIAL~-----------------------_..;.-....;;;_ __ _ 4,1 g 
::S% F'IELD MOISTURE CONTENT%~----------------------;...,_----
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC + SOIL + RING (FINAL) 915,1 g 
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC (FINAL) 655,0 9 ---------------------~~--~----
MASS SOIL+ RING (FINAL) ______ ~----------~--~26_0...;.,_1_9:;...... __ _ 
~SS RING~----------------------------------~-="----------------99~,~0~9--------
MASS SOIL ( FINAL)----------~-----~--------1-61-:'~1_.;.9 ___ _ 
DRY MASS SOIL~--------·-------------------1_:3_8..;..,:3__.;g;;._~~~:-
MASS WATER (FINAL) ____ ~--~~--~~---~·r~· .. 22,8 g eec: ... .--...-~-4Wiill~--...·---~ 




LEONARDO A. ERRERA 
B/12 
i~r INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
I DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
....... 
0 12:0000 Monday Air dry Load on arm 2100,0 
...-
0,25 12:0025 27-1 -75 "undisturbed" varied from 2021_!_0 
~ 
0,50 12:0050 sample 0 to 5 lbs. 2018,5 
~ 
1,00 12:0100 2017,5 
"""' 2,25 12:0225 2016,5 
"""" 4,00 12:0400 2016,0 
""" 6,25 12:0625 2015_~0 
- 9,00 12:0900 2014,5 
.. 
12,25 12:1225 2014,0 
-
16,00 12:1600 2013,5 
25,00 12:2500 2013,0 
36,00 12:3600 : 2012,0 
I 
49,00 12:4900 2011,0 
i I 
64,00 13:0400 2011,0 l 
144,00 14:2400 2010,0 
0 14:3000 Monday Air dry Load on arm 2010,0 
0,25 14:3025 27-1-75 "undisturbed" varied from 1981,5 




1,00 14:3100 1979,0 
-
2,25 14:3225 1978,0 
" 
-
4,00 14:3400 1977,0 
-




9,00 14:3900 . 1975 25 
-
12,25 14:4225 1 1975,0 
--. 
16,00 14:4600 1974,5 
--
25,00 14:5500 1974,0 
= 
--
36,00 15:0600 1973_,_5 
--
49,00 15:1900 1973,0 
:""- 64,00 15:3400 1 Q7? 1:\ 
L.A.E. !977 
r B/13 
'""i1ME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READ Ii'JGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
p-
0 9:3000 Tuesday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1972' 0 
..--
0,25 9:3025 28-l-75 + 2 ml of water after strain 1953,5 
- 0,50 9:3050 being ke£t 1952,5 
- 1,00 9:3100 constant 1952,0 
- 2,25 9:3225 1951,5 
....... 
4,00 9:3400 1951,0 
!"'""' 
: 6,25 9:3625 Time of soaking 1950,5 
~ 
9,00 9:3900 18 hrs. 1950,0 
-
12,25 9:4225 1949,5 
16,00 9:4600 1949,0 
25,00 9:5500 1948,5 
36,00 1_0 :0600 I 1948,0 j 
49,00 10:1900 194?,5 
I f 
64,00 10:3400 1947,0 I 
0 9:0000 Wednesday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1947,0 
0,25 9:0025 29-1-?5 + 4 ml. of water after strain 1934,0 
0,50 9:0050 being kept 1933,0 
1,00 9:0100 constant 1932,5 
2,25 9:0225 1932,0 
-
4,00 9:0400 1~31,5 
-
6,25 9:0625 1931,0 
-
9,00 9:0900 1930,5 
-
12,25 9:1225 1930,0 
-
16,00 9:1600 192~,5 




36,00 9:3600 Time of soaking 1928,5 
......_ 49,00 9:4900 22, hrs. 1928,5 




4jME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
........ 
o,oo 9:0000 Thursday Air dry sample lOlb reapllied 1928,0 
- 0,25 9:0025 30-1-75 + 6ml. of water after strain 1913,5 
I""'"" 
o,50 9:0050 being kept 1912,5 
""" 1,00 9:0100 constant 1912,0 
- 2,25 9:0225 1911,0 
- 4,00 9:0400 1910,5 
6,25 9:0625 1910,0 
-
9,00 9:0900 Time of soaking 1910,0 
12,25 9:1225 23 hra. 1909,5 
16,00 9:1600 1909,5 
25,00 9:2500 1909,0 
36,00 ~:3600 1908,5 
I 
49,00 9:4900 1908,0 ' 
l I 
64,00 10:0400 1908,0 i 
o,oo 8:4500 Friday Air dry sample 10 lb reappliec 1908,0 
0,25 8:4525 31-1-75 + 8ml. of water after strain 1895,5 
0,50 8:4550 being kept 1894,5 
1,00 8:4600 constant 1894,0 
2,25 8:4725 1893,5 
4,00 8:4900 1893,0 
6,25 £3:5125 1892,5 
-
9,00 8:5400 1892,0 
-
12,25 8:5725 Time of soaking 1892,0 
.. 
16,00 9:0100 23 hrs. 1891,5 




36,00 9:2100 1890,5 
-
49,00 9:3400 1890,0 
-




r-4iME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
..... 
o,oo 10:4500 Saturday ! Air dry sample lOlb. reapplie 1889,5 
~ 
0,25 10:4525 1-2-75 + lOml. of water after strain 1873,0 
~ 
0,50 10:4550 being kept 1872,5 
- 1,00 10:4600 constant 1872,0 
- 2,25 10:4725 1871,0 
~ 
4,00 10:4900 1870,0 
I'""' 
6,25 10:5125 1869,5 
9,00 10:5400 Time of soaking 1869,0 
12,25 10:5725 25 hrs. 1868,5 
16,00 11:0100 1868,0 
25,00 11:1000 1867,5 
36,00 11:2100 1866,5 
I 
49,00 11:3400 1866,0 
~ ! 64,00 11:4900 1865,5 i 
o,oo 9:4500' Monday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1865,5 
0,25 9:4525 3-2-75 + 11m!. of water after strain 1849,0 
0,50 9:4550 being kept 1847,5 
1,00 9:4600 constant 1845,5 
2,25 9:4 725 1844,0 
4,00 9:4900 1842,5 
..... 
6,25 9:5125 1841,5 
.... 
9,00 9:5400 1840,5 
-
12,25 9:5725 Time of soaking 1839,5 
-
16:00 10:0100 46 hrs. 1838,5 
-
25,00 10:1000 I 1837,5 
......... 
36,00 10:2100 1836,5 
......... 
49,00 10:3400 1835,5 




:--TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
I""' 
o,oo 9:4500 Tuesday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1835,0 
- 0,25 9:4525 4-2-75 + 12ml. of water after strain 1827,0 
!""" 
0,50 9:4550 being kept 1825,0 
1,00 9:4600 constant 1822,5 
,.... 
2,25 9:4725 1820,0 
,.... 
4,00 9:4900 Time of soaking 1818,0 
6,25 9:5125 23 hrs. 1816,0 
9,00 9:5400 1815,0 
12,25 9:5725 1814,0 
16,00 10:0100 1813,0 
25,00 10:1000 1812,0 






' I ' 64,00 10:4900 1808,0 
o,oo 8:4500 Wednesday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1808,0 
0,25 8:4525 5-2-75 + 13 ml of water after strain 1806,5 
0,50 8:4550 being kept 1806,0 
1,00 8:4600 constant 1805,5 
2,25 8:4725 Time of soaking 1805,0 
4,00 8:4900 22 hrs. 1805,0 
6,25 8:5125 1804,5 
9,00 8:5400 1804,0 
12,25 8:5725 1803,5 
16,00 9:0100 1803,0 
25,00 9:1000 1802,5 
-
36,00 9:2100 1802,0 
49,00 9:3400 1801,0 
~ 64,00 9:4900 1800,0 
1--. l I 
I· 
L.A.E. I977 lj' 
h 
r . B/17 
4IME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READII~GS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
~ o,oo 8:4500 Thursday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1800,0 
- 0,25 8:4525 6-2-75 + 14ml. of water after strain 1798,0 
.... 
o,50 8:4550 being kept 1797,5 
to-
1,00 8:4600 constant 1797,0 
"""' 2,25 8:4725 1796,0 
"""' 4,00 8:4900 Time of soaking 1795,0 
6,25 8:5125 23 hrs. 1794,5 
9,00 8:5400 1794,0 
12,25 8:5725 1793,5 
16,00 9:0100 1793,0 
25,00 9:1000 1792,5 
36,00 9:2100 1791,5 I 
l 
49,00 9:3400 1791,0 
I I 64,00 9:4900 1790,5 I 
o,oo 8:4500· friday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1790,5 
0,25 8:4525 7-2-75 + 15ml. of water after strain 1788,0 
0,50 8:4500 being kept 1787,5 
1,00 8:4600 constant 1787,0 
2,25 8:4725 1786,5 
4,00 8:4900 1786,0 
6,25 8:5125 1785,5 
9,00 8:5lJOO 1785,0 
12,25 8:5725 1784,5 I... 
16,00 9:0100 1784,0 
25,00 9:1000 I 1783,0 
36,00 9:2100 1782,0 
-
"-
49,00 9:3400 1781,0 
.... 




TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
- o,oo 3:4500 Saturday Air dry sample lOlb reapolied 1780,0 
-
0,25 3:4525 8-2-75 + 16ml. of water after strain 1779,0 
P"" 
0,50 3:4550 being kept 1778,5 
1,00 3:4600 constant 1778,0 
P"" 
2,25 3:4725 1777,5 
4,00 3:4900 1777,0 
6,25 3:5125 Time of soaking 1776,5 
9,00 3:5400 30 hrs. 1776,0 
12,25 3:5725 1775,5 
16,00 4:0100 1775,0 
25,00 4:1000 1774,5 
36,00 4:2100 1774,0 i 
I 
49,00 4:3400 1773,5 
i I 
64,00 4:4900 1773,0 
o,oo 3:1500 Sunday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1773,0 
0,25 3:1525 9-2-75 + 17ml. of water after strain 1772,0 
0,50 3:1550 being kept 1771,5 
1,00 3:1600 constant 1771,0 
2,25 3:1725 1771,0 
4,00 3:1900 Time of soaking 1770,5 
6,25 3:2125 22t hrs. 1770,5 
9,00 3:2400 1770,0 
12,25 3:2725 1770,0 
16,00 3:3100 1769,5 
25,00 3:4000 I 1769,5 
36,00 3:5100 1769,0 
.... 49,00 4:0400 1769,0 
"""' 




,.-TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
"""'"" o,oo 9:1500 Monday Ai:t dry sample lOlb reapplied 1768,5 
0,25 9:1525 10-2-75 + 18m!. of water after strain 1767,5 
0,50 9:1550 being kept 1767,5 
1,00 9:1600 constant 1767,0 
I""" 
2,25 9:1725 1767,0 
4,00 9:1900 Time of soaking 1766,5 
6,25 9:2125 17hrs. 1766,0 
9,00 9:2400 1766,0 
12,25 9:2725 1765,5 
16,00 9:3100 1765,5 
25,00 9:4000 1765,0 
36,00 9:5100 1764,0 l 
I 
49,00 10:0400 1763,0 
: 1 
64,00 10:1900 1762,5 ' 
o,oo 9:0000 Tuesday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1762,5 
0,25 9:0025 11-2-75 + l9ml.of water after strain 1761,5 
0,50 9:0050 being kept 1761,5 
1,oo 9:0100 constant 1761,0 
2,25 9:0225 1761,0 
4,00 9:0400 1760,5 
6,25 9:o625 1760,5 
9,00 9:0900 Time of soaking 1760,5 
12,25 9:1225 22t hrs. 1760,5 
16,00 9:1600 1760,0 
25,00 9:2500 1760,0 
36,00 9:3600 1759,5 
.... 
49,00 9:4900 1759,5 
-
64,00 10:0400 1759,0 
...... 
b L.A.E. I977 
8/20 
~· 
rJMC INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
T o,oo 9:0000 Wednesday Air dry sample 101b reapplied 1759,0 
~ 0,25 9:0025 12-2-75 + 20ml. of water after strain 1758,5 
t"""' 
o,50 9:0050 being kept 1758,0 
!""""'" 1,00 9:0100 constant 1758,0 ' 
I"""" 2,25 9:0225 1758,0 
....... 
4,00 9:0400 1757,5 
- 6,25 9:0625 1757,5 
9,00 9:0900 1757,5 
12,25 9:1225 Time of soaking 1757,5 
16,00 9:1600 23 hrs. 1757,5 
25,00 9:2500 1757,0 
36,00 9:3600 1757,0 
49,00 9:4900 1756,5 
' 64,00 110:0400 1756,0 
o,oo 2:3000 Thursday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1756,0 
0,25 2:3025 13-2-75 + 2lml of water after strain 1755,0 
0,50 2:3050 being kept 1755,0 
1,00 2:3100 constant 1755,0 
2,25 2:3225 1754,5 
4,00 2:3400 Time of soaking 1754,5 
6,25 2:3625 28! hrs. 1754,0 
9,00 2:3900 1754,0 
12,25 2:4225 1754,0 
1-. 
16,00 2:4600 1753,5 
to-
25,00 2:5500 1753,5 
""-
36,00 3:0600 1753,0 
~ 
!'o-o.. 
49,00 3:1900 1752,5 
....... 





4tME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
I"""" 
o,oo 2:1500 Monday Air dry sample 
. Load on arm 1747,0 
I"'"' 
0,25 2:1525 17-2-75 + 23ml of water Varied from 1543,0 
I""'" 
0,50 2:1550 
·10 to 20 lbe. 1534,0 
1,00 2:1600 1526,0 
2,25 2:1725 1519,0 
4,00 2:1900 1515,0 
6,25 2:2125 1512,0 
9,00 2:2400 1510,0 
12,25 2:2725 1508,0 
16 1 00 2:3100 1507,0 
25,00 2:4000 1505,0 
36,00 2:5100 ' 1503,0 I 
I 
49t00 3:0400 1502,0 
I I 
64,00 3:1900 1501,0 ; 
o,oo 3:2000 Monday Air dry sample Load on arm 1501,0 
0,25 3:2025 17-2-75 + 23ml of water Varied from 1521,0 
0,50 3:2050 20 to 5 lb. 1522,0 
1,00 3:2100 1522,5 
2,25 3:2225 1523,0 
4,00 3:2400 1523,5 
6,25 3:2625 1524,0 
9,00 3:2900 1524,0 
12,25 3:3225 1524,5 
16,00 3:3600 1524,5 
25,00 3:4500 1525,0 
i 
36,00 3:5600 1525,0 
49,00 4:0900 1525,0 




-riME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
I""'" 
o,oo 9:1500 Friday Air dry sample lOlb reapplied 1752,0 
0,25 9:1525 14-2-75 + 22ml of water after strain 1752,0 
0,50 9:1550 being kept 1752,0 
1,00 9:1600 constant 1752,0 
2,25 9:1725 1752,0 
4,00 9:1900 Time of soaking 1752,0 
6,25 9:2125 l7f hrs. 1751,5 
9,00 9:2400 1751,5 
12,25 9:2725 1751,5 
16,00 9:3100 1751,0 
25,00 9:4000 1751,0 
36,00 9:5100 1750,5 
I 
49,00 10:0400 1750,5 
' 
' ! ' 64,00 10:1900 1750,0 i 
o,oo 11:4500 Monday Air dry sample 101b reapplied 1750,0 
0,25 11:4525 17-2-75 + 23m1 of water after strain 1750,0 
0,50 11:4550 being kept 1750,0 
1,00 11:4600 constant 1749,5 
2,25 11:4725 1749,0 
4,00 11:4900 1749,0 
6,25 11:5125 1749,0 
9,00 11:5400 1748,5 
12,25 11:5725 Time of soaking 1748,5 
16,00 12:0100 72 hrs. 1748,0 
25,00 12:1000 1747,5 
36,00 12:2:!.00 1747,5 
49,00 12:3400 1747,0 
64,00 12:4900 1747 ,o 
L.A .E. I977 
B/23 
TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
o,oo 9:3000 Tuesday Air dry sample Load on arm 1526,0 
0,25 9:3025 18-2-75 + 23m! of water Varied from 1555,0 
0,50 9:3050 5 to 0 lb. 1556,0 
1,00 9:3100 1557,5 
2,25 9:3225 1559,5 
4,00 9:3400 1561,0 
6,25 9:3625 1563,0 
9,00 9:3900 1564,5 
12,25 9:4225 1565,0 
16,00 9:4600 1566,0 
25,00 9:5500 1567,0 
36,00 10:0600 I 1568,0 I 
I 
49,00 10:1900 1569,0 
: I 
64,00 10;3400 1570,0 i 
L.A.E. I977 
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----C(!I- ---~--- Trl!J:ri:IAL TOTAL 11fiSS Qf_THE .SAMP-LL----------------- --------------------------- -------· 
'GC'I6 Dill: REflfl 101oTI1oGS•TI~INoTf1N 
---CCI7-
- ~112:---l0-1--FOf:f~AT- I I--- - -------,.--------------------------------------- ----------------------0016 0113: VSnLIP=IIf100•THI/GS )--.CDI9------------Dll'l! ____ vvn1CS:Til!TV-vSOLlD. __________________________________________________________________________________ __ 
:020 OilS: EO=\I~'OIDS/VSOLI('I 
-~-C2l-
-.0 1-l.t.• T.I ll:~C:: I TJ: I N.-T11 1./HL---------------- __ . _______ ------------------------ ---------·· ---------------------------
_) CC22 0117: PP!r!T 202oVSOLID 
----C!:23- .012::1!.-202- ror.nAL UH/'-VDLUHL 0-F-- SOt. lOS-=' of I 0.3 ). ______________________ --------------- --------------- ---------------·-----------C02'! 01'.1: PRIIIT 203eEO )_IJJJ2 .0122.!___203_ r.ofWA.T ___ J llL.!..l.ILl.1.1AL.v.01D_RA.l! 0•.!_, F.JO • 31 -------------------C026 0123: PPI'IT 20'1oTI!IwC --- --- _r rrl ,_ "-.... 
f'.:l -DC27 -1l 12'i!. _ _JQ'LEO!lU/.T. Ull .. '.illlil.Al..JI.O.IS.T.URE..COJHE.IU'" . .!...t£..1.0..._3_1.____ ___________ _ 
-----·--------------- ~ ) ca2a 012<;: rr:r.n 110•~1 
n! -~29 D-l]h.!-----W-~-f"..I}CI!t.l.'T-- 1-1---- ----- -----------------
----------------- ----------· ---------0,30 0127: PF.I'!T '101 )-1:~3 ~ .0 130!___in_L.fn!'!t·!AT li'LU.lL.L..'.ALL-IJlf_\1 Ol.UM£S_O.UIPU T .. ARL..llLJilLU KEJE.RS .. C.UBED' !.. _________ _ 
------------ -------- 0 CC32 0131: Pri'IT '102 
~C33-- 01.32! '102 I.O~llA.U JlL..L!.I.H~LR.U.CAL.SJB£S.S_l5__liL1U.LOtl.EVtTONS PER .SQ.UARE..KETER________ ... __________________ __ ~· 0(13q 0 I) c I 
---.CC-JS-----------Q133.:_ __ J'f1IUT '103------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------0"36 013'1: '11")3 FOfc! 1 t\TI IH •'THE DEFLECTION READINGS ARE IN TEN THOUSANDTHS Or AN )--C:J--37-----
-.-ltJCI!t I---- ------------------
------------- -- ---------- 0 C!JJ8 0135: f'RI!IT 205 
--.C ~3 9. 0 l.JA.!.__2.QS_F.!l!U! A.Tll' Ll .IJJ _ • -'-DU -LLCJ.lO u_ ___ J1015.I.URE. 
'l 0, 110 ('I(L TA DEGPEF:i) 
~s~TnR~E~s~s~-----VOID 
0 ----0;) 'I 1- 0 I 3L!-----f' R l IJ T -'I 0 0 -- - ---- --- ---- - ------ -- _ ---- --- --------------C':'q2 01110: '100 ror•T,\TIIH •' REAI"t!llGS CONTENT VEF!TlCAL RATIO 
'--Cr. 'l3---
----r! -- _$A HlP. AT 10 :J I_J ---~ --------- --- .. --- ---· ------ ----------------------
·--------- -------------------0-CC'i'l C rt 15 TliC flli!H'.ER Of TEST CYCLES 
----CO 'IS-. -------~ S .IS_ THE .llll I l.AL.D£f..LEC.UOtLP.EAD.HIG __ -------------------- ___ . __ 
-----------------------) C0~6 C Y IS THE I!IITIAL READING AT THE BEGINNING Of WC VARIATION ----C~'17--- --
.X. .IS __ TH!: . .F.lUAL....READ11~...AI_IHL.£~D_QE WL...\I.Alli.U.LOti _________ ----GCqB 01111: Rt.A" III•S•Y•X ) ___;:;r." 9------------- C I If 2 ~W-.1-.J:.O.'"::u.:r-!- ,__ _________ _ 
coso 01'13: 1=1 
---Ct;;.I--------------D I '1'1!----- Kr= 1---- -- ------------------------------
'\ 'J: 52 0 I 'IS: I I. a I -----------------· ------- ---------------------
- C!;53--- 0-l!Lo!--.. --1-.1--RF:Ar I 02 t~CJ.tl-l.o !1.-().uliKt:-1 ~EfL..tUJ-------------------------------C:JS'I 01'17: 102 fOI'I·IfiTI l 
-~---~oss---
--e-----1-t.--nAo ·15--T-HE-L~A£>---APPL I ED---TO- -THE-SAMPlE-1-N-fHE---CONSOL-1-00ME-T~---
·- ,.., --e'r.f'"~,..._~ ----·· 










· -·----1 I •I I+ I 
l FIt ·f' I 
··-H! -I:• I 
12•12.10 
j C!:6l ::n5'>: I•1 
f --t:iC62---·--------- ·· 01 !io:- ------\'I AT I r I• I TH I 1-l•TtH +;; H+·--
i CCI63 C \'lA T 0': I IS EQUAL TO THE HASS OF fiA TER 1 N THE SAHPLE 
t-"--eog66S'f o t•;7 :--r:r- KaK+ 
1 ~ 016': I~I+l 
'!--{t{}6 b-- ----9-l-l.l : ' AT I Y,-} •1--l-HI-#-T-K-~1-J.---------
J ~ 0~67 :'1162: IF'Ir-rn 13•13.1'1 
' C!:6 .Jb-3:---l-+--~A-T-Ac-H'-l-M-Tt-1 ----------------
CC'b'? 016'1: z .. r/ATIKI/V!ATAC 
~-O--cn7o- -c 16!.".;- -L•l---·-------------
. CC71 Ojt.6: Ia& j-- OC7-t-- ib?-: -1-1..-l---------
l 0 0('73 0170: LL•I 
, ----- 0C7'!-- U 17 H· l<y • 1·------·------· 
· C07S 017:>: JJ=I 
; -O---cr:1o------- ----0173:----- 11•1-
; OC77 01111: l!fl•l 




--------------------1 0 0079 o 176: o•···s-x 
; -----01180--- ----- -- -<:--- wATA IS- E11 UAL TO THE ACTl-JAL AMOUNT .or wATER. AOPEO .TO .. .THE . ..S..AKpLE.-------1 . CCRI 0177: 18 I'IATAILI•ITtHII•Tr-II+II•ZI•£illl i 
' ' -0-- 91:'1:12 --Q20~H-----I'!CA Hli•WATA ILI/TH ------ ----·--- -j 0083 C OEG~AT IS THt. orGRrE Of SATURATION Or THE SAHPLE 
i --tiC~ II -S::CA-l S. THE ACTUAL. ~~ ATER -COIJTE.N! . ...llf'JHE..Skt!PLE. __ 
I 0 CCSS C E IS THE VOIO RATIO OF TilE SAMPLE 
L




. e--el;; -0'11"..2-!- O[...C.SA-1'-.+lllL~,.'./.IU. . t.U.l--•.GS.J-£-t..hi.J-------------------------------------------0-1 0009 0201: STRl.551LLI•ITL0AOI~KI•ll,O•II,0/13,142•75e•211•11,11118•IOUD 
-~-1.1-0·09 -Lt:.\t.[..ll.-A-Rt.l-.l>'!.A-U-Q-1--5--H........:j:.g_+-------------------------------------------
; 0 ::ir9J 021111: IF' cn- 1 1 e.o.~>o•l21 0 
; ---..CC92- .0205!---LZl-ll". t r.'CA 1 ~~~-~-CAlN."'l--H--A11...6.0.t.bL I 0C93 0?06: 6C DELTA~I~HJ•O 
l- -•-C.O•a C2!ll~----~-GO. TC.6-l------·----· ----
~ 0095 0210: 62 OELTAWIMHI•IOEf'Lilil•Xl/OW 
L ___ oc 9 6. 02 I 1.~ ___ _6_l .. r r I !·IL 2!J.lu.!l.ED...t LUJ.w..tAH!..Lt~IKES.SJ..LI.J...!.H..J~...!.!LELBJLLHr!_l.!_Q.E_<i_i~.J_N,_,N'-"1-----------------------=-
~ () CC97 0212: 206 F'OI'i!lAT IIH ofl0.2o2X•f'l0,3•2X,FI0,2a2X•rl0,3•2X•F'IOolo2Xori0,3J Cj 
L ___ .:.:;:<"~a . .ll213:. ____ .lal+.l-
, ;:c;o9 021'1: flall+l j_Q_J:un 21"-*----..L..IOL--.: .. ~.--_______________________________________________ --v-
i 0101 0216: li•J 1+1 
}-- r;I02 02 I 0 0103 0220: Kt:•I(K+l 
\ ----C I O'f_..- ------·-··---- -0221: Lt'"Ll.+.l .. - -------~--- ----------·--- ----------------· 
1 c 105 0;:>;:>2: Ill~=~!!!+ 1 
~-0--ZlOO....------------ o22J:. -- -------lr c I·lll---l.S .•. t.a •. t'L---
l' 0 I 0 7 0 2 2 q : I 9 ~I• I ____ Cl OB-------------0225: ... .2:Z_lf:! I'IC~INl.~c.A.I.ti:'!'.lLL'l.O..L?...Oa 9 L_. Q 0109 C22o: 90 I-I•U+l ···------------
:-----01-1..0-----------......0227 :------..100-T.O- 93. 
, Clll 0230: 91 VICAI!IIl•V:CAINI 
-·· "'),-CI·1·2 --------------·------0231!- -----~--~-HU•l!.--·--·-------------· ------·---- --------~- ... -~-- ·---------- ------------ -----·-·---------
---------··--------·····-----------onE ·H0375---·--·-----t"-aGt:·---·S- ----
~-· 
------vi !3 iJ73:?: ---···- f'r:t. T A I rm I :PE"L TAr I rw l 
CIJ'! 82.'13: tl:'l+l 
---en s---------·£~73'~ :---93· tr 1 ·~-r11 '12, 92, ?'+ 
0116 n23S: 94 CALL rt.OTSIII'Ufol00Dt171 
--e I 17 ·e1.36:·---<:AU:· f'LOTClo Od 0,0 • •3 t-- ---
'J 0118 02'l7: CALL AxtSIO,O, O,Ool9HDEFLECTION REA01NGSt•19t8oOo•90,0o2000,0t 
--en ---·- --· -----.-·1.no;o1-- ------------- -------------.. ------- ---- --------
ct2o C240: CALL AX lSI O,Q, O,Ool611MOtSTURE CONTENTt+16o8,0oO,OtO,OoO,l t 
J)--e-H- 0241: Of:rttH+l t:200B-
0122 0242: OEFLI~+2l•200 
·---f)t·.z 2'1-3:---YtC:A+fl+H•O • G-----------· 
() Ct2'1 02'+'1: ~~CAII~+2Jc0.1 
---Gt-2 2'+;• -(;ALl:--l.-1 !IE I VIC A oOEFI;;•I1•1-•-l• 2+------ ------- · -----· -------------
0126 02•6: CALL SYHAOLIO,OoloOo0,2lo 
~ 127 'IOH~f'fL f:C:HOI~S-.011 TA IWEO-UND£R-_:_<:-OtJST A~T-lOAD .. Q.O t • 'tO J- -----·----- . --------
C!28 02'+7: CALL PLOTIO,Ooi'I,Oo•31 
::.;_---0 129----------0250:----- CALL AX lSI 0,0 •-·OoOol-OI~VOID---RAT-IOo-•1-0~a.u , .. 90 ,Q o I .. Oo•O, 1-1------- ------- ------------------·-----------
J 0130 02;1: CALL AXISIQ,Q, O,Oo6HSTRESS,+6tlOoOt0o0t0•0•30,01 r 
--G 1-31 (}2-!;.::!;. Sl'R£S5 ~.f.! • 2~&-lG..,-G--------------------
"\ 0132 02«;3: STRESSP--I+J)aO,O 
. ..,.---G-J-33- 2!0-~' f.-PI• 1-Jai,.O----------·- -·--------------- -------------- --------------·-------------------------------· 
013'1 025"::: Elll+21•0,1 
---!J 1-3~-----~2$6!.-----.CAl-l---liiiF: I STRES-S • E •"-•lo.- h2-)-- ------------------- -------- -------------
) C!36 02S7: CALL SY~rO~(O,St 1.So0,21t36HSTRESS WITH yARYlNG MOISTURE CONTENT, 
---v-t-3-7 .. -- -· --- -0.-0t+3bl ------------- ·-·-·------·-·-·--------- --··· ----------------- _-___ _ 
( 
• Cl38 0260: CI\Ll. PLOTI12,0o•8,0t-31 1 l-~1--3-9 ~AI!- CAl.. I.-A~ 1 5.1--~ .. 0 •!l,-O-t--1-4HM.O .. l.$1:URE-C.QNl'.£Jlt.L!'!..l-6.t8 . .,Jl.Ln._aJ O..D.aG..J...l d:f 
CI'ID. 0262: CAL~ AXIS! O,O•O.OtliHDELTA WATERo+lloSoOt+90,0t0oOtO,ll "' -~~-------~2b~~-----~~~~~Ut+l~~.~------------------------------------------------------------~ 
01'12 026 11l 0F:lTAIM+2J•0,2 Q f 
----1#-1-43-------'----.J:'bS.: .VlC:-A--1-tH•2b:(l,l-----------------------
01'f'f 0266: PCAIIH+li•O,Q 
-0-t-• 5 02 b!.! AI. b--l-1-tlf.-H!.C U . ._p t 1.-X-A-t-H-'-
01'16 0270: CALL SYHROLIO,S,9,5o0.2lo 
_.QJ • .'U' -----------L!.OH~llLEJiEl:U_yERSliS MQLS.!.UBE CONTENT t 0 a.ll...t_tlfU_ 
Cl't8 0271: CIILL PLOTI12,0t2,5•9991 0 
--01~9 027~-----..S!~---------------------------------------------------







--------------------·- - ------ -----------------------·------r 
---------·--- ··---··------- OATE ··llO:ns.-----t-•GE:---'9 
· .. --·-Tf:ST ~m~fl r. rl'::C -" r.- I- tl·· ··- ....... .. 
Jill T L\L VOL Ill<["' 8::.36 ~, 7 'I Q 
fJ---votr••tr.· or S")t·toc; .. c; t&O'I • '177-·-
INITl'L VOtn RATIOs ,712 
--JHJT I 'L ·'tO 1-~T!.Jf>E· ·COHTF:•f·T .. ----,!l-30---·---·- · ----·-----------· ------ -·--- .. ----·-
ALL THE VoLUMES oUTPUT ARE lH H1LLJMETERS CUBED 
··---'hfE-~H~·'fRES~s-ftt-IH·L-GHE~HS-f'E-~E-Tfl~------------------..:--







·. --Gf:'Fi~!::C-'H CHi--MG-1-S'Ful'lE------sT·~f.<;S------yOJ.D -.. EllA DEGREE--~ -------------· 
"' REAfi!IH"iS COtJTEtlT VERTICAL RATIO W SATURATION 
----~ll,OQ ,!}30 S!'t,..l-1- ,.69;> .OOO------.ll~-------------
----------------- ------------
ICI72,'50 ,('30 110,7'+ ,6AS ,000 oll6 
J------iCI<t] .(li}--------.·0'1 1- -~0 0 .:71.1------ ,679 ----,567-----··ol63---------·--··------·------------------··-··--
tCI;?I!,OO .O~:l 110,7'+ ,675 ,513 o21l 
---;.Qna.oo -.n6& -H.~".-.:7 .67 lfSo------.259--
) 1!![,9,50 ,077 110,7'1 ,667 ,'10'1 .308 
----tR-&5.5 --.onll----llo,-7 ,o6 .336- .... ,3SA 
------------------
·-
-------·-------- - t 
JllJS,OO ,0?'! I J!J,7'1 ,655 0 2'l9 ,386 
) -f.:\O!l-,--tlG----·-···o·IOfl----.t·IG-,.7-'+ ,..6'l9 -1--7 .... '113-------· 
1~1o.no .1:J6 110,7'+ ,6'!7 .ISO .'+39 
·---t7<;~0,!:.0------- ... lll-----IHJ.o7-'l-. .... ,._4qr. l.ll- .. ,'l65 
J7i10.00 ,118 110,7'+ ,6'+3· ,093 ,'l91 
----P'7.3.,0ll-----•12'+. lUt,...I.!I. 6'll 0.7.'+ oSlb.------------
1160,50 ,129 
. '------t-7.t.2 .• S0---------.. 1.3S----' 
!159,00 .Ill II0,7't ,638 ,03'+ ,593 
-----1-'Z.!'.t..nQ__ l'l.7 ___ u . .a. •. z.:t...... ___ __.63 •. 02 •. 6La __________ _ 
1752,00 ,153 ll0,7'l ,637 ,01'+ ,6'+'+ 
____ p,n,o.o •. lS9 1 u1~1 636 .ooa.. _____ ,669.-----------









---+&nhrOQ .l&S 22h-~ 02 .,..o.o. .,..7.5~----·-----·--·--------------------- ---10 
1~25,50 ,165 55,37 ,587 .ooo ,751 



















Void ratio- moisture content graph 
Load on arm of conso1idometer varied 
0 to 51b 
5 to 101b 
Load on conso1idometer arm constant 101b o,...tr!. 
2 
Sr increased from 11,6% to 69,4% 
r D 1 
.... , ................ ~ 
r .•- • .... •'• .-.• \ • I •' • 1., I 
, ~· · · Samj:?lEf: ~· ·-: ·:~ Ho 
'· '.'.'~-·· ... :.,, ···=-·· 
Date D Ho eo e. % <Qj.)74mrn 
18-2-75 75mm 20mm 0,712 0,636 19 
0,02 0,04 0,06 0,08 0,10 0,12 O,lL. 
Moisture content at e~ 
Sr = 76% 
Appropriate section of th~ stress 
path followed during ~ vcriation co 
~ 
CD 
Load on conso1idomet.er arm 
varia~ from 101b to 201b. 
!Sample description Qay ·content (%} Test no. 
Collapsing Sand 19 C-BR-1-0 
0,16 0,18 0,22 
L.A.E. 
Void ratio - effective. stress graph 
0,9 
~: The field We can be more accurately defined as air dried. 
0,8 
field We = 3,o% 
o,1 r----.;,__--s---------a 
Load constant at 1 ton/ft2 
We varied from 3% to 16,5% 
Sr varied from 11,6% to 69,4% 




•: ......... ,· ........ , .. ,,., ~ ·~~;.:Sa· ..... ··, ... •.,1~~e.·. u 
· · •. ·. mple "': :..... • 1o *';r~! •" .•.• .. -. ~-: •,..'••. •',: , ...... , 
0,3 Date D Ho Sample description Test no. Remarks on test procedure 
18-2-75 75mm 20mm Collapsing sand C-BR-1-0 We varied during test 
20 4 60 100 120 140 160 1&> 200 220 














.ilw . ~&,·-moisture content graph 
Date D Ho e. e. 0foc0fj74rm1 Sample description Oay 
18/2/75 75 mm 20 mm 0,712 0,636 19 co11apsi~g sand 
Sr = 11,6% Loading description: 10 lb load allowed to cause. 
deformation after each 
moisture content variation. ef 
- Maximum collapse settlement sssu~ed 
to occur at W = 12% condition. 
c 
- Maximum collapse settlement assumed 
to occur at W = 16% condition. 
c 
0,04 0,05 0,06 0,07 0,08 OJ09 0,10 0,11 0,12 
Moisture con\ent at e~ 





Definition of :.YA.-t-Af 
. ~ ............. ·..: ,. , ... ' . 
· • :sample,"::..: ..... ,, 






































DEFLECTION - TI~E CURVE FOR BEREA ROAD SA~PLE 
tinia 
VARYING MOISTURE CONTENT (minutes)., 
2 3 4 5 6 7 200 1 - 8 9 10 11 12 . 
180 ~ ~ _'( 
. 
- (load constant at 1 ton/ft2) Effective T90 4,2 mine. 
160 -











sort. SAMPLE: OE:SCRTPT!O'\~ .,Oacam.e!?!!d_granitica...£!!..!.!!'!!1 ao11 - undisturbed aamela 
taken f'rom "feathers" ------------~~~~~~~~~----------------------------------------------
------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------SPt ~ IF IC GRAVITY _ _...2;;.&,ii,6 .... a_______________________ ....;. __ _ 
WflGHT SOIL SAMPLE: TEST NO. H~fS-1 
l'la&t' container + dry soil (g)_l~ •. z ;;..O ___ OATE_29/4/75 
rta9S container (g) _______ __.!1,9;-t;~-.0---- TESTED BY __ L ....... A_, .... E .... ___________ _ 
Plass dr·y soil (g) ______ __.s_o .. ;o--., ___ HYDROMETER N0.~43 A.S. T .1"1. 151-H 
OT5Pl:RSTNG AGENT'S __ J.9_!!!.!._,S~ium Oxa1a.t_a_S;;.;o;.;l;.;u;.;.t.;;;.io.;.;n.;.... _____ ~----·--------
10 m1 Sodium Silicate Solution -----··.., ....... ---.... ...... ...-..... ..... .--..l,. ________ ,_ .... _ ... _____________ ,________ • ___ ......,.___ 




5 llg!J~,,.;,2 __ ... __ ~ 1~!.~ -~' ~.~! q~-~ .. +~-,~!~,.~·~ .~l"t2022_, __!.t~~~?-- -1~.5~,!.45···Cft-l-Oq,~0~1~40.,_ 
.,...... ___ 3_!!_~- --~.t9.!!23 -~'002~ ----+·· .. ~~-
--+-----·~.2.~r.·-r.. _1, 0016 _!!.Q.I!~!..,.___ .J..~ t.~.S.-tQ., O.Q.?.~ __ ~ ~ 5. ·-
250 l,ooo9 1,oo1o 1s,ao lo,oo35 3,o 
~~t~~ :.==-=~ ::2::0004 . ---·-··· -~~~~~~q~~-. ~::i;.~.: 
J....-·- ---- ~~2•r-""-"~~><r-"'·" .4~•~"~•~~~~'"~ - ----~-~-~-~-·-~--""" oo~•-~ ,_ ... J·, •·• ~·· ,l •, • ~ • • • ; 
... _ ... ~~....a::s.a..;...J.·~~---- ··---···-·· ·-·-·--- ·-------i. •· .... :. ; . . . ...;. .. . . . ' 
,~;.ff"..J/W'J~-~tra:-..- ::ea.::•~;a-.n•...._~ .... · ..-.~~:.-~ , •;.• •. -.,..,;\ . .., •.•. " ... • .i.,.,.. 
! I 
'I • • ' ·4 .... -.. . .... 1. ... . ' . . I I 
.. '~ 'Wf ,.,, .... ''II• -- • ••. • .... •• ··-. " ..... , .... "' <I' I •· U ··- • .. •• .. • •• U 0'. i ... .. • • - f • • ~ i I 
.ft..Jrt.111.1:;.~- ·~~- . ..-.wt . .r..~~-­
.... u ................. ..._l. ... .....-.r._,., 
Sample soaked for 23 hours. 
=~-==j~ ~-=~.=~· . 
.......... ~ .......... .-.... ......~-...-.. G .. #lr.'* 
~ .d,~.,<I':T~·L ~-··!:;-· 
For the 2 and 5 minute readings Z uncorrected ia uead • 
. · r 




FOR SOLUTION OF STOKES' LAW 
,P. -V15COsrrY OF LltX/ID g.:wc.c,;,~ 
r, -OCN.SITY OF GRAIN.$ 
Bc/03 r, -DeNsiTY oF L1Qu1o 


















0 - 01A.r£T~R , t:fRJIIIH IN mm 
T -7i:IAPC/fi4TUHE. 
1.,. - HEI&Hr IN em. 
t - 1i111c IN S«<nt# 
E.sn_..TZ"., T'l~·ti4JI'CIJV6 D.,.. T'll6 l'rriiOD 
T/lfON T#IF ~ 01' THE' TCST 7'0 THC T'MtiE 




D = "'/8V 





H£1tSHT H WHICH CORRCS• 
I'ONO$ TO ~EIIDIN, r 
DCTVIMINCD PROM I 
· VO<u"'£ '" 1 /f. WYOI?. li<JLII.) e,.· H,•-z!h· "'"£"" 0"" I I ~ =! 
at z,.. TO 8E OE.TCRMIN£0 FOR I 
~ DtF"I"I!R£Nr VALues OF ,. I 
J...: Ct:J~IIDPONCJI~ VALUl'.! 0': ~ ,. TO t:IC PUJTTC.O ON 111t;NT I C 510C or(Z, f' ):KALE AND 




l'o.tr SOIL SuSI'CNS10NS 
lA! WATC# ANY IIYO~t:r£1f 
lllf£#3U~1Ntl DCN$f7t£' 
a'gs """'" UJ40 rvtr/11 AN AC• 
CcJ,At:'f'; D,; O.tJOOe ..,A,.. 
6C IISEO. 
svao£sT"•o: CA.LttnrATit/JN 
AT zo•C. IN 0£1'</StTIC.S. 
3TII'£NJ LJN£ tiUL.IJ. 
UN. H,• li1D /~CM. 
h• t5ro 1701. 
FO~ LJQUIO~ tJTN£11 THAll 
WIIITEit TJIC (8) VALI/CS 11111sr 
BE COMPVTCO THc((5) 
AND (T) SCALC$ APAY' 
DNL.V' 1l) $1/SnNSIDN$ t/11 
WAT•W. 
r B/34 





SPtCifJ( GRAVlTY_..,a-.;e§~l,__ ______________ __... ____ , ____ _ 
IIIE'lGHT SOIL SAMPLE TE:ST NO, H·F'S•2 
I'ISSS. container + dry soil (g}_.:;l;.::;5.:::.5a.:al:.-__ DATE 29/4/75 
I'JaSS c.ontainer (g) __ ...;;'1;_05
1
1 TESTED BY ______________ _ 
f111S9 dry soil (g) _________ so.:::.'~.:O~-- HYDROMETER N0.__;9.;;o8w.43;;;.._,....;.;.A~.S-•:..;::T..:.•.;..;.I't~· __;l;.;;S.;;;.l...;H....._, __ _ 
DISPERSING AGENTS__ 10 ml Sodium Oxalate Solution 
10 ml Sodium Silicate Solution --------=---------------~w"w~~-------------------------------------------w~--------
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........... :.·••r.--·~-··••- ... - .......... _--_.-...n:,. •.. r...Ye.~~'~_,__.,..,...,_11n!1:;_11 •.• ,.~~----;.-lf'lt•'f"• .. ,. •.•• ~--1·--·· ............... _. t 
.........,._,.,.,.-.-_Ar~ ··-•·~·u-••~--r•·•• "'- .,-.-•·•·•--·~•·•,• •• "··-••·••i o ••·•·• .1 .. _''.• ··-~ • • • j~ 
,.. ___ ,. ___ ..... -~- •t••.-: - .•• -.... • ••• 
. ,_.__ ...... ·--. . . . . . . . . . . i 
·-+-~~~-·-....... ·--- =--·--~~r-··~--=~- :~~=~ ~·: ~~ ~ --=~~~ j1. -~~~=~~1:~=""-. -.... -.~----=·:~== ==-----~·~ ...... --_-~-:.==-~±~=· ::::::· ::~::::. 
Sample eaaked for 23 houre. 
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501 ~ SAMPLE DESCRIPTION Decomposed granitic residual soil - Undisturbed sample 
taken from "Feathers" 
.... -·---------------------------------------
--·-------------------------------------------
sPECIFIC GRAVITY 2,68 
~lASS SOIL SAMPLE TEST NO. sA - rs - 1 
MaSS container + dry soil (g) 1856,4 DATE 25-4-75 
Ma&a container (g) 129,5 TESTED BY 
~ss dry soil (g) 1726,9 
r·--~·--. 
OPENING MASS % % % ! 
' 
SIEVE SIEVE MASS SIEVE + MASS SOIL Cum. 
I IN mm. IN g. SOIL IN g. RETAINED RETAINED RETAINED FINER 
j IN g. r··-····-· -· •. ~ . 
I 4, 76 533,0 580,8 47,8 2,8 2,8 97,2 
c-~~~38 547,8 924,5 376,7 21,8 24,6 75,4 
1 2,oo 629,2 769,9 140,7 8,1 32,7 67,3 
I 0,590 394;1 859,0 464,9 26,9 59,6 40,4 
r-~0 . 402,9 528,4 125,5 7,3 66,9 33,1 0,297 369,6 474,2 104,6 6,1 73,0 27,0 I 
0,250 439,5 488,7 49,2 2,8 75,8 24,2 
.... ~ 
E.!!!~?- 426,2 541,1 114,9 6,7 82,5 17,5 0,074 342,0 537,2 195,2 11,3 93,8 6,2 
PAN 361,5· 468,9 107,4 6,2 100,0 
,.,..._,__ 
-~ 
-- !--· --·-·"--* 
E=- -~ ~- .. ~~----·~--+·~-------+-··----~ ~ ~ ' :· I 
. ~~~ 
~·.C-
-- -- -~·-·-·-·· ·····--; 
·-·--·- I --t-- ·-----~ 






-------~ ~- - --e-~ t-- - ---l ,--.. ·~~~~ 
"----~ I 
RtMARKS ~ Sample dry - sieved. 
B/37 
SIEVE ANI-\LVSIS 
soiL SAMPlE DESCRIPTION Decomposed granitic residual soil - Undisturbed sample 
taken from "Feathers" • 
.... ------------------------~~---------------
~~-,--------------------------------------------------------------------sPEC 1 riC GRAV ITY __ 2.:..,":'"68 _____________________________ _ 
MASS SOIL SAMPLE TEST NO. _______ s_A_-~F_S __ -_2 ________________ _ 
Mass container+ dry soil (g) _______ DATE. _____ -.,;;2..;;.5-_4.;..-_7;..;;5:...._ _______ _ 
Mass container (g) ___ ~ -----TESTED BY _________________ _ 
Mass dry soil ( g ) ___ __.1~3_10_,'-o _____ _ 
r-··-~--
I 
SJEVE OPEi\JING MASS SIEVE MASS SIEVE + 
IN mm. IN g. SOIL IN g. 
































































~----=--~~~~~F-~--+--~~--.......JJ--~--~f------------ --T···-·-· -- -·-: r~~--~-~~~~~~~ .... IF==~~~--~~-~----+ --~---"'~-+-----· --~-t-· . - -~i 
~---~~-~,----~-----~----~,------~--~~-I······----1 
' ~~~~~-~~if-=-->-~--i-'~-----+-~--·~--!1-~~~~~-~·· ~~~~~ II _.. • ··-··-·-• 







REMARKS: Sample Wet sieved and then oven dried. 
r 
R/38 
SarrPra descrciption Decomposed granite 
~b SOI..If'CQ Feathers 
Test number H-FS-1 1 H-FS-2, SA-FS-2 
Oispcr sing ~nt 
.. _ 
Q001mm Q01 (J) 
' ~ ~~~~~~----~~~ 
~ 90 t---+--J,--·-+-1-+++ 
at 
'ii60 ~ ~-~+-~~:~--r-+ 
. 7 0 1----+-- +-t-H+l+---+---f ~ 
0'160 1---+---?--::-++-H ~+--+-~+H 
c 
'iiiS 0 
Ill 8.4 0 1---.....,..__. 
f3 0 t--+-+......f-+-
~ 2 0 1.'----+--1-·+-1-1-
u 




0 0 N <..0 U") ·. ~ 















SAMPLE DESCRIPTION Decomposed granitic residual soil - Undisturbed sample taken 
from "Feathers" 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2,68 ------------------~------------~-----------------TEST NO ·------c=---~FS;._--=.1 _____ TESTED BY _____________ _ 
DATE 29-4-75 CONSOLIDOMETER NO ._a __________ _ 
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES+ PLASTIC+ SOIL+ RING (INITIAL) 880,8 9 
-----------------MASS FILTER PAPERS+ POROUS PLATES+ PLASTIC (INITIAL) _653,6 g ---------------~--------~ 
MASSSOIL+ RING (INITIAL)~----~--~~~~~~-~------~---2-2_7~,_2~9~~~~ 
MASS RING·------------------------------------------------------~9-?~,~S~g~------
MASS SOIL ( INITIAL) ______________________ l-30~,~7-g:_ __ 
DRY MASS SOIL·------------------------------------~--------------1_2_3~,5~g----
MASS WATER INITIAL · 7,2 g 
---------------------------------------------~------
FIELD MOISTURE CONTENT %~------~~-~~~~~--~~---~~-5-,B-%_~~ 
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC + SOIL + RING (FINAL) ___ _.;;;;.B.;:;.;95:::..i,~..:6~g--
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC (FINAL)_ __§57 ,2 g ~-~~ 
~SS SOIL + RING (FINAL).~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~3~.~--~ 
MASSRING 
MASS SOIL (FINAL) 14ll.r.2..!L_, __ .. ~ 
DRY MASS SOIL ·-------~-----·----~-~-.,...,_----=1~2:.::3.~.,, s~s-.. ~~0 
MASS WATER (FINAL) 7 4 ---------~·~----~~~~~~·~~·~--~ .. ----~~·-~-~....l~.L.:-!1 ......... c ~· 
FINAL MOISTURE CONTENT at -----~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~,J,4,.Qzo .. 
REMARKS~ Irregularities were observed in the void ratio moisture content curves. 
This could be for the following reasons. 
(a) Thixotropy 
(b) The breaking of the cementing between the particles and 
allowing the water to enter and then allowing free 
movement of all particles. 
(c) Sample compressing in layers due to side friction. 
Reasons (b) and (c) seem the most probable. 
LEONARDO A. ERRERA 
, 
B/40 
-TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE 
. 
MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING REAG~i\TG3-
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
...... 
0 :3:3000 Tuesday Field We Load on arm 2000,0 
~ 
0,25 :3::3025 29/4/75 varied from I9I6,0 
0,50 :3::3050 0 to 5 lb's I9I:3,5 
r,oo 3::3!00 I9II ,o 
I'"" 
2,25 3::3225 !908,0 
4,00 :3:4400 I90S,5 
6,25 :3::3625 !904.0 
9,00 :3::3900 !902.5 
!2,25 3:4225 I90I .5 
!6,00 3:4600 !900.0 
25,00 3:5500 !897 .5 
36,00 4:0600 !896,0 
49,00 4:!900 !895,0 
---... ---------; ; i 
64,00 4::3400 !894,0 J 
BI,OO 4:3!00 i !89:3,0 
·=· 
0 9:0000 Wednesday Field We Load on arm !89:3,0 
-
0,25 9:0025 3_0/4(:_~~ varied from I !827,0 ~-m·-·- .......... -n·....._..-,.,....-~._~.• ~:u.---"""' ~+~~~- ·---~--
~· 
0,50 9:0050 5 to IO lb's ! !82:3,0 
~~~ ~--+--~----~-
~~0 9:0!00 ~-~~-4~9.JJL... .-~~ 
I 2,25 9:0225 --------~:: __ -~~ ..lllll:~,.............-- ........ ~ 4,00 9:0400 --~ ... ~~·.:u:; 
-
_...... .........,....- . ..,..,..."""""' . 
6,25 9:0625 ---~-l-...EJ.!£, 5 
-- i 
i----~.t.PO 9:0_9._00 1 I8o9, 0 ._ ... -~-,--~ --~~~-~-=-~ r---~·r-·., ... -
-





!6.00 9:!6~. i !805 0 
















aa nn 9•A9nn IBOI.O .. 
~ 64,00 j !0:0400 IBOO,O 
7 
B/41 
,.... TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATC MOISTURE CONTENT LOI-\DING REAmi\!cs 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
8!,00 I0:2IOO 30/4/75 Field We 5 to IO lbs I799,0 
0 II :0000 Thursday Field We IOlb reapplied !799,0 
0,25 II:0025 I/5/75 + 2 ml of water after strain !727,5 
o,5D II: DD50 being kept !722 'D 
r,oo II: DIDO constant I719,0 
2,25 II:0225 I7I5,5 
4,DD II: D4DD I713,D 
6,25 II:0625 FII,5 
I 
9,DD II :090D I7Io,o 
!2,25 II: !225 I709,D 
I6,0D I1:16DO !708,0 i 
t 
25,DO II :250D I7D7,0 
' i 
:36,00 :DI::36DD I7D5,5 l 
49,DD II:49DO !704,5 
64,0D I2:D4DO I7D:3,5 __ _,_ ___ . 
BI,OO . - 'I2:2TOU- - ' ' -' . -, - - ---·- - . ~- w w ~ - -rroz ,n --
I 
7.CZ:.~ .......... ~ ~---~--
0 9::3DOD Friday Field We IDlb reapplied _ I70:3,D 
D,25 9::3025 2/5/75 + 4 ml of water -~;:~r stra~-1--- !52~~ 
.0,5D 9:30BD being kept ~ I510,0 
~ --~--
r,oo 9:3100 constant !502,5 
.,_ =---
2,25 9:3225 1494,5 
~ 
-
4,0D 9::3400 i I490,0 
-- r-;~88,0 6,25 9::3625 --~~~,____.::.---. 
9,00 9:3900 I I !485,0 -~-.=.:.·--~~--=--
I 
... 




16,00 9:4600 !481,0 
... 
25,00 9:5500 !479,0 
... 
:36,0D IO:O.§.DC I477,o 
r 
!"""'fiME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE 
- 49,00 10:1900 Friday 
64,.00 10:3400 
-ar,ocr - -ra:sroo-
0 9:0000 Monday 
,... 









Field We + 4ml 
Field We 

















~----9~,o_o ______ ~_9_:o_9_o_o~--------~----------------~----------~--~1_4_64~'~5 ____ 1 
! 





25,00 9:2500 1462,5 
r-----~------~-------r--------·+-----------------+-------------+-----~--~ 
36,00 9:3800 1462,0 
49,00 9:4900 1461,0 ~--~~-----~------~--~----+---------------~+-----------~~-~~~~ 
64,00 10:0400 ' 1460 5 ,_ __ ....._ ___ ~-~-+~-~-~+----~-~~~~-~-~·- - -~·••'\' -e4---l::~--=·-
·a.r;:cro · · -- -ra:-zrao· -- · I r46o,o -
t----o.:.,_o_o __ ........,_9_:_4_5_o_o-f-.._T_u_e_sd_a...;;y~·+-~~F_i_e_l_d_w_c~-~+1~0-lb~ reapplied ~!46Q.t.Q.__ 
I 
1 ___ o.:,,_2_5 __ ~_9_:_4_5_2_5+_6.:..i/...:5/:...7_5 ~- _,.!~-~,.._,.w_a_t_!,_:_=·--'+-a_f_t_e_r_s_t_r_a_i_n~t I455 1 O_ 
,_ ____ o~,_5~o ____ 4-_9_:_4_5~5_o~-----~~+--=·----------==~~b_e_i_n~g_k_e __ p~~-= 1454,0~ 
r---~1~,0~0~-·----~-9_:~4_6_0_0~+---------~----------------~--co.n_s_t~a-n __ t ~~~---­
r---2_,'-2_5 __ --4-9=,;:_4_72_5=-+---~-t-----~·--~-+----·-<-+- I434, 0 
r .... ___ 4L ,o;;..o;,..__~+--9..;..:4_9_o_o-+-____ , ___ '"'""1"--~------r----,~~~~~~it,.Q.___. 
I 6,25 9:5125 ~ 1417.0 r ..... --~----=1-~--i,__ _____ +---~----~+---~-"'~-a-"t--~<~-< 
6 ! r'----..;;;.9.!.'.;;;;.o.;;.o_~--..t--=9;;..;:;.,;;5..;.4~o+~---~+-~-------+---~~-=-t-·" 14;£2<, 5 
12,25 9:5725 1409,5 
16,00 10:0100 
25,00 10:1000 1404,5 
B/43 
,..-TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOIS"'"URE CONTENT LOriO ll\13 RE'V' ,,,,~ f.· . -~ •• ):::! 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
---====-~ 36,00 I0:2IOO Tuesday Field We IOlb reapplied !402,9 
- 6/5/75 49,00 !0:3400 + 6 ml water after strain !400,5 
- 64,00 !0:4900 being kept !399,5 
r-:" 8I,oo II:.0600 
·!398;5 
~ 
o,oo 9:!500 Wednesday Field We IOlb reapplied 1398,5 
0,25 9:1525 7/5/75 + 7 ml water after strain 1395,5 
o,5o 9:1550 being kept 1394,0 
1,00 9:1600 constant 1392,0 
2,25 9:1725 1388,5 
-~ 
4,00 9:1900 1379,0 
6,25 9:2125 1375,0 I 
I 
9,00 9:2400 137I,O 
_. 





16,00 9:3!00 1363,0 
25,00 9:4000 !358,5 
_..._ .. 
36,00 9:5IOO 1355,5 
49,00 !0:0400 I 1353,0 
~ r- - -&-64,00 !0:1900 I35I,O 
-~~=-
8I,oo !0:3600' t !300,-o .. 








._ o,oo 9:4500 friday field We IOlb reapplied 1349,0 
...... 
0,25 9:4525 9/5/75 + 8 ml water after strain !348,0 
--~&.....,..,;ur& 
o,5o 9:4550 being kept J _ _!.:_42,0 
I,OO 9:4600 constant I !347,'5 
._ 2,25 9:4725 !347,0 
~-. 
..... 
4,oo 9:4900 !346,0 
~ 
..... 
6,25 ' 9:5125 !346.0 
...... 
9,oo --n:5400- !344,5 
B/44 
,-TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READI!\IGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
~ 12,25 9:5725 F'riday F'ield We 10 lb reappliec !344,5 
- 16,00 !0:0100 9/5/75 + 8 ml water after strain !343,0 
'-" 
25,00 10:!000 being kept !342,0 
I""' 
36,00 I0:2IOO constant !339,5 
'-" 
--,· 
49,00 10:3400 ' 1337,5 
64,00 10¢4900 1336,0 
81,oo II:0600 !335,0 
roo,oo II:2500 !334,0 
o,oo 8:4500 Monday F'ield We IOlb reapplied !334,0 
0,25 8:4525 12/5/75 + 9 ml water after strain 1331,5 
0,50 8:4550 being kept 1331,0 I 





4,00 8:4900 1330,0 
6,25 8:5125· 1329,5 
9,00 8:5400 1329,0 







25,00 9:1000 -~--~ !327,0 -~ 
36,00 9:2!00 1325,0 
'*'~~ 
-·· 
49,00 9:3400 1322,0 
- --64,00 9:4900 I3I9,0 
~-.---
B1 1 oo 10:0600 I I3I7 ,o 
roo,oo !0:2500 
- 1 !3~~ ..... 
121,00 10:4600 l 
!-... I 13!3,0 
---·- -~ 








"'"TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE 
o,oo 8:4500 Tuesday 





































64,00 9:4900 1243,0 ; ~----------4-------~-------4---------------4-----------~--------J 
81 1 00 10:0600 124I,O 
roo,oo 10:2500' 1239,5 
!211 00 10:4600 12:39,0 
~---I-44_,_o_o ____ ~_1_1_:o_9_o_o~----~~--~----------------~----r------~l---1-2~--
169,oo II :::54oo I I237 ,o 
r-------------4-------~--------~--------------~~~-----------·~--------~ 
o,oo 8:4500 Wednesday Field We IOlb reapplied> !237,0 
~.~·~··· ....;..,_-=! 
0,25 8:4525 !4/5/75 + II ml water after strain !2:36,5 
0,50 8:4550 being kept !2:36,5 
1,00 8:4600 constant ! 12::56,0 
2,25 8 :4 725 =r=!..~~·-_§~t.-~-----1 
r------~----~-------+--------~--------------~-------- ' 
4,00 8:4900 
- ~ !235,5 
6,25 8:5125 l !2:35,5 
9,00 8:5400 !235,0 
!2,25 8:5725 1234,5 
..... 
r B/46 
.-TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOt-WING READII~GS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
!-
16,00 9:0100 Wednesday field We IOlb reapplied 1234,0 
I9/5/75 
••" 
25,00 9:1000 + II ml water after strain !233;0 
36,00 9:2100 being kept I23I,5 
,.... 
49,00 9:3400 oonatant !228,0 
64,00 9:4900 I224,0 
8r,oo !0:0600 I220,0 
1oo,oo I0:2500 I2I7 ,O 
12!,00 10:4600 I2I3,0 
144,00 1!:0900 I2IO,O 
It!91 Qor. II;3400 !208,0 
I96,00 I2 :DIDO I204,0 
j 
I 
o,oo 8:4500 Thursday field We IOlb reapplied , I207,0 
l 
0,25 8:4525 I5/5/75 + 12 ml water after strain I206,5 
o,50 8:4550 being kept 1206,0 
I,oo 8:4600 constant I206,0 
-· 
2,25 8:4725 I205,5 
4,00 8:4900 I205,0 
~'--
6,25 8:5I25 I I204,5 
t-
9,00 8:5400 I I204,o ,_,_. -12,25 1:5725 I203,5 
I6,00 9:0100 1203,0 
25,00 9:1000 I202,0 
36,00 9:2100 II99,5 ---~-· i 
49,00 9:3400 I __!!.97, 9--. 




8I,OO !0:0600 II891 D 
"-
roo,oo 10:2500 IIB6,0 
""" 
I2I,OO 10:4600 II82,0 




----~~~~~~-=~~~~~~~,-~~~~~~~~r-~~~~----~~~!-~ ~TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTUR£ CONTENT LOADIJIJG REACING3 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
!69,00 !!:3400 Thursday Field We IOlb reapplied II76,5 
!96,00 I2:0IOO !5/5/75 + !2 ml water after strain 1175,0 
225,00 !2:3000 being kept II74,o 
constant 
o,oo 8:4500 Friday Field We IOlb reapplied II74,0 
0,25 8:4525 16/5/75 + I3 ml water after strain II73,5 
0,50 8:4550 being kept II73,5 
1,oo 8:4600 constant II73,o 
2,25 8:4725 II72,5 
4,oo 8:4900 nn,o 
6,25 8:5125 nn,5 
9,oo 8:5400 n7o,5 
!2,25 ~------------~------~--------~----------------~-------------r-----------~ I ! II69,0 I 8:5725 
16,oo 9:0100 II67 ,5 
25,00 9: IOOO IIIIO,O 
~-----------+------~--------~--------------+-------------~------~ 36,00 9:2100 II46,0 
49,00 9:3400 I II32,0 
~----64_,_0_0 ___ .,._9_:_4=9~0-0-+-~~-~-~-+-~----~-~+~~~~·~--··-·-~---+r -~-I-1-2;-:~~--- 1 
t-------4----+-~---+-------~=r-----·-+--------1 
t----8·1 __ ,o_o ______ ~1_o_:_o_6o~o--~~-------~----------------~~=--=---------~~=~-:!.~~!~----
roo,oo I0:25oo , nr7 ,5 
- -=--= i -~----=~ 
r---1_z_r_,_oo ______ .~r_o_:_4_6~oo~·r------=~-4----=------------·~--------~----t-:115!~---
144,oo !1:0900 ! 1!3,5 
r-------+---·-+-----+--------~+------·.-t-~---· 
169,00 II:3400 I III2,5 I 
t--r-96...:':...o_o ___ +-r2_:_o_1_o_o-+----+--------t-------=-tl--_-_r;.!!s _j 
225 1 00 !2:3000 I I1I0,5 ~ 
·--- - I 
~----o-,o-o----·--~-8-:-4-50-0--~Mo_n_d_a_y--~~---r-ie_l_d---Wc-------ri-O_l_b_r_e_a_p_p_l_i-ed-i--IIIO,S ~ 
0,25 8:4525 !9/5/75 + I4 ml water after strain IIIO.O 1/:: J----=.!.::-~.:..:.:.::.:.~~~-+-...:__:_:....:.:.=...::.:::.:.:.:....---t=;;.;...:.;;;.::..:;.:.:.;;:.:~~~-1 ,!j 




,.-TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READ~NG3 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
- r,oo 8:4600 Monday Field We IOlb reapplied nro,o 
- 2,25 8:4725 !9/5/75 + I4 ml water after strain IIIO,O 
I"" 
4,00 8:4.900 being kept rno,o 
I""' 
6,25 8:5!25 constant II09,5 
9,00 ''8:5400 II09,5 
I2,25 8:5725 II09,5 
!6,00 9:0!00 II09,5 
25,00 gnoo_o_ II09,0 
. 39900 9:2!00 II09,0 
49,00 9:3400 II09,0 
-64,00 ~:4900 II08,5 
8r,oo !0:0600 no8,5 I 
{ 
100,00 10:2500 rro8,5 
: ! 
I2I,OO 10:4600 rro8,s I 
!44,00 II:0900 rro8,o 
!69,00 II:3400 rro8,o 
!96,00 I2:0IIil0 II08,0 
I 225,00 !2:3000 rro8,o -




o,oo . 8t45fJ1J Tuesday Field We IOlb reapplied rro8,=o 
0,25 8:4525 20/5/75 + IS ml Water after strain II08,0 
o,5o 8:4550 being kept II08,0 












I2,25 8:57%5 rro8,o 
-
I6,00 9:0100 II07 ,5 
-






.-TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
jllllll"""'' :36,00 9:2IOO Tuesday Field We IOlb reapplied II07 ,5 
A9,00 9::3400 20/5/75 + I5 ml water after strain II07,5 
- 64,00 9:4900 being kept II07,;b 
""" 8r,oo !0:0600 constant II07 ,o 
I""' 
roo,oo !0:2500 II07 ,o 
I2I,OO !0:4600 II07 ,o 
I44,00 II:0900 II06,5 
!69,00 II::3400 II06,5 
!96,00 I2:0IOO II06,5 
225,00 !2::3000 II06,0 
o,oo 2::3000 Wednesday Field We IOlb reapplied rro6,o 
' I 
0,25 2::3025 2I/5/75 + IS ml water after strain 94,0 
I I 0,50 3::3050 being kept 82,0 l 
r,oo 2::3!00 constant 66,0 
2,25 2::3225· 52,5 
4,oo 2::3400 48,0 
6,25 2::3625 45,5 
9,00 2::3900 4:3,5 
!2,25 2:4225 42,5 
16,00 2:4600 4!,5 
25,00 2:5500 39,5 
:36,00 :3:0600 :38,5 
49,00 3:!900 I 37,5 
64,00 3::3400 :36,5 
""" 
sr,oo 3:5!00 :35,5 
""" 
roo,oo 4:IOOO 35,0 
.... 





r""'"fiME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
I ,_. o,oo 4:3500 Wedmesday Field We Load on arm 734,5 
- 0,25 4:3525 2!/5/75 + I6 ml water varied from 755,5 
- o,so 4:3550 20lbs to 2!lbs 756,0 
r,oo 4:3600 756,5 
I""'" 2,25 4:3725 757,0 
4,00 4:3900 758,0 
6,25 4:4!25 758,5 
9,00 4:4400 758,5 
!2,25 4:4725 759,0 
o,oo 4:5000 Wednesday Field We Load on arm 759,0 
0,25 4:5025 2!/5/75 + I5 ml water varied from i 785,~ 
0,50 4:5050 2!lbs to Olbs. · 787,0 
' 
i 
r,oo 4:5!00 789,0 I 
2,25 4:5225 790,0 
4,00 4:5400' 79!,5 












tRRICRA CONSOLJOONETtR T£STS. 
'"'--- TEST tWMBERaC-rS-1-0 
INITIAL VOLUME• 88368.749 
VOLUME OF SOLIDS• 46nG2,089 
~ INITIAL VOID RATIO• o918 
INITJAL MOISTURE CONTENT• ,Q58 
f') ALL THE VOLUMES OUTPUT ARE IN ttl LLI METERS CUBED 
---·----tHE VERTICAL STRESS IS .ttLKlLOtlE\'ITONS PER SQUARE 11ETER 
THE DEFLECTION READINGS ARE IN TEN THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH 
!'"'\ 
OATE 0'1775 PAGE 9 
_:: _____ .DEF'LECT IOtL __ HOlSTUR£ -- .. STRESS _____ V.OIO DELT~------DEGREE----------~------------ .. --·--------- .. ----
REA~!NGS CONTENT VERTICAL RATIO W SATURATION 
lR93,00 _____ ,osn ____ 55,37 .o892 ,ooo ol75 ----------- ____ _ 
1799,00 .os8 ll0,71f ,869 ,ooo ,18o 
______ .... 1703,1:'0 ,069 llQ,71f _______ ,81f5 ,668 o218 ·------· ··------ ...... 
-:_; 1~73,00 ,079 IIO,?If ,7R9 ,411 .269 
1".;o,oo ______ ,oqq tto,7tt .. ______ ,7R6 ,396 _______ ,288 
1398,50 .o~o 110,7'+ .111 ,327 ,312 
, --0 ____ !Jif9 ,oo ____ ,n?5 I 1 o, ?If , 759 .............. 272 __ ·-··--- ,335 ______ ··---· _____ ---·--·--------- .. 
1331f,OO .100 lt0,71f ,755 ·,255 ,356 
______ 1310,00 ____ ,I OS .110, 7~. -----·'?SO_ , 228 ......... --·- ,377 
0 237,00 .Ill l10,71f ,732 ,l't7 o'IOS 
_____ 1208,00 .116_ IIO,?If ,725 _______ ,lllf __ o'+29 ____________ _ 
ll7'1,00--·--·.l21 110,7'1 o716 ,076 olf53 
_ ~-----111 0, 50 , 126 II 0, ?'J _____ , 70 I . • OOS. _______ .. • '183 -----· ____ .. __ -····-··--·---··-· 
lloa.oif .132 110,7'1 ,?oo ,002 .so .. 
___ ...!106,00 ,137 110,7'1 ,700 ,ooo .52'1 
- 73't,OO -:-·------ ,137 --221,'+7·-----.-609. ,000 o602 -----------.-· 
759,00 .137 27,68 .615 ,ooo ,596 
-~--------7'96~~-oo -.-~137 ·--~.-o·o- ---·------~,2_.------ ---·---.-ooa- .sa a ··----·-------
·-----------~~----·-.. ·-- ··----· .. .. .. ---------------------· 











______________________ , ___ ... 
0 
1 O· J Void ratio -effective stress graph 
Field we.;::: 5,8% 2 Load constant at 1 ton/ft oJsr---------i!l--____ -.,;] 
Sr=l8% 
We varied from .5,8% to 13,7% 




·~ .. ;.:Sa .......... , ". :-t~~.·, u •; ...................... , :J 
··-.: mple"::-.... •~o :-.. :I ,• .•-· ..... '-.: · •• ' .. •.·'.: ,6!. ..... , 
OJ3 Date D Ho Sample description Test no. Remarks on test procedure 
21-5-75 75mm 20mm Decomposed Granite C-FS-1-!"J l'lc varied 
20 40 100 120 140 160 1&0 200 





Void ratio-moisture content graph 
Load on arm varied from 
o to Slb 
5 to lOlb 
• 
Load on arm constant at lOlb 
Sr increased from 18% to 52% 
r D 1 
·-············ ...... ~ ,,.., ........ • .... ,., ·'·'··' 
, ~· · · SamRlE;': ~· ·7 ·:~ Ho 
• ., ' ,' 4. · .. •" ... : .. , ' ' •. ;_ .• 
Date D Ho 




Load on arm varied 
from lOlb to 20lb 
Sr = 60,2% 
0/o "'{) {J74rrrn !Sample description 
6,2 Decomposed Granite 
0,08 0,10 . 0)2 0)4 0,16 O)S 
Moisture content at e~ 
a; ..:tr''!!a 
2 
Appropriate section of th~ stress 
path followed·· during We; variation~ 
tTl 
(..:1 








~w . ~w+~ -morsture content graph 
Date 0 content(%) Test no. 
29/4/75 75 mm 20 mm 0,918 0,700 6,2 decomposed granite 6,2 C-FS-1-0 
0105 
Loading description: 10 lb load allowed to cause 
deformation after each 
moisture content variation. 
0,06 0107 opB OJ09 0)0 0~11 
t tv1oisture con\ent at e" 
et 
Definition 











DEFLECTION - TIME CURVES FOR SAMPLE EX FEATHERS 
/time (minutes)t 








~ &.\ ~ <l ·~ T90 = 4,8 mins ,· · ·. · 
~ <::> 
load variation t i;o i ton/ft2 
~ e 0 T90 = 5,3 mins 
~~ 
load variation 0 to 1 tcn/ft2 





CONSOLIDOMETER TEST · 
sAMPLE DESCRIPTION Decomposed granitic residual soil - Undisturbed sample taken 
sPECIFIC GRAV ITY_....;;;;2~, 6.;..8;;,...... ______________ ~--.-:-~~---------
TEST NO • _____ c-_F_s_-_2 ________ TESTED BY _____ , __________ _ 
oATE _____ .w3.a.LD-•4ilr.l-""7'*5~.-________ CONSOLIDOMETER NO • ___ A ________ _ 
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC + SOIL + RING ( INITIAL)_..IOIBu.7""-:3,,.,.4t....Wg-----
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC ( INITIAL) ______ ___;;;6..;;;.5.=.1L.;,2;;.......;ig ___ _ 
MASSSOIL+ RING (INITIAL)~---~-~-~~~------~~..;;;.2~22~,~2~g~~-~ 
MASS RING. ______________________________________________________ 9_4~,~4~g~------
MASS SOIL (INITIAL) _____________________ _..;;;.l_2_7,~8--:;:g _____ ~-~ 
DRY MASS SO IL·--------------------~---~--12_0.....;,;..8--=g---~ 
MASS WATER INITIAL~·--------------------------------------------7~,_0~g~-----­
FIELD MOISTURE CONTENT %~---~---~----------~~----S~,_B~%---~ 
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC + SOIL + RING (FINAL) 
---------·--------
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC (FINAL) 
--~-
MASS SOIL+ RING (FINAL) __ ~-~--~-~-~~~~~~~~-
iVJASS RING----------~~ 
MASS SOIL (FINAL) 
-----~r~~'~'-~~-~~=~~~---~-~,=~~~--·-~··-.----
DRY MASS SOIL -------~------ ·--~~~==~=------
MASS WATER (FINAL)__...,~--~ "~"~~~~·-= -~~~~ 
FINAL MOISTURE CONT~NT ____ ~-
REMARKS: No moisture content variation. 
LEONARDO A. ERRERA 
B/57 
.-TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
o,oo 9:3000 Wednesday Field We Load on arm 2000,0 
0,25 9:3025 30-4-75 varied from 1921,0 
0,50 9:3050 0 to 5lbs 1915,0 
1,00 9:3100 1912,5 
2,25 9:3225 1910,5 
4,00 9:3400 1908,0 
6,25 9:3625 1907,0 
9,00 9:3900 1905,0 
12,25 9:4225 1904,0 
16,00 9;4600 1902,0 
25,00 9:5500 1901,0 
36,00 10:0600 1900,0 
I 
49,00 10:1900 1899,0 
! ! 64,00 10:3400 1898,0 I 
81,00 10:5100 1897,0 
o,oo 11:0000 Wednesday Field We Load on arm 1897,0 
0,25 11:0025 30-4-75 varied from 1836,0 
o,so 11:0050 5 to 101bs 1832,0 
1,00 11:0100 1829,0 
2,25 11:0225 1825,0 
4,00 11:0400 1822,0 
6,25 11:0625 1820,0 
9,00 11:0900 I 1819,0 
12,25 11:1225 1818,0 
16,00 11:1600 1817,0 
25,00 11:2500 1816,0 
36,00 11:3600 1814,0 
49,00 11:4900 1812,0 





"""li~ INTERVAL TIM DAY/DATE "OISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
- 81,00 12:2100 1810,0 
-
o,oo 12:2500 Wednesday Field We Load on arm 1810,0 
- 0,25 12:2525 30-4-75 varied from 1718,0 
-
0,50 12:2550 10 to 20lbs 1714,0 
I"""' 
1,00 12:2600 1711,0 
2,25 12:2725 1707,5 
4,00 12:2900 1703,0 
6,25 12:3125 1701,0 
9,00 12:3400 1700,0 








36,00 1:'0100 1694,0 
49,00 1:1400 1693,0 
64,00 1:2900 1692,0 
81,00 1:4600 1691,0 
o,oo 2:4500 Wednesday Field We Load on arm 1691,0 
0,25 2:4525 30-4-75 varied from 1710,5 
0,50 2:4550 20 to 2!1bs 1710,5 
1,00 2:4600 1711,0 
2,25 2:4725 1711' 5 
4,00 2:4900 1712,0 
6,25 2:5125 1712,0 
-
9,00 2:5400 1712' 0 
-
12,25 2:5725 1712' 0 
-
16,00 3:0100 1712' 0 
-
25,00 3:1000 1712,0 
....... 36,00 3:2100 1712,0 
L.A.t. 1977 
r B/59 
,....Tift£ INTERVAL TIP£ DAY/DATE ftQISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
- o,oo 3:2500 Wednesday Field We Load on a!'m 1712,0 
0,25 3:2525 30-4-75 varied from 1723,0 
0,50 3:2550 2! to 01bs 1723,5 
1,00 3:2600 1724,5 
2,25 3:2725 1725,5 
4,00 3:2900 1726,5 
6,25 3:3125 1727' 0 
9,00 3:3400 1728' 0 
12,25 3:3725 1728,0 
16,00 3:4100 1728,5 





I 11 I .,. t t, L V 0 L !I :1 C" 'Ll.l!. 'l , 7 ~ 9 
----u-vntt't"LTt"'t": 4)f'· '::""L I rt~,...- 'I i"fh' :>·.-nf'<t- --·· 
lflfTT•iL vorr RATio= ,?Ill 
-----'11:f"t'N~I':1:ti~ftf'-~"fE11"'!'-=- • r.l r; 8 
DATE 110675 
I -o.__ _____ _ 
---------- ------~-~------------------- ---------.~ --1 
ALL THE VnLr•~E<;: OUTF'IIT ,H'(f. tlf t!ILLI!!F.Tfi\S CUP.ED 
------'rflf.:-.W::R-1 It-A!.- STRf.s;.. -l-S -it~--KH-01-ii"U.HW-~-.PtR . SQliA~&-~E-fER-........ ---- ----·. 
TilE f\EF"LECTTON RE~OlllGS Af!E HI TEll THOttSio!IOTBS OF AN ItiCH 
----·----- ---·-···· ... ·- -------. 
----~~++r-eT wl:-.---IHl-1 s:wr:r.: .. ___ ::;T!lC.~<",___ ----l,t-01 i) ... -------{lf:LTA----PEGRE£--
----------------------------·-· Rnr'II~iGS tONTE'lT VEIHICAL PATIO ~~ SATURATION 
"'""'·'-----.... • !lM .. !lLJ ____ .cso. ____ ;;5 •. :u _______ .a9J _________ • ooa _______ ,t7.s 
IAIO,OO ,O~Il 110,7'+ ,1;71 ,0()0 .179 
!--_____ ....,,!!11. oo _,or. I'! ..... _____ ;~.? L •. 'll ________ ... l)!i.Z ______ ,_non _____ .•.I ~s ----------------- __ ------------------ -------·-------0 ,~,2.oo .o5a 27,bo .A'I7 ,noo .18'1 
i--------t .. z<-..::...,9.LA..·J.Loa_ ______ .o.S..Q _____ _._on ______ .!llii..2 ______ _.oo.o _______ --•- UIJ ______________ .. ______________________ -·------------
-------·---·--------- ·-------------- --· --· 
---------------- ----------------
f-.-------·-·---··---------~---








-- ------0 I 
I 
0 
~----·---i -·------·------- -------------- --0- ! 








------------------------ --·------· -· ·-----------·--- ----·- ·- ---·-·-
i 
-------·-- -------------- ------------·-------- ·-0 
--------------·----






r- D ~I 
::. ~."'": ·:·.:. '; .... :' ·: ,·1.~::' t.l 
\.• '•. . . , .. '·. 
· · ·. ·. Sam ole": : ..... · Ho 
• .. ' I • .. • ... .... • . ' • ·' • "' • fl . 
. • - , .. - . • '-.. .. .. .. • •' •• , ___f_ 
Date 
r 
0 Ho Sampte description Test no. Remarks on test procedur-e 
! 39-4-75 • 75mm 
:...L 
20mm Decomposed Granite C-FS-2-0 We constant 
20 4 60 100 120 140 160 1&0 200 220 
Effective vertical __Slress . in !\Uin:a 
r 
taken from " Feathers" 
B/62 
,. R 1 :. x li.". ~.· .. 
,,.,.,:• .. •' .... •••'-- ,.,:,..-..aw"'.:oo.· W--• . ..,..,..-_...._ ·~=':O•o .. r-. ______ ..,_~ w. -• __. _ _







-·•· ·-· ,..,.. ..... -~ •• ••• ... , e•w· .-.. tr&r.E..-~::-_..,., •o.••••-•·,.-.,.,.,. .. ._.,....,.,.w •-•-· .. -----------
-------~-------
• ~I NO. C•rS•l ;r SI[Q BY 
,..... _,,....--;..., ..... ~ .. :;..1aol~~~-, .. .,"'"'•""~• .. ,•.................... ------------------
DA :r --·~·9:_.-,?~7!,~--~~~~~~--~~ _ I R lAX IAL CHL--------------
~~~~;; f"'IRY SOIL~-~·--·~-~----~~ 
!¥111':-S WA !fR fNIT 1AL ___ ~-~·~----·--~~-----
, i r • o . ;v,o; s 1 uRl roN u 1\11 ... -~~··~---~--~--
!W!I\:·l·; SOl~ F iNAi.~-!.~.!.4~~9·~·~---~~-~~~~ 
I'IA~S DHV 50 H --~, .•. -!.~.6.!-~;,,9 .. ~·~-~-~~-~--~ 
MA;S WAHR r J'NAi __ .J.~.'~f!. ,9_ .. ··~--~-
f:i·VA'. :vlO'i'lliiRE i..QNft.l\ir •.• 2~~---·~---·-·--
lii/\:JS or ; Or\i r A !'~t p ... ~.9_,_0 .. !l. ............ -··----~··-~·-
Rf.i'I'AR~< :•. 
Sample height = 7Bmm 
Sample diameter = 37mm 
B/63 
ERTICAL STRESS DEVIATOR STRESS CELL PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE 
kN/m2 kN/m2 lb/in 2 READINGS 
...-
31 19 3 220,0 
....-- 35 21 3 223,5 
·-..-- :36 22 3t 228,5 
-
40 24 ::s+ :3:30,5 
- 41 25 4 :3:35,5 
..-- 42 25 4 335,5 
- 44 26 4 :538,5 
- 47 28 4 344,5 
- 51 31 4 402,5 
- 52 31 4 402,5 . 
54 :32 4 406,5 
-
p 
60 :36 4; 426,0 
~ 
-61 37 4! 4:30,5 
64 38 . 4-t 434,5 
·-65 39 5 437,5 
67 40 5 44:3,5 
69 41 5 455,0 
-71 43 5!- 467,0 
- -73 44 5t 479,5 
--74 44 6 485,5 
--76 46 6 497,0 
-- I ~ === 77 46 6! 50:3,0 -81 49 
* 
523,0 6., 
----83 50 7 5:31,0 
85 51 7 539,0 
87 52 7! 547,0 
.. 
..--...-.--------=·---88 5:3 8 551,0 
... 
91 55 8 56:3,0 
- -94 56 a! 576,0 
-
... ~~--- = 
-
103 62 s.; 612,5 
=-
-
104 62 st. 615,5 
·-
-
106 64 9 621,0 
--
_ ... 
-. 109 65 q.l. 630,0 
. ' 
·""'"~-=--
-.. 118 71 9! 651,0 
~- =. --~ 






....._ 12:3 74 HI 665,0 
'-.;&."'-""' ___ 
...._134 80 10 702,0 
-
·-~·~ 





... --~····· ..... ····- ~--·-... ,..... ___ ....... -.-~ .. ;::..:.=··"'·rt-------.&--... --..~...........-------~-_...------
_, ..... - .... _... ................. ., ., ...................... _ ........ ,
,. _ _... ______ ,_ ... __________
__ ...._... _____ _ 
.----.-....-~------- ..... .....,...._---------~---
'"A ;s SO J ~- I N1 riA~~ 1~~4.'.6 ___ 9.,.~~---~-
'11\):; DR':' 50,7t,~~a~--~!.8.1.~ . ..9~.~-~~~~­
:>'li-IL·S WA TfR JNITiAi_~~~!f..~~u·~ ~ -~­
' ;•·o fVtQ1Sii.Jfit CONTENr_~~----
iVlASC. Lli·H ~O·i·~ 
--=---..o:.• .. -..-...... ,..~..,.IE:'!n·~-,.= ...... ··---~"" .......... r. ... .,.... ,._ "'r.E'''t".--
Initial height of sample = 76mm 
Initial diameter of sample = 39mm 




















-----------------r-------------------+--------------------~-------~-------42 25 0,190 
- 44 26 0,215 
- 47 28 0,235 
- 51 31 0,295 
- 52 31 0,295 
- 54 32 
-------------------+----------~--------~-~---------~--~--~-----· 
0,310 

















44 ·~ g ··- -46 ,_ __ -..;: 
46 
49 6 0,390 
83 50 6 0,395 

















----~------------+------·=- 55~----------~~--~--6~'-------~-+1------0_,_4_3_5, ____ __ 
----------------~----~-----------~=---~---6~---=---=+~ I 0,440~ 
62 7 0,470 
---------+-~~-~ 62 -----·.~-~=~-~~~-~-l ~--- ----u~.,·a,:?r~--~~=· 
-~~=~~·~~- .. ~··r-~~~·=~=-~--~~-~-!~~·-·~-~~---·-•<-~-----~· 
64 7 ~ 0,475 "-· -
-
109 65 7 0,480 
~-----------------~-~~----~--~-=--=-~--~~---=~~~--~-------~-
.._ 118 71 7, 
--------~--+-~·-~~·~-~·~ ~~---~-~~~~~+-~-----~·--~ ~ 
121 73 7.; 1, 020 
------------------~-~~·~=-·------·~-=~·r-=------=~-~------r-----·----------~ '------12_3---------~~----~7_4 _______ ~-=-t----------u7_! ____ ~---+--------l_,_o_2_5 __ ~ 
1,015 
...__ 134 80 8 1,070 
~~----+-·--·----~-~-37------------~-----~-82-------=---~~---------8! __________ J~-----l_,075 -·----
B/66 
sAfl)r t: N s~ 11 i r:: : LI"~~ .... R!I~r::~e~!.E!~ .ata.n!,ttc:..!!!'l:~.!!~~ .. !~!! .:..~~~~!t-~_!!.m_pl!..___._... 
taken from "feathers" 
r,a~. ,.,.........,_,. ,., •• ,.. . ._.._._,.L"'" . ...,....--._."'-.I'II"'r-- r-:l':ft,"'ffr,. ____ ._~--m- m~---..--.----.--------
') ~li l ! F l ( (,A A \J : t '-1 2 68 ~~ .. :-· ,_,..~.._,,_ . ..,.. ______________ _......_ _____ . _______ _ 
: ._ s r NO • r -rs-4 
-.,...,,,_.,.,..... .. ;:....,:;.W.-----·--·--~~-~.:KJOr_._,., i f c,J t D B'i --------~----~--------
Dl\ rr .~ ... !~-?~L-~~~-=--··~· ---~~-- lRIAXIAL CELL·-----------:-
'"ASS SOI'. iNI rJAt_~-
-00~-----
i\1L\ ·l·~ •:oE f iNAl~~.~-ey~.ey .9.~--- .. ~"~·,-~.~ 
MA:>'-> 0HY ~OH ~~--.J.~.~.tJ. .. 9 .. , .. -"~~r·~~~ 
~A;s WA1£R FiNAL 24 8 ~--" '"'.! ,.-~ . .,_ .... ~---·~-~·-·------
• i :IJA' .. MO; ·:dliRE. l:Ol\4TOP ... ~-~-t~!. -----·---
MASS Or rONfAI~fP 94 5 
· ~.-- •. t. •-•9·-•••., ·~•• w ., • ., • ~-~-n-
Initial height of sample = 8lmm 






DEVIATOR STRESS CELL PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE 
kN/m2 lb/in2 READINGS 
19 3 1,225 
~---3-5----------+--------2-1--------=-4---------3~!---------r-------1-,~2-50 ____ ___ 
-
36 22 3t 1,275 
- 40 24 3t 1,310 
------~----------+---------------------~---------~--------+--------------·--
- 41 25 3! 1,335 
- 42 25 3,. 1,335 
- 44 26 4 1,360 
-----~~---------~--~----~--------~~------------------1~--~--~~-----47 28 4 1,405 
------~---------+-------=~--------~--------~-------4------~--------· 51 31 41f 2,090 52 31 4,. 2' 090 
- 54 32 4., 2,140 
60 36 5 2,240 ----~ ~-~-~~~-~~~~~~~-~~-~+=----~~~~~~-~-~--jfj-=-~-~---:~'::':'-· 
61 37 5 2,270 
------------------~--------------1-----~------------------+---~--~----·---64 38 5 2,300 
----:6-=5--~---+-~~~-=3=-9~·~-·---4--~·~-~--~~---+-~---2-, 3~3~o·--~--
---=-=-~--+---~--·~--·~-~~----...,.-~--ll---~~-~-
_______ :: ____________ 4---~~---~:~ c~-~----~~-~--~----J= _____ :_:_~~:-:~_-___ --·-
----::~~:-----4f--,.->- : -----+I : ---=-~--1!F----~-:-~-::-~·~~-_-_ 
------::7~G-------------~------~4~6~~-·-~ l-----=--==6~---~--lF-~----3,130---=-~ 
=-===:8717:=======:======4-6=======----t--tl~-=~-~~=~=--====-~=~~=· ==-~-~-======3~,1~3_0~---=--=: 
49 6~- 3,270 
83 so 6t 3,295 
-------~----------------~-------------------------·~-------~~-----~-----+-----~~~-·--~~-85 51 6~ 3,330 
87 52 6t 3,360 
---~--~--+---~--~------+~---~--~--!-·---·-~-·---~-~-~·· 88 53 7 3,390 
----------~-----------~-------~-------------r-------~~-·--------~---------~~-------91 55 7 3,445 
--------~-------------F-----~------t~~--~--~~--------~----~~~-----94 56 7 3,480 
--~:-=------+-~-~:--'-=---+=--~~~~~--+~--:-:--:=::::·~ ~~---103 62 7! 4,180 
~--~-+---~-~~-=~-~-~t-~~-~~~-~~--·-~ 
104 62 7·} 4,180 -
... ---==~--~~= ......... ~-=· ~~-:-:--~~-~~~-=-~~~~=--=,.......,-~---=· =4----~~~--·~-~--106 64 7T 4,18o 
-------------------~--~=--------~-----~~~------~~--=--r-------------·----




....._ ___ ..::1:;;;3..;:;,4 ______ ~~t---~--=8;..;;;;D_, __ ~-......J--~·~~~9~ 5 .t.lli.,_ ______ ~-· 
...._ 137 82 9 5.L370 --·-~ ~~<~---~~~~~~--~-~-------~~-----~~ 
B/68 
l'R 1 hX I/;. . '>' t 
SAr.,p· L Of ;c R l J:i: i ON~~~ •.. .P.&.C,.Q.IJ!P.9.1JJ!~.d~Jl~!Jl!F.!9._t!!lid'.:l!i.l.lt9.i.L":.~!.'$;1.~~~!~.JI!lme.l!,_____ .... 
___ --~ -· l~:tk.!=J.'l .. f.~.~IJL!(eJ~1h~•.r.,!' .. ~~---~--~--~---~---· ------
l)PI t a~.: GRAv·. r·.;~-~ .•. 6.8_·~--~--·~··--------------------~·----- - ·--
1 t S T NO . •• J::f.S.~~---~, ... .........:.._.,_.~~-~-"·~· i r c, It 0 BY----~-------
DA ;r ...... lt.3.~7.'!'~'t5.-~.r···~·····-·.,•r·•·-· .. -----~~- IRIAX!AL CELL ___________ _ 
'"ASS 50!~. iNHJAt 
~ -~--~.....,... • .,._..., ... r:...,.,.._.. _ _,..,_ __ .,....,._...._ 
~~ss WAitR INITiAl 
..._ ·--- ••• ·~r--.;-~wr---..--.-_.•:lttl--w-
tVJIL,':i ')0 It r JNAi. .• -. .• 2~1 •. 5. .Q .. ~ __ .... ,.,. .,--·-·-· --
MASS ()HV :;on ....... -.. ~l,Q,.Q .. g ..... ---···-·· .... _._,,.~ 
IV!!\ ;•:, ILIA li. R f 'iNA: -- .,.1,1, t.~ _g ...... ---·· .. ··-···--
~ ·~ IJI\' :V:O"i, I tiRE '- Clt~Tt 1\i' •• Jh2.% ... ··-··~-----
Initial height of sample • 8lmm 
Initial diameter of sample • 39mm 
B/69 
vERTICAL STRESS DEVIATOR STRESS CELL PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE 
kN/m2 kN/m2 1bjj.n2 READINGS 
,.-
31 19 2! 0,185 
....- 35 21 2t 0,200 
..-- 36 22 3 0,215 
....- 40 24 3 0,235 
-
-
41 25 3 0,245 
-
42 25 3 0,245 
-
44 26 3i' 0,255 
-
47 28 3t 0,255 
- 51 :.n 3t 0,275 
52 31 3t 0,275 
54 32 4 0,290 
-· 60 36 4 0,330 
- 61 
~~ 
37 4 0,340 
- 64 38 4.,. 0,350 
. 
- ·--65 39 4t 0,360 
-67 40 4t 0,365 
69 41 5 0,370 
-. 
... 
-71 43 5 0,375 
-73 44 5 0,380 
74 44 5 0,380 
-~-76 46 ~ 0,395 
-
77 46 st 0,395 
---.,:.'WI;~ 
81 49 5¥ 0,415 
83 50 6 0,420 
-85 51 6 0,420 
87 52 6 0,425 
---~ 88 53 6 0,430 
91 55 6t 0,440 
94 ---sg--- 6t 0,445 __ .. 
103 62 7 0,485 
... 
-104 62 7 0,485 
- --106 64 7t 0,495 
... 
-109 65 7! 1,000 
-
_ ....~ 
118 71 8 1,040 
... 
121 73 8 1,060 
-
oc·::a~ rn ·-~-123 74 8 1,065 
-
_,...,.......,._ .... 
134 80 8~ 1,090 
-
__ _......,..,..__..., ... 





!RTt,X !fi'. ..- .. 1 
taken from "reathere" 
..... - ......... ·=-· .. ,.,.__ ........... & ... "L,.:·~~__., ...... - .. _-.~•"-"'="•=-.. ~~--~,_...,..,.~~-·--.,....,.----..._._ • .,.., ______ _ 
-•••• o-. ..,...,. ---·~...,,_... . .,. •--= .... .r:•:.;-•=--- r-;-2~,.~-~•..-n--...-~··-·-·---·~----..-------.-----------------
If c-,J i"D BY ____ _, ____ ..._ ___ _ 
DArr -~r~l~-7-7§_~........,-~~-~---·-------- lRIAXIAL CELL-------------
~"'ASS SOil iNITIAL_~---~~~--~~-~--
1¥1/-ISS WATLR INITIAL~~~-·~--------
IVJI\r,s SOli. F IN~i.~J:g~h'Lg_,..__~· ----"~-·~u·u· 
MASS DRY SOIL.~ __ U.J:,~ . (L9.~~~--~--·~~-­
MA;s WAlER FiNAL 14 7 
--., •. J..!. ~9~ .. -.. ~-~ .. ···--
FhA'. MOJSrtiR[ COI\Jffllo~' .. J~ ... ~--~-----
f'llll S c, 0 F CON fA I •\if R ~ •-~~.9.----·~·-···--~· ··~·r·~-
Rli"'ARK':.,. 
Initial height of sample = 7lmm 





DEVIATOR STRESS CELL PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE 
kN/m2 1b/in2 READINGS 
·,.,--
3! !9 3 0,325 
~ 35 2! 3 0,370 
...-- 36 22 3 0,425 
...-- 40 24 3t 0,460 
~ 41 25 3t 0,480 
~--------·------~~----------------~------~--------~----~~------
r 42 25 3! 0,480 
,..- 44 26 4 r,ooo 
-
47 28 4 !,045 
- 5! 31 4t 1,115 
... 52 31 4t 1,115 
54 32 4t 1,140 
__ .. . -
60 36 5 1,225 
-... ------~~-~--rl-.-...-...~~--~-- -~ ~=·~-----~-+~-·--~-~--
61 37 5 1,250 
----------+--·----~---__,..,--~----4--------64 38 5 !,280 
------------------~-----------·-~----~~-------------------+----------------65 39 5t 1,310 
67 4o st ' 1,335 
_________ ....,._ ___ ~----~-----~~----l--~-----
69 41 st 1,355 
------------------~---------~---------w------------------~~------·----·------71 43 6 1,390 
---73------il-----~44--c 6~ =- FI,410--
---74---~·--"'"'*'--~--4-4----~-4~----6~---~-, 1,41.0 ~-
~~---+----~~-- -· -~-{---~~----------r- -~-
76 46 6t ' 1,435 ---------~-{-.------~~·~·--~-~-·~~-- ~~-~--· 
77 46 6t ' 1,435 
---------....f-~--~·~-
81 49 6t 1,495 




85 51 6t 2,035 
87 52 7 2,080 
""------------------------4---~----------~--~---------------------~~----·---·------
-
88 53 7 2' 105 
-
91 55 7 2,125 
.... 94 56 7 2,145 
-------------------------~------------~-----4--------~--------~------------------
-. 103 62 7t 2,225 
--------------------+---~--------~------=F=-~·--~:~=~-~~---r----------~·~--104 62 ?t 2,225 
-
-
106 64 7t 2,290 '---------------------+---------------------~-------~~---------r---------------------
.._ 109 65 7t 2,320 
~--------------~~------------------4---------=-----~--~----------------
...._ 118 71 8 2,415 
----------------~-=----~--~=----=----+----=~--~~--------+---~--~-------
....._ 121 73 8 2,440 
-------~-~~-~·~----~~· =-~t----~--~-~·-·--+-~~----rw·------
....._ 123 74 8 2,460 
$ --+--~--:--------+-------·- ~· --
134 80 8t 3,060 
----~---....f..-~--------....... ~~-~---~-t---·----~-~·-







Actual 9kN m2 





- SAMPLE EX FEATHERS 
strength. values 
sample at relatively high moisture 
content values 
0 2 0 
Ko Lines- Triaxial K0 tests 
70 
Cloy conte.nt (%) I D Sample descri~ion F 1eld we ( %) 










10 20 30 40 50 60 70 ~0 90 100 110 120 130 




so·;:. SAMP~E Df.SCRIPlTO\i Brown fine Grained Collapsing Sand - Undisturbed Sample 
... - m-== ..,.... awww• -r.....;...;...;;;...,_..;;~.;;;.;..;.;;;,;;;;.;.,;;.;;;_,;:;.;;;;;;.:;.,;;;.;_ _ 
from Sishen. 
~~-~~--------------------------------------------··------------------8-----------
~ ...... --- -
:·,PIC lF H. (,RAVlTY __ .-2.., .... • ... •------------------------.. -----• •• · b
WfTGHT SOTL SAMPLE TEST NO. H - SH - l ·-----------
Ma&s container +'dry soil (g) ___ 1_2_9 ... ,_e ___ DATE: B-B-7~ 
Mass. container (g)______ . 7 __ 9_,_a ___ TESTED BY _______________ _ 
!"lass dt·y soil {g) 50,0 HYDROMETER N0._,_9_B4_3_.....;.A•;..;S;..:;•..;.T.;..I't_.;._.l_S.;..l...;H __ _ 
o;SPLRSTNG AGENTS 10 ml. Sodium oxalate zolution 
10 ml. Sodium silicate solution 
~--..-•--r.---~-w ww 
~-~-~~----~·~----­
' DAT[ lF'lf ELAPSED 
TIMt.: 
J:IJ MINS. 
*='"'""""'·~~ill;ln .•. ;;....,,-ri· "'1:. -~lll!i'ii.l~~ 
~~o/25 9:07 0 
l=· .!:~~ : ~;~;~~ ·-+--~..;..:~~~~=--= . ~;;~.-.. ~~~ij~;~~ -;:L: 
. ~=~:~:-+±~~- -··~t--= :±~~~;. - --i:~~~1- --~i~~l- :t~iil-3::.; ~:.· c===1-"J.i7~ ~=Jt= =~t- ~~~~:: j~;L -~~~~(:~~Ll 
j ?tat!=.. 9:07 -~~~'A-,!~~--- ~--~-:~~~~~~-~-· '.~2~!=-M .-~-~!.~~:,. r.l ~!~_., i 
~----"'---~~......,c~~r-"""" -~·-'"'-"'--~~] ~~-• ·-~·i '' • n• ~ • • ~ • ••, 
~~ -~~~ .. ~-~·=· =--=====J:·~.~~=j~~~=:t:~&-· 
·~~-~--.:.:..~_..c.,;_ ---~--- ----··--·----·· ..... .J. ---- ·,· -· ....... 
-~--,~·····--~"'"'' ·---·· ····~-.... _ .. , .. ~-· .. ~--· .. ' 
. I 
-~--.-• .. _.. _ ,_..._. -- __.,.-•-• .u •• .-+ • •_: r - · ,.,.., -•- • ill .. 
1 
l t .u Jtt:-.:: ............ -4 .-:. r.-..-.... '-~-
1 ~ ............ ~ ...... _l_~~-~-J·•· ~ ~· -~ .. ·~--·~· ""',, .. "3. 
·~·::--~~;tn,~· :...::--...':'.-a:;W'_,...ar;:~:.ro.-•r.r.: .. --. ......... r- .. ~• ...... '~ ••.• ,,.._ ... .,,. ....... ••>~-•·•·--~~-~ . .---•n....-~•·•-•. --•·-•••-• ••·•••••l·''"''-..''·~ 
Sample soaked for 24 hrs. 
for the·2 and 5 minute readings ~r uncorrected is used. 
B/75 
~YDROMlr[R ~~~~srs 
SO,·. SlliVl:t~ f: DE5[RIP1 TQ'\i Brown rine Grained Collapsing Sand - Undisturbed sample 
-·--·--·=-== ..,,._ ____ .....,. ______ . _____ , __ 
_ !.um~ .. Siahs.o.J.A. ___ _ ·------.-.--__....,... ......... ________ -----
~--·--------·----·----------------·-------------·--------------·--------------------------
.... r:•U if J,~ I.,RAV1TY ___ 2.6S . ......., ________ . ____ . __ _ 
~........ IIIII I .. J ............,..............,...,_.._......... .......... _.,.----·--·-
Wflf,HJ SOTL SAMPLE TEST NO._ H-SH-2 --·----·----
Mds:. container + dry soil (g)_!40,0 DATt __ ._l._!l/_B..:../_1_& ___________ _ 
Ma~s container (g) 90,0 TESTED BY 
--... ----------.--- ---------------
Ma~\:1 dry soil (g)__ 50,0 HYDROMETER NO. 9843 A.S.T.I'I. 151 H. 
o:SPlRSiNG AGENTS 10 ml. Sodium oxalate solution 
10 ml. Sodium silicate solution 
..,-... - .... ..., .......... ~,...---·--..,...,·---~ w __ ........ ____ , ______ -------
Sample soaked for 24 hre. . 
ror the 2 ~nd 5 minute readings Zr uncorrected is used. 
r 
B/76 
SIEVE ANA:_ V:J IS 




~r£LIFJC GRAVITY 2,68 ----~--------------------------------·---------------------------
MASS SOIL SAMPLE 
Maas container + dry soil (g) 129,8 
Masa container (g) 79,8 
M8SS dry soil (g) 
-----------------------
50,0 




.. ~·. -····· ··-~---.......,1'-----...... --------,------.-----------------
SJE.VE OPENING 
~~~ mm. 





0,250 (.·--·-·------+-------1--------+------+-------+-----+----! 0,180 
Sample sieved after hydrometer test so as to ensure that the fines 
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sAMPLE DES CR I PT IO N~~B.:.r.:;;ow;.;,n~f.;:.i:.;,;ne;.,...jg~.:,r.;;;,a.:;;in:.;.;e;.:d:....;;.c.:.o1=.:1:.;;a;,~;p.;:.s.:.in;.;.;g~s..;;;;a.;..;.nd;;;.._-.....;;u.;.;.nd;;;.;l;.;;. s;..;;t..;;;u;;;.;rb;;;.,;e;.;;d;....;;.s.;.;am~p;.;;1;;..;e.....;..fr;;;.;o;;.;.m.;._ _ _ 
Sis hen. 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY ____ .;:.2~68~----------------------------~~~----~~------·-----
TEST NO ·------.....-.c_-__;;;S~H_-__;;1;._... ____ TESTED BY ______________ _ 
DATE 5-8-75 CONSOLIOOMETER NO • __ _:A:.:.;•:..._ ______ _ 
. MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC + SOIL + RING (INITIAL) 892,4 g 
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC (INITIAL) __________ ..._...&., __ _ 667,2 g 
MASSSOIL+ RING (INITIAL)~------~-~~~--~~~~~~--~~~~~~ 225,2 g 
MASS RING. ___________________________________________________ ~~~-------85,7 g 
. MASS SOIL (INITIAL) _____________________ __;;;;_..!-....;;:...-~~--139,5 g 
DRY MASS SOIL. ___________________ ~----·--~.....:...--=:,._,.--136,4 g 
MASS WATER INITIAL._·-----------------------~--=---­
FIELD MOISTURE CONTENT %~----~--------~---------~-~ 
3,1 g 
2,3% 
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC + SOIL + RING (FINAL) _______ _ 
MASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC (FINAL) 
---
MASS SOIL + RING (FINAL)_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~--~·~ 
MASS RING._--------~-~~----~~~~~-~--~~-~-~···---
MASS SOIL (FINAL) 
-----~~--~~·----~~-~~------~~- ___ _, ... ~~-· 
DRY MASS SOIL ---------~------~~~-~--=-·~~---~~-~·~-~~-~-
MASS WATER (FINAL) _____ ~ 
FINAL MOISTURE CONTENT 
-~~~~~~~·~~~~~~=·~~---=-~~-~~~ .. ~---m~•--"'~', ,,, •·• '.~ 
REMARKS~ No moisture content variation. 
LEONARDO A. ERRlRA 
B/79 
TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
o,oo II :5000 Tuesday Field We Load on arm 2000,00 
o,25 II:5025 5/8/75 + varied from !903, 0 : 
0,50 II :5050 0 to 2-!lbs !900,0 
r,oo II: 5!00 !896,5 
2,25 II:5225 !893,5 
il 
4,00 II :5400 !888,0 
6,25 II:5625 !883,0 
9,00 II :5900 IBBI,O 
!2 ,25 !2 :0225 !879,0 
!6,00 !2:0600 !878,0 
25,00 !2:!500 !876,0 I 
36,00 !2:2600 !872, 0 
49,00 !2:3900 !870,0 
64,00 !2: 5400 !869,0 
o,oo 2:0500 Tuesday Field We Load on arm !869,0 
0,25 2:0525 5/8/75 + varied from IS !6, 0 
0,50 2:0550 2-!lbs to 5lbs I8I2 ,o 
r,oo 2:0600 I !808,5 
f' 
2,25 2:o725 !804, 5 
4,00 2:0900 IBOI,O 
6,25 2: II25 !798,0 
9,00 2:!400 I796,o 
!2,25 2: !725 I !794 ,5 
' 
!6,00 2:2!00 !793,0 
25,00 2:3000 I I79I,O i 
36,00 2:4!00 ! !789,5 
49,00 2:5400 !788 ,o 
641,100 3:0900 !786,5 
BI,OO 3:2600 !785,5 
B/80 
TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READli\IGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
o,oo 3:3000 Tuesday Field We Load on arm I785,5 
0,25 3:3025 5/8/75 varied from !709,0 
0,50 3:3050 5lbs to IOlbs !703,0 
I,OO 3:3IOO !697,0 
2,25 3:3225 !693,0 
4,00 3:3400 1689,0 
6,25 3:3625 !686,0 
9,00 3:3900 Z683,5 
.. 
12,25 3:4225 1681,5 
!6,00 3:4600 !680,0 
25,00 3:5500 I678,5 
36,00 4:0600 I676,0 
I 
49,00 4:1900 I674,o 
' 
: ! 
64,00 4:3400 1672,5 I 
81,00 4:5IOO I67I, 0 I 
100,00 5:IOOO 1670,0 
o,oo 9:30130 Wednesday Field We Load on arm !670,0 
0,25 9:3025 6/8/75 varied from 16!0, 0 
0,50 9:3050 IO to 20lbs !605,0 
1,00 9 :3!00 !600,0 
2,25 9:3225 !595,5 
4,00 9:3400 1593~(1 
---·11:~ 
6,25 9:3625 I 1590 1 !J l J +--"' 
9,00 9:3900 I !588,5 
!2,25 9:4225 I !586,5 
I6,00 9:4600 1585,0 
25,00 9:5500 1583,5 
36,00 10:0600 !582,0 
49,00 10:!900 I580,5 
B/81 
r TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION I 
64,00 10:3400 Wednesday Field We Load on arm 1579,5 
81,00 10:5100 6-8-75 Varied from 1578,0 
,_... 
100,00 11:1000 10 to 20 1bs. 1577,0 
0 11:25 Wednesday Field We Load on arm 1577,0 
0,25 11:2525 6-8-75 Varied from 1592,0 
o,so 11:2550 20 to 5 lbs. 1593,0 
1,00 11:2600 1593,0 
2,25 11:2725 1593,5 
4,00 11:2900 1593,5 
6,25 11:3125 1594,0 
9,00 11:3400 1594,0 
' 12,25 11:3700 1594,5 
I 
16,00 11:4100 1594,5 l 
I 
0 12:0000 Wednesday Field We Load on arm 1594,5 
0,25 12:0025 6-8-75 Varied from 1600,0 
0,50 12:0050 5 to 2! 1bs. 1600,5 
1,oo 12:0100 1601,0 
2,25 12:0225 1601,0 
4,00 12:0400 1601,5 
6,25 12:0625 1601,5 
9,00 12:0900 1602,0 I 
I 
' 12,25 12:1225 1602,5 I 
16,00 12:1600 1602,5 I 
0 12:20.00 Wednesday Field We Load on arm 1602,5 
J I i!i 
I 
0,25 12:2025 6-8-75 Varied from 1620,0 ,,1 
I 0,50 12:2050 2! to 0 lbs. 1621,0 ~~~ 





TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
2,25 12:2225 Wednesday Field We Load on arm 1622,0 
4,00 12:2400 6-8-75 Varied from 1622,5 
6,25 12:2625 2t to 0 lbs. 1623.,0 
9,00 12:2900 1623,5 
12,25 12:3225 1624,0 








rrs· ,lJ''f'~_...=c -~·~-, -r 
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-~-------------------------- . -- .-----------· --------····----- -· -·--·· -
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orrr.r.rrtn•t t1otsrnrr: ~~R(~~ VOID O<.LTA O(GRE£ 
---I'P,'f'F+·"'-1·'-1-tr~ ---e-!l~ II F.? Hf. flt·-----!RR*A 1' l4r------':': --·"S*f-ttftk'f-1 011· -------- ·--------
~~~9,11 .o~3 77.~q .707 .n~o .o~~ 
-----;-:;t-..;,-t:,4-----.. ~-----s-s-.-:r. -.-~-- .~oo------.ol'!a---·-- ---------·-------- ---·-----·-·---- ---··-··---------
tb7J.na .~23 111,71 .&6• .oao .oqz 
----f-C;~~----....r .. H----~2-h-+1------.-b't1 :33-----.n !'tfl- .-{}9S .. 
-----------·------- ------------------·----- ....... 
1~o~.sa .nzJ 5~.37 ,6q7 .ooo .09~ 
J',<J2,C.O r0?3 27,60 .-6-+9 .aao •-fr~ 
' 
.. .iJ 
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Date D Ho Sample description Test no. Remarks on test procedure 
5/8/75 75 mm 20 mm collapsing sand C-SH-I-0 we constant 
, ~ 
-.c., ,"""-. 
20 ' 4 60 100 120 140 160 1SO 200 220 
8/BS 
CONSOLIDOMETER TEST 
sAMPLE DESCR I PT ION_.:;:B~r.-DIII-.n.:.....:..f.-in~e:;....;ag.:.;ra;:.:i::.:.n::::e.=.d...:c::.:::o~l::;la=.~p;,:;s:,.::i~n=.a ...:;s:,:::a~n:::.d _;-~u,:.::ndi;i,;i~e:.,:;:t,laour!U. b~e:.~~~d~_ sil.liaowm.~~~~p..,leliil.-----­
from Sishen 
sPECIFIC GRAVITV __ 2""-6B _________________ ~----------
T£5T NO. c-SH-2 TESTED BV ____ ~-~--------
DATE 4/B/75 CONSOLIDOMETER NO. __________ _ 
"ASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC + SOIL + RING ( INITIAL)_.;;:.B.-83:.J,r....:7......iil.g ____ _ 
"ASS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC ( INITIAL) ______ ..,_.;;:==,.z..;;.....iiL...-----
AA~SOIL+ RING (INITIAL)~---~--~-~~--~--~~~~~-~-~~ 
"ASS RING------------------------------------------------~~~----------
1'1A55 SOIL (INITIAL) ____________________ ...;::;.;;~;;...,..;;i~---
ORY MASS SOIL--------------------------=.;;;,;:.,i:_:........_ ___ _ 
"ASS WATER INITIAL;...·------------------------==-------· 
FIELD MOISTURE CONTENT %----------------------=~r.;;.._---r-
MSS FILTER PAPERS + POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC + SOIL + RING (FINAL) __ B_9_2~,3-g ___ _ 
MSS FILTER PAPERS +POROUS PLATES + PLASTIC (FINAL) ________ 6_5_6.J2.~ .... 9-~-~--~~-_ 
ti'II\SS SOIL + RING (FINAL) 236 !_g 
~ASS RING 91_,4g 
MSS SOIL (FINAL) 138,7 -----------------------------------------~~~~-----~---~ 
DRY MASS SOIL. _________________ ~--·~....__~......=.;13;;;.:1;;.,~;,_;,4_g~---·---~---· 
MSS WATER (FINAL)-------~ --~-=~----""""""~--~~~----~~~~ ... '7_,.~3 ~g~-·~ , ••.. ~- ··-· 
fiNAL MOISTURE CONTENT_~--·-~·~-=-~~~~~~~~-~~,~~~-.,~··· 
REMARKS: 
LEONARDO A. ERRERA 
r 
B/86 
'41ME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
jill""' o,oo 10:4000 Tuesday Field We Load on arm 2000,0 
~-"""' 
0,25 10:4025 19-8-75 Varied from 1928,0 
~ 
0,50 10:4050 0 to 2~ lb. 1925,0 
"""' 1,00 10:4100 1922,0 
..... 
2,25 10:4225 1918,0 
..... 
4,00 10:4400 1916,0 
6,25 10:4625 1914,0 
9,00 10:4900 1912,0 
12,25 10:5225 1911,0 
.16,00 10:5600 1910,5 
25,00 11:050 1908,5 
36,00 11:1600 1906,5 I : 
I 
49,00 11:2900 1905,0 
64,00 ! 1904,0 
i 
11:4400 i 
o,oo 11:4500 Tuesday Field We Load on arm 1904,0 
0,25 11:4525 19-8-75 Varied from 1874,0 
0,50 11:4550 2! to 5 lb. 1872,0 
1,00 11:4600 1870,0 
2,25 11:4725 1867,5 
4,00 11:4900 1865,5 
6,25 11:5125 1864,5 
9,00 11:5400 1863,5 
12,25 11:5725 1862,5 
i'ooo. 
16,00 12:0100 1861,5 
25,00 12:1000 1859,5 
to.... 
36,00 12:2100 1857,5 
~ 
49,00 12:3400 1856,5 
.... 





~IME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
' DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
P" 
o,oo 2:3000 Tuesday Field We Load on arm 1855,5 
........ 
0,25 2:3025 19-8-75 Varied from 1800,0 
- 0,50 2:3050 5 to 10 lb. 1797,5 
- 1,00 2:3100 1794,5 
- 2,25 2:3225 1791,5 
I""' 
4,00 2:3400 1789,0 
6,25 2:3625 1787,5 
9,00 2:3900 1786,0 
12,25 2:4225 1785,0 
16,00 2:4600 1784,0 
25,00 2:5500 1782,5 
36,00 3:0600 1781,0 
I 
49,00 3:1900 1779' 5 
l I 
64,00 3:3400 1778,5 I 
. 
o,oo 2:2000 Wednesday Field We lOlb reapplied 1778,5 
0,25 2:2025 20-8-75 + 2 ml of water after strain 1585,0 
o,so 2:2050 being kept 1575,0 
1,00 2:2100 constant 1562,0 
2,25 2:2225 1555,0 
4,00 2:2400 1550,5 
6,25 2:2625 1547,5 
.... 
-
9,00 2:2900 1545,0 
12,25 2:3225 ~ 1543,0 
-
.... 
16,00 2:3600 1541,0 
..... 
25,00 2:4500 1538,5 
........ 
36,00 2:5600 1536,5 
........ 
49,00 2:0900 1534,5 
......... 





4iME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
P' o,oo 2:2000 Friday Field We lOlb reapplied 1533,0 
~ 
0,25 2:2025 22-8-75 + 3ml of water after strain 1499,0 
~ 
0,50 2:2050 being kept 1497,0 
..... 
1,00 2:2100 constant 1494,5 
2,25 2:2225 1491,0 
..... 
4,00 2:2400 1487,0 
6,25 2:2625 1485,5 
. 
9,00 2:2900 1484,5 
12,25 2:3225 1483,5 
16,00 2:3600 1482,5 
25,00 2:4500 1482,0 
36,00 2:5600 ; 1481,0 j 
I 
49,00 3:0900 1480,0 
; f 
64,00 3:2400 1479,0 I 
j 
o,oo 9:5800' Saturday Field We lOlb reapplied 1479,0 
0,25 9:5825 23-8-75 + 4ml of water after strain 1473,5 
0,50 9:5850 being kept 1473,0 
1,00 9:5900 constant 1472,0 
2,25 10:0025 1471,0 
' 4,00 10:0200 1469,5 
! 
6,25 10:0425 1467,5 
...... 
9,00 10:0700 1466,0 
.._ 
12,25 10:1025 1464,5 
""' 
16,00 10:1400 1463,0 
"-
25,00 10:2300 1461,5 
........ 
36,00 10:3400 1460,0 
~ 49,00 10:4700 1458,5 
....... 





~E INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
,... 
o,oo 8:5000 Monday Field We lOlb reapplied 1457_1_5 
lo"" 
0,25 8:5025 25-8-75 + 5ml of water after strain 1454_!_0 
,.... 
0,50 8:5050 bein__g_ ke...E_t 1453,5 
..... 
1,oo 8:5100 constant 1453,5 
I"" 
2,25 8:5225 1453_!_0 
""" 4,00 8:5400 1453,0 
,.. 
6,25 8:5625 1452,0 
9,00 8:5900 1452_!_0 
12,25 9:0225 1452,0 
16,00 9:0600 1452,0 
25,00 9:1500 1451,5 
36,00 9:2600 ' 1451,0 l 
I 
49,00 9:3900 1451,0 ' 
! I 
64,00 9:5400 1450,5 ' 
o,oo 10:2000 Tuesday Field We 101b reapplied 1450,5 
0,25 10:2025 26-8-75 + 6m1 of water after strain 1450,0 
0,50 10:2050 being kept 1449,5 
1,00 10:2100 constant 1449,5 
2,25 10:2225 1449,0 
4,00 10:2400 1448,5 
6,25 10:2625 1448,5 
!J,oo 10:2900 "' 1448,0 
"""' 
"-
12,25 10:3225 14481D 
'"-
16,00 10:3600 1447.1_5 
~ 25,00 10:4500 1447,0 
I 
l 36,00 10:5600 1446,5 
I 
49,00 11:0900 1446,0 
64,00 11:2400 1445,5 
~ L .A E 1977 
r 
8/90 
r"fiME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
,_. 
o,oo 10:2000 Wednesday Field We lOlb reapplied 1445,5 
.-
0,25 10:2025 27-8-75 + 7ml of water after strain 1444,0 
- 0,50 10:2050 being kept 1443,5 
-- 1,00 10:2100 constant 1443,5 
I""" 
2,25 10:2225 1443,0 
-
4,00 10:2400 1443,0 
6,25 10:2625 1443,0 
9,00 10:2900 1442,5 
12,25 10:3225 1442,5 
16,00 10:3600 1442,5 
25,00 10:4500 1442,0 
36,00 10:5600 1441,5 I 
I 
49,00 11:0900 1441,0 
' 
I 
64:00 11:2400 1441,0 i 
I 
o,oo 11:3000 Thursday Field We l;.oad on arm 1440,5 
' 0,25 11:3025 28-8-75 + 7ml of water varied from 1434,0 ! 
0,50 11:3050 10 to 12!lb 1433,0 
1,00 11:3100 1431,5 
2,25 11:3225 1429,5 
4,00 11:3400 1426,5 
6,25 11:3625 1424,0 
9,00 11:3900 1422,5 
12,25 11:4225 1420,5 
16,00 11:4600 1419,0 
25,00 11:5500 1417,0 
..... 
36,00 12:0600 1414,0 
-
49,00 12:1900 1412,0 





.-TIME INTERVAL TIME DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
o,oo 9:3000 Tuesday Field We Load on arm 1411,0 
0,25 9:3025 2-9-75 + 7ml of water varied from 1400,0 
0,50 9:3050 12-! to 15lb 1399,0 
1,00 9:3100 1397,0 
2,25 9:3225 1395,0 
4,00 9;3400 1393,0 
6,25 9:3625 1391,5 
9,00 9:3900 1390,0 
12,25 9:4225 1388,5 
16,00 9:4600 1387,0 
25,00 9:5500 1385,0 
36,00 10:0600 1384,5 I 
! 
49,00 10:1900 1382,0 
j I ! 
64:00 10:3400 1380,5 I 
81;00 10:5100 1379,0 
o,oo 11:000 Tuesday Field We Load on arm 1379,0 
0,25 11:0025 2-9-75 + 7ml of water varied from 1374,0 
0,50 11:0050 15 to 17-!lb 1373,0 
1,00 11:0100 1372,0 
2,25 11:0225 1369,0 
4,00 11:0400 1366,0 
6,25 11:0625 1364,0 
9,00 11:0900 1362,5 
12,25 11:1225 1361,0 
16,00 11:1600 1359,5 
25,00 11:2500 1:357,5 
36,00 11:3600 1355,5 
49,00 11:49tJO 1353,5 
... 
64,00 12:0400 . 1351,5 
L A E. I977 
, 
B/92 




81,00 12:2100 Tuesday Field We Load on arm 1350,0 
~ 
100,00 12:4000 2-9-75 + 7ml of water varied from 1349,0 
li"""' 
15 to 17!lb 
""' 
.,.. 
o,oo 11:2000 Friday Field We L.oad on arm 1349,0 
""' 0,25 11:2025 5-9-75 + 7ml of water varied from 1338,5 
0,50 11:2050 17! to 20lb 1337,5 
1,00 11:2100 1336,0 
2,25 11:2225 1334,5 
4,00 11:2400 1333,5 
6,25 11:2625 1332,0 I 
l 
9,00 11:2900 1331,0 
I I I 12,25 11:3225 1330,0 
16,00 11:3600 1328,0 
25,00 11:4500 1326,0 
36,00 11:5600 1325,0 
49,00 12:0900 1324,0 
64,00 12:2400 1323,0 
81,00 12:4100 1322,0 
100,00 1:0000 1321,0 
.. 
121,00 1:2100 1320,0 
... 
144,00 1:4400 1319,0 
-
169,00 2:0900 1318,0 
... 
.... 
o,oo 2:3300 Friday Field We Load on arm 1318,0 
-
0,25 2:3325 5-9-75 + 7m1 of water varied from 1333,0 
-
0,50 2:3350 20 to 5lb 1334,0 
-
1,00 2:3400 1334,0 
-
2,25 2:3525 1334,5 
.................................. -------------------------~L.A.E. I977 
, 
B/93 
-fiME INTERVAL TIME I DAY/DATE MOISTURE CONTENT LOADING READINGS 
I DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
P" 
4,00 2:3700 Friday Field We Load on arm 1335,0 
.-
6,25 2:3925 5-9-75 + 7ml of water varied from 1335,0 
""' 9,00 2:4200 20 to 5lb 1335,0 
12,25 2:4525 1335,0 
!"""' 
0,00 2:5000 Friday Field We Load on arm 1335,5 
0,25 2:5025 5-9-75 + 7ml of water varied from 1341,0 
0,50 2:5050 5 to 2tlb 1342,0 
1,00 2:5100 1342,0 
2,25 2:5225 1342,5 
4,00 2:5400 1343,0 






12,25 3:0225 1343,5 i 
16,00 3:0600 1344,0 
25,00 3:1500 1344,0 
o,oo 3:2500 Friday Field We Load on arm 1344,0 
0,25 3:2525 5-9-75 + 7ml of water varied from 1363,5 
0,50 3:2550 2! to Olb 1364,0 
1,00 3:2600 1365,0 
2,25 3:2725 1366,0 
loo. 4,00 3:2900 1368,0 
"""' 
6,25 3:3125 1369,0 
"-
9,00 3:3400 1370,0 
-
"""" 
12,25 3:3725 1371' 0 
""'-
16,00 3:4100 1371,5 
t-o- 25,00 3:5000 1372,0 
"""-
t--..... 
....... I 4 .I:_ T977 
·-------E:f>P.'"f'). CM;<;nL·rr't'tTrP. TESTS ,., 
T£ST nuMRE":C•SH-z-n 
lllJTTAL VOl!l~tE:• !l!!31>8,7'l9 
,"""~- ·voL:m•e: ·or SI'IL !OS• '19a2o, 9SC 
IHITTAL YOlO RATin• .~02 
---·---- -·nu•JAL f!O!STURE:- cnrrTCuT,;; ~OOA .. 
.., 
onE 092'!75 PAGE 9 
( 
--0-------- ------------------------------ --------. --------- ------------·------
t'IEHF':cTlOM MOISTU!)F.. --··· STf?Es<; VOIO 
RE:M"INGS CQNTEI!T VERTICAL RATIO 0 
--- ·tC)O'I<OO ----·,t'lfHI·- ----27,68·-------- ,7na--·---
l""\ Jll<;S,Sa ,a,A 55,37 ,769 
-- • .<----- 177A,so -------.ncR· tt0,7'1 ,7s2-
t533,na .n11 110,7'1 .1>95 
; -- ------1 "+79 ,00---------. [)'}.7 ---- ·11 a,7'1 • 61l3 . 
. 0 1'1S7,Sa ,033 11a,7'1 ,678 
-· -----· I 'I<;O,Sa- · --- ·, 0<10-- ------11 a ,7'! · • 677 
1'1'15,50 .0~6 110,7'! ,675 












t'!tt.na ,os2 t3A,'I2 ,648 ,ana 
------·· 1379, O!J-. --- • r1""-2 -----166, I 0 --------- • 660 --·---- , 000 
! 0 13'19,00 .asz 193,79 ,653 .ooa 
DEGREE 
SATURATION 
-. 0 2 9 ----------------· ----·· ··- .... ----
.029 




-----·-·· .157·· -·-----· --·- -----------· -·-----------
.I 82 




------- 13!9. on • osz ------221 • "1- ------- , 646----- ------. aoa -- ------ - • 216·--------------------·------------
1335,50 .a52 55,37 .65a .noo 
-•-----134'1. 00. --------,052----- ---27,68----------- • 652 ... - • aoa .. --· 
.21'+ 
..• 21 'i·---- -----··: ··------------ ----·-
1372,00 ,052 .ao ,659 ,oaa .212 
.-------


























Void ratio -effective stress graph 
Field We = O,B% 
Field Sr = 2,9% 
D 
•; .. , ... '• . ·.: ......... ~· " .. , --.--·.:~.:Sa., .. ·. ·., ., .. , ... _r '·w 
··-.·. mptev::-:. .. ''o :,:! -· .• ...... JIIIIo \:.: • •• ', •• ·'.•' .'.·· 
Date D Ho 
5-9-75 75mm 2flmm 
Load constant at 1 ton/ft2 
We varied from O,B% to 5,2% 
Sr varied from 3,0% to 20,7% 
-Sample description Test no. Remarks on test 




~L--·~---~----~: __ :~~-·--~-~----zo 40 60 SO 100 120 140 160 1SO 200 220 




Effective vertical strt.~~;·~; in kN/ma 
.o~"'·~ -moisture content graph 
Date D Ho e. e. 0/ocOp74rrm Sample description Qay content (Ofo) Test no. 
0,7 
5/9/75 75 mm 20 mm o,so2 0,674 10 collapsing sand 10 C-SH-2-0 
·os I 
A~ 
0,5 et AW" 
high 
Loading description 10 lb load allowed to cause deformation 





Definition of ll~ Aw-t.Af 
0,2 Sr = 3% 
0,1 
Sr = 20,7% 
00-1 I 0102 0 ,03. 0,04 010 5 OJ06 0107 010B 0109 0110 011 I 0112 0,13 








vora ratro- morsture content graph 
Load variation 0 to ! ton/ft; 
~ to 1 ton/ft 
load constant at 1 ton/ft2 
~~-..Q~ Sr = 20,7% 2 2 
load variation 1 ton/ft to 2 ton/ft 
Sr = 21,6% 
r D 1 
,·~:·:. ·sai-ii~te·: ;::-: :s Ho ... , ................ , .. ~ 
•, "·' .· ... ·· .... :-: ... ···=-·· 
Date D Ho eo e. Of. ~fJ74rrrn 
5/9/75 75 mm 20 mm 0,802 0,674 10 
0,02 0,06 0,08 0,10 0,12 0)4 






Appropriate section of the stress 
path followed during ~ variation ~ 
--.J 
aay content(%) Test no. 
10 C-SH-2-0 
L.A.E. 
.:.D'.::.:Ef"~l:.:E;;:;C.:..T~I O::.:.;N::.....-_T:..:I:.;.I'I;.:.E__.;:C:.:U;.;.:.R.:.;VE=--.:..f".-OR-..5 ISHEN SAPIPLE 
time (minutes)~ VARYING MOISTURE CONTENT 



















"1J CD m 








.... 100 "1J 













.,. ... ,.,. ..... , ..... ,. .......... ~ ........ -•• .,..., ............ -.~ ..... "'" ... ·""* r;,,:i/J.-:ort ............. ...,....~-'lltt-.. _._, ... -.-r,....~-_.......---..-• ...-. .-. ........ ..._..,... __ ,..._ _______ ,____ _ 
;t_SI NO. T-SH-1 if t·,,,·o a·,· 
-•a ... ..,...,.._w-_y;:.--~~-,...,.....,-~,.,._,..,.,.~-..,.---..--• -----------------
0/.\'f 20·8-75 IA1AXIAL C£LL 
--- ............ .-,---=---~~-·"'!''..t"''*-•' ....... _ .. ..,_,. ... , ... -.---~--·-.,..-·--- ---------------
.VJ;..s:; WA '!fR INH iA;.. __ ~J.!LSL ______________ 
• 1~ ·.o lv10l:3fi.Jf\t. 1 Of.41£1\1r~h~1~-~-
MA:.t, DRY so·1~ 
-...,_:•.::o•• ,..,.. •.• =-.. ~-..,.--·....,....,... -. • .__llr"'Wr::,..,.,_": . .., . .___,_,.__..,.....,._ 
~ i \lA· .• ft!OI, I UR£ L.'Qi\4Tt:Nr· "' • _.,.  .,-,...,..,.-.- ---~ -W--
Initial sample height = 89mm 
Initial sample diameter = 39mm 
r 
B/100 
@ICAL STRESS DEVIATOR STRESS CELL PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE 
' 
1bLin2 kN/m2 kN/m2 READINGS 
.,... 
31 19 2,5 a,5 
,... 
35 21 2,5 9,5 
,... 
36 22 2,5 10,0 
~ 40 24 3,0 II,5 
.... 
41 25 3,0 12,5 
.... 
42 25 3,0 I2,5 
~ 
44 26 3,5 14,5 
... 
47 2a 3,5 16,0 
-... 51 31 4,0 17,5 
52 31 4,0 17,5 
54 32 4,0 1a,o 
60 36 4,5 20,0 
61 37 4,5 20,5 
64 3a 4,5 21,5 
65 39 4,5 22,5 
67 40 5,0 23,5 
69 41 5,0 24,5 
71 43 5,0 26,0 
73 44 5,0 27,0 
74 44 5,0 27,0 
76 
' 46 5t 29,0 
77 46 5t 29,0 
a1 49 6 31,0 
a3 50 6 32,5 
a5 51 6 33,5 
a7 52 6 34,5 
a a 53 
... 
6 35,5 
91 55 st 3a,o 
-
""" 
94 56 st 39,0 
""" 
103 62 7 44,0 
--~~""" 




106 64 7t 46,5 
~ 109 65 7t 47,5 
~ 11a 71 a 1 06,0 
""""" 
121 73 a 1 10,5 
--
,......, 123 74 a 1 11,5 
~ 134 ao at 1 20,0 
~ 137 a2 at 1 22,0 
B/101 
SA"'r·,· I 0( s::. ~ T P: ; u:V ___ ~B!.Q.lll.r.t..fJ..t'l.~.~,.9.r.!J!l.!.~....2.2.U.!'l.2!J!I.lL!!.'l~.~...M.~!ijat~~,!t,!l.!!!e,!_!,.__.,._._~ .. e 
. __ .. - -· .f.~o.m._a:\ant.D.-.r··~- '"~"'-~·~---~·--------~-·----- · ·- --·--
·jl'f 1 : F ~L GRAv: i'{ 2 68 
---....I:J.JI. "'. -""'·~·· ·-··:.--·-----~--.._~-------~------------
; l s j f\10. _,T.7'-~.tt.~~--·~~-~-~-p~~~-··- ; f ~,1 t'D BY ________________ _ 
DA; r_ . .,.t2::.@.::1.~ _ eu ·~ .. -·~·--~ ·---~· ___ _..__ T R lAX IAL CELL. _______ .;.._ ____ _ 
.VJ~-o ':> :1 ltJA r tR IN l T 'i A t.~,~~J.~ . ..!L.-.--~----
1 j['.D MOiSfi..iRt C:OI\ifEt.Jr __ LJ!t ..... -·~---=---
t'll\SS SOH fiNAL 
..... ~~~,...-.-,.---..-..... ,~.:.;:_,_. ____ .,_~-
MA~S DRY SOIL · . <~:::..........._. _____________ ...... 'lr,.,..___,_, __ 
fi:IJA' .• MOl:lrtiRE COi\iHI\i 1' 
Initial sample height = 79mm 



























































































































































_ _...,_.. --............ ..,....,..,-l-1'1"'-~---=-.~ t't..;\IIT"~~--..._...,-W":~ *"' •-w ._..,_.__,..__...._.,._..,. ___ _ ----·~ 
S•1h !F~l: UlAV:T{ 2 68 ,.........:::.1..,.::..-~l*r·~·-- w --............ ._ ___________ ~--
; t_ S J t\JQ • --!:~.tl:L ~-~-w-.-.·~ If S 1 fO 8'{----~~-.'""':""~--------
DAl[ 2-9-75 TRIAXIAL CELL ,.,..,."7'1!',.,,,....,...,.,..~t.r..2':~~__.,--~.:.,~a•- ;aw•. ·-------------
tYJAS3 DR'~· SOIL 
-----~-............... --~ 
fj)l\~J':i SOl~. FINAi. 230 2 g ---~...........:- ... ~~----~'"··~--~~-----~ 
MASS DRY SOH. . 217,6 g 
'"~-~·--=--,..ou...-.orwr• ... -v-.,...~~=r.-~-~...._ 
IVIASS WATfR F:iNAL_~!~!~-.~.-~~~--·--­
Fi:~A·. MO'i~J'URE LO~ftl\i 1 ~.!~!~~~:.._·---·--­
•'1AS·~ OF CONTA!~CR~-_!J~!.~-9-···---·-"'··~--
Initial height of sample = 75mm 
Initial diameter of sample • 38mm 
' 
B/104 
(RTICAL STRESS DEVIATOR STRESS CELL PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE 
kN/m2 kN/m2 1b/in2 READINGS 
,. 
31 19 2! 16_. 0 
,... 
35 21 2! 20,5 
- 36 22 3 23,0 
.,.. 
40 24 3 29,0 
.... 
41 25 3t 31,0 
.. 
42 25 3! 31,0 
- 44 26 3! 32,0 
.. 
47 28 3t 33,5 
51 31 4 37,0 
52 31 4 37,0 
54 32 4 38,0 
-60 36 4t 42,0 
61 37 4t 43,0 
64 38 4t 44,0 
-· --65 39 5 45,5 
67 40 5 46,5 
69 41 5 47,5 
71 43 5t 49,5 
--73 44 5t 1 01,0 
--74 44 5t 1 01,0 
-76 46 6 1 03,0 
77 46 6 1 os,o 
81 49 6 1 06,0 
-83 50 6t 1 06,0 
85 51 6t 1 06,5 
87 52 6t 1 07,0 
-----88 53 6t 1·07' 5 ... 
91 55 7 1 08,5 
94 56 
... 
7 1 09,0 
.... 
103 62 7t 1 12,5 
..,.____,.~~ 
..... 
104 62 7t 1 12,5 
~.. "7"' "''"·-'-'T••-= ;-_.;-;,-=~·--
... 
106 64 7! l 1 14,0 
.... 
109 65 8 1 14,5 
- -~ 
..... 




121 73 at 1 20,0 
,.- .,.,..~ ... 
-
..... 
123 74 at 1 20,5 
--
....... 
134 80 9 1 24,0 
--
..... 




'i~,,-; 'F ;.:: CRAV:·i·.-.... ~ . .t-~~-. --····"r•.·-··--~-·--·--··-·---.. ···------·..;,.--~-·~-----------
:1 c;1to a·,· 
; L ~I 1\jQ- ••• T ':'.SH":"~ ...• _ --···- ---------··· ~---- --·- ·--- _________ _;, ____ ....,.. __ 
·~ll.S':i SOL ~- [NAi.~~-~~~Q~~~-g ___ , .. ~~~----~·-
MA':lS DRY SOTL_~-~--~-l~§.tJL9.=-~·-=-·--~ 
MA;s WATER FINAL 53 ·--~--~~-- l- ~ 9.~~-~----·~-·---
f i:IIA'. MObliiRE i..'.INTtN' .~ 1§%._._ .. ---~---
•VJASS OF' CON.II-\TI'Iii'R_ •• ~~-~,,.§,_g_~------..... ~~~-
Initial sample height = Blmm 
Initial diameter of sample = 38m~ 
lAIAXIAL CELL·-------------
8/106 
J(A"TICAL STRESS DEVIATOR STRESS CELL PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE 
kN/m2 kN/m2 lb/in2 READINGS 
~ 
:u 19 2! 29,0 
~ 35 21 2! 30,0 
,....- 36 22 2! 31,0 
""'" 40 24 3 33,5 
~ 41 25 3 36,0 
42 25 3 36,0 
i"""'" 44 26 3! 37,0 
47 28 :st 39,0 
51 31 4 44,5 
52 31 4 44,5 
54 32 4 45,5 
60 36 4t 46,0 
61 37 4t 47,0 
64 38 4t 48,0 
-65 39 4t 49,0 
67 40 5 1 oo,o 
69 41 5 1 0170 
-
..; 
71 43 st 1 03,0 
73 44 5t 1 04,5 
-74 44---i 5t 1 04,5 
76 46 5t 1 07,5 
77 46 5t 1 07,5 
81 49 6 1 10,0 
83 50 6 1 11,5 
85 51 6 1 12,5 
87 52 6 1 13,0 
...._..,._., ______ 
88 53 6t 1 14,0 
91 55 6t 1 14,5 
94 56 6t 1 15,5 
""" -1o3 62 7 1 20,0 
"""" 
-104 62 7 1 20,0 
_, .... ~ 
"""" 
106 64 7 1 21,0 
-
!'-.. 109 65 7t 1 22,0 -~ . 
r--... 118 71 8 1 28,5 -~-
r-...... 121 73 8 1 29,5 .. _.-
r-.... 123 74 8 1 30,5 
--
"-
134 80 at 1 35,5 
-
""' 




fR li1X if,. .· · 
SAr¥lfl'.t Q[ s~ l-1; fc. : o:v._~PJ.:~'l...t:i:mL9t:!~Jlf!5L22~A!U!'-~!19~'-~".2 .. ~ .. 4nd~.\!l_tYJ'.!t,.!1_aram1~-·-e 
.... - ... ,....., ..... .. f~qm_,...§~~~h~.O-.:-~:r.c~ •~Yr.•::c...•r~---~--Jii't'ft m..,.-"""".... _,,, .. __._, _ _. 
; L S J l'\10 • ... ,_:t"!':SHdi ___ - w ·-~--~-u-
[IA; t ·•••M·:~ .. 1Q~.~::.'l§_""""'-~---=-·•..-.........a-.... -.---~·--•-•· .. •·---~ 
1¥10,~.:; ~,o I~ • rNA~~~~4~,.~ .9 ~···------~-•n=-------
MA'::IS :JRV so·;~ 231 5 . 
-... ~ .. .:: .. .., ............ ·-·~- ._ ...... Se:·•·..-r"'"·----~.,..,--....,.-~ ..... --
MA5S WAliA FiNAL 11 7 --·····~- .9 ... "'----~-··---
~ 1 :IJA'_ !VIOl::, JURE i::'J~H.I\i I' ••• B...t~L-----·--
~As; Or [0NlAi~[R 98 0 
................ ~- ... 99, .. ,_....,..,.._... .. ., Yn'9 ..... _, ____ _ 
RL ,l!ARii:.J. 
Initial aampla height =BOmm 
Initial sample diameter • 38mm 
i I t; 1• 0 BY 
I RIAX lAL CELL ____________ _ 
B/108 
-/fRTICAL STRESS DEVIATOR STRESS CELL PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE 
kN/m2 kN/m2 1b/in2 READINGS 
...... 
31 19 3 1 10,5 
- 35 21 3 1 15,0 
- 36 22 3 1 17,5 
- 40 24 3 1 22,0 
r 
41 25 3i 1 24,0 
42 25 3i 1 24,0 
... 
44 26 3t 1 25,5 
r 
47 28 4 '1 30,0 
51 31 4 1 37,0 
52 31 4 1 37' 0 . 
54 32 4 1 39,0 
-60 36 4t 1 46,0 
61 37 4t 1 48,0 
64 38 4t 2 00,0 
65 39 4t 2 02,0 
67 40 5 2 04,0 
69 41 5 2 05,5 
71 43 st 2 08,5 
73 44 st 2 10,0 
74 44 5i 2 10,0 
-76 46 5t 2 12,5 
77 46 5t 2 12,5 
l 81 49 6 2 23,5 
I 
~ 83 50 6 2 26,0 
! 
l 85 51 6 2 27,5 
... 
87 52 6 2 28,5 
·--·'-88 53 6t 2 30,5 
91 55 6t 2 34,5 
""" 
94 56 6t 2 36,0 
"""' 
103 62 7 2 43,0 
n:a:;c-
.. 104 62 7 2 43,0 ,._ 
--
... 
106 64 7t 2 44,5 
..... 
109 65 7t 2 45,0 
·--
...... 
118 71 8 3 01,5 
..... 
121 73 8 3 03,5 
-..- """""" 
' 
123 74 85 3 05,0 
,~-~ 
~ 134 80 at 3 18,0 
~ -~---




; I.::. T 1\JO-T::·.SH.~.1~~ -· --r-~- --~--- i r c:; 11'0 BY...:...---~-----------­
DA rr ·-··"ll·-"'2::-1.5~~-~r·~~-H-~,__r~-~--·- IRIAXlAL C£LL~-------------
•VJ4 ·.:,s OR';' SOT~ 
':. *t ........... _r"Ot Wr"&,.._.....,., ... ,..~-~--~ .. --..-.-_,_..,., __ .--_ 
~~s~ WAitR lNillAl 
iVIASS \II A iTA f 'll'IIA< .__~ J~ .. l:-9-.T·~··~--~--~--·--­
f i IJA' .• rt~o; ::d uRE L.IJI'4rt ,,, ' .,. JQ,.;5$, -··-·-·---
,,,,,s.:, Of ;QI'vfATI\iiP ••••• ~~,.1:_9_ ...... -.......... _. __ _ 
Initial sample height = 77mm 
Initial sample diameter = 39mm 
r 
B/110 
~ICAL STRESS DEVIATOR STRESS CELL PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE 
kN/m2 kN/m2 1b/in2 READINGS 
,. 
31 19 3 1 03,0 
,... 
35 21 3 1 06,0 
,-
36 22 3 1 09,0 
,. 
40 24 3 1 12,5 
r""' 41 25 3! 1 14,0 
~ 42 25 3! 1 14,0 
,.. 
44 I 26 3! 1 20,0 
r 47 28 4 .1 26,0 
51 31 4 1 34,0 
52 31 4 1 34,0 
54 32 4 1 35~0 
60 36 4t 1 39,5 
~ 
-61 37 4t 1 40,5 
64 38 4t 1 41,5 
--65 39 4t 1 42,5 
67 40 5 1 43,5 
69 41 5 1 44,5 
71 43 st 1 45,5 
73 44 5! 1 46,5 
74 44 5! 1 46,5 
76 46 5! 1 49,5 
-c 
-- -77 46 s~ 1 49,5 
81 49 6 2 03,5 
83 50 6 2 05,0 
85 51 6 2 06,0 
87 52 6 2 07,0 
_,..,. _______ ....__~-
88 53 6! 2 08,5 




94 56 6! 2 12,0 
-
103 62 7 2 20,0 
""- -~ 
~ 104 62 7 2 20,0  
"' 
106 64 7t 2 22,0 
~ 109 65 7-! 2 23,0 ~ 
~ 118 71 8 2 33,0 
·- -
~ 121 71 8 2 35,0 ""'"·_..__ ... __ 
........... 
123 74 8 2 36,0 
""-




137 82 at 2 41,5 
----~·' 
B/111 
DfS~ RTV ~oJ;\1 Brown fine grained collapsing sand - undiaturbftd sample 
~,.,...,.,,.,_ -•·•·---'"""'• ••Y.'I'a . ..., ... , '"I'• . .,._,......,. •• ,..~~...,..-r.,•J'lf._.__.......,.,..,.. •· • ._.._. -•- •J •r-~._...._..,...., _,._._.._.... __ _ 
from Siehen 
,.,.,..- ~-•• • .,.. " ...... •••!:WSI..::a,. .... ,...,..___..,. .... ..,.,..,...::lll(ll, •::.-;:o•: ... r··---~.,_.,._~-...........---.---.-.-..._.-------·----------
,~Dt,·_l SOl~ f iNA~"--~~4,6.9 .. ~~·--,-~~·,~~ 
MA'::>, DRV ;,on R•: ......... ~f!~.;.!LQ.- .. ~~~-~,r.·---~~-
f'iA;'.J WAft.R r 'd\lA: -~-1~.~ . .9 .... ~~---~ ··-·--···---
f i \JA :. iV:O 'i ") J'iiR[ ~ ;:li\1 ft 1\J I' •• ~~(5$ ... - .. -·-·---
1~A.:,.., or ; Of~: fA !•\u P ·---~~~~.9.--.. ~·~,. .,. ····-----
Initial sample height = 79mm 
Initial sample diameter = 39mm 
B/112 
! 
fRTICAL STRESS DEVIATOR STRESS CELL PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE 
kN/m2 kN/m2 lb/in 2 READINGS 
,.. 
10 2 17,0 
,.---
2! 20 37,0 
.... 
30 4 105,5 
.. 
40 5 121,5 
·-
,.. 
50 6! 130,0 
60 8 138,5 
.. 
70 9 148,0 
80 10 107,5 


















- - - ·-· -





























Apparent strength values. 
Samp[~ at field Sr 
Apparent 26 kN/m2 22° 
Actual 17 kN/m2 23° 
c ;5 
TRIAXIAL STRENGTH RESULTS - SAMPLE EX SISHEN 
120 





-----..._____ Actual strength values. 
Sample at relatively 
high W values. 
c 





SomP,e descri~ion F1eld 
collapsing sands 
l-r j . 
j Ho 
.____---J_j_ 
i D I ~-- ··~ 
Ko Lines- Triaxial K0 tests 
we(%) e., Clay content 
o,8 0,802 10 
K0 = 0,45 
moisture content = 10,6% 
Sr = 
I D (%) I 
39 
I 
. j Ho 
l 78 
field moisture content; low Sr 
results test T-SH-3-1 
results test T-SH-5-0 
10 20 30 50 60 70 ?>0 90 100 
2:ffectlve vertical stress ~ki\/m 2 ] 
110 120 130 
B/115 
Unit weight of the soils: 
Berea Road 
e = o, 712 0 
Sr = 3% 
2,68 + esr ~Bulk w = 1 + e 
= 15,78 kN/m2 
Feathers 
e = 0,918 0 
sr = 5,8% 
k' Bulk 2 = 14,26 kN/m 
Sis hen 
e = 0,802 0 
Sr = 1% 
K Bulk = 14,92 kN/m2 
Therefore approximate all to be 15 kN/m3• This value is very nearly 
correct and it will enable the same stress paths to be used through-
out the test series. 
B/116 
Footing size Depth below Vertical stress Vertical stress 
the centre due to self due to self 
of the footing. weight. weight + footing 
m. kN/m2 load. kN/m2 
1,0 X 1,0 0,1 16,5 95,7 
0,2 18,0 94,8 
0,3 19,5 90,9 
0,4 21,0 83,4 
0,5 22,5 82,3 
1,0 30,0 57,5 
2,0 45,0 54,2 
2,0 X 2,0 0,2 18,0 97,2 
0,4 21,0 97,8 
0,6 24,0 95,4 
1,0 30,0 89,8 
2,0 45,0 72,2 
4,0 75,0 84,2 
3,0 X 3,0 0,3 19,5 98,7 
0,6 24,0 100,8 
1,0 30,0 103,1 
2,0 45,0 92,6 
3,0 6p,o 87,2 




Depth below 0 
Footing size the centre of Results from Results from Soil 'W c 
the footing Consolidometer Stress path 
Tests Tests 
1,0 X 1,0 0,1 1,57% 1,15% Collap- low 
0,2 1,50% 1,10% sing 
0,3 1,31% 0,95% granitic 
0,4 1,30% 0,90% residual 
0,5 1,05% 0,80% soil 
1,0 0,53% 0,40% 
2,0 0,26% 0,20% 
2,0 X 2,0 0,2 1,31% 0,90% Collap- low 
0,4 1,29% 0,95% sing 
0,6 1,23% 1,00% granitic 
1,0 1,05% 0,80% residual 
2,0 0,53% 0,35% soil 
4,0 0,26% 0,10% 
3,0 :1: 3,0 0,3 1,57% 1,05% Collap- low 
0,6 1,41% 1,00% sing 
1,0 1,31% 0,85% granitic 
2,0 0,79% 0,60% residual 
3,0 0,53% 0,30% soil 
6,0 0,11% 0,10% 
1,0 X 1,0 0,1 7,60% 7,50% Collap- high 
0,2 7,49% 7,25% sing 
0,3 7,02% 7,15% granitic 
0,4 6,39% 6,20% residual 
0,5 6,05% 6,05% soil 
1,0 3,23% 2,90% 
2,0 0,88% 0,70% 
2,0 X 2,0 0,2 7,49% 7,20% Collap- high 
0,4 7,14% 6,90% sing 
0,6 6,79% 6,35% granitic 
1,0 5,75% 5,20% residual 
2,0 2,29% 2,30% soil 
4,0 0,65% 0,95% 
3,0 X 3,0 0,3 7,30% 7,25% Collap- high 
0,6 7,26% 6,65% sing 
1,0 6,30% 5,90% granitic 
2,0 3,91% 3,55% residual 
3,0 2,05% 1,95% soil 
6,0 0,65% 0,70% 
B/118 
Depth below f1e lili 
-- R l+e the centre of 0 
Footing size the Results from Results from Soil w 
footing ConsolidometeJ Stress path c 
Tests Tests 
1,0 X 1,0 0,1 1,42% 0,85% Collap- low 
o,2 1,12% 0,80% sing 
0,3 0,85% 0,75% sand -
0,4 0,62% 0,70% Sishen 
0,5 0,53% 0,65% 
1,0 0,28% 0,36% 
2,0 0,08% 0,15% 
2,0 X 2,0 0,2 1,35% 0,80% Collap- low 
0,4 1,35% 0,85% sing 
0,6 0,88% 0,78% sand -
1,0 0,62% 0,70% Sishen 
2,0 0,22% . 0,30% 
4,0 0,06% 0,10% 
3,0 X 3,0 0,3 1,35% 0,88% Collap- low 
0,6 1,35% 0,85% sing 
1,0. 1,07% 0,78% sand -
2,0 0,87% 0,55% Sishen 
3,0 0,69% o,4o% 
6,0 0,08% 0,10% 
1,0 X 1,0 0,1 1,75% Collap- high 
0,2 1,65% sing 
0,3 1,55% sand -




2,0 X 2,0 0,2 1,70% Collap- High 
0,4 1,60% sing 
0,6 1,50% sand -
1,0 1,30% Sis hen 
2,0 0,65% 
4,0 0,15% 
3,0 X 3,0 0,3 1,65% pollap- High 
0,6 1,60% sing 
1,0 1,45% sand-



























q bearihg contact pressure in kN/m2 
40 60 so 100 120 140 160 
~odel footing SO mm.x SO mm. 
failure 
w variation{load Q 
w .. 4% e 
we = 4,2% 
we = S,2% 
w Ill 6,2% e 
w .. 7,2% c 
we = 8,2% 
we = s,s,: 
failure 
at 29 kN/m2 } 
Settlement kept constant for 24 hours 
for each W increment 
c 
~ODEl FOOTING SIZE: lOOmm x lOOmm 





q bearing contact pressure in kN/m2 
20 40 5o eo 100 120 140 160 
0,1 
0,2 load constant 










Model footing size 
lOOmm x lOOmm 
w = 2,7% c 
w = 3,3% c 
w ... 3, 7% c 
w = 5,2% c 
w = 6,2% c 
w ... 7,2% 
c 
w = 8,1% c 
w = 9,1% c 
w = 10,1% c 
w = 11,1% c 
failure 






Settlement kept constant for 24 hours 
for each W increment. 
c 
SOIL TYPE: Collapsing sand 
(lishen) 
APPENDIX C 
COURSES COMPLETED IN PARTIAL FULFILMENT 
OF THE M.Sc. (ENG.) DEGREE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
COURSE YEAR CREDITED CREDIT VALUE 
Introduction to 1975 5 
Management Accounting 
Coastal Engineering 1975 5 
Probability and Engineerirg 1975 4 Statistics 
. 
Prestressed Concrete 1975 5 
Skeletal Str.uctures 1975 5 
Total credit requirements for the M.Sc. (Eng.) Degree: 40 
Half Thesis: 20 
Course Credits 24 
Total: 44 
c. 1 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
M.Sc. IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERS IT! EXAMINATION : JULY 1977 
CE 525 : Coastal H:drautics 
Att Questions may be attempted 
i 
Constants 
Sea water density 
Sea water weight 
= 1025 kg/m3 
10 kN/m3 = 
Time 3 hours 
1. A beach site has an average underwater stope of 1 in 50, and the 
beach material is a coarse quartz sand of relative density 2,65 
and average size 1,35 mm, the shoreline being essentiatty straight. 
Two conditions of wave attack are being considered :-
(A)swett of 10 second period with a deep water wave height of 1,6 m 
approaching the beach with wave crests parallel to the shore tine. 
(B)as in (A) above, but with a deep water wave incidence of 35°, 
(angle between wave crest and contour) 
For case (A) make the following calculations :-
(a) the wave length and wave celerity in deep water. 
(b) the water depth at which the wave begins to be affected by the 
presence of the sea bed. 
(c) the wavelength, celerity and height for water depths at 10 m 
intervals between d=80 m and d=10 m, and at 1 m intervals between 
d= 10 m and d=1 m. 
(d) the water depth in which the wave breaks, the breaker type, 
and the wave height at breaking. Ignore the effect of wave set 
up or down. 
(e) the deep water energy ftow. 
(f) the wave height and energy ftow in a water depth of 1 m. 
(g) the water depth in which the sand is on the point of moving. 
(h) the water depth in the which the sand is in motion but has no net 
drift. 
1~25/1977 2 
For case (B) make the following calculations :-
(i) the water depths in which the angle of incidence becomes 30°, 20° 
10° and 5°, and the wave heights at these depths. 
(j) the water depth and wave height under breaking conditions. 
(assume the depth at breaking is 80 per cent of the value 
obtained for parallel waves) 
(k) the thrust on the mass of water in the surf zone, per metre 
length along the shore.(N) 
(t) an estimate of the butk sand volume flow rate in m3/s 
in the alongshore direction. 
2. A cylindrical pipe is laid on the sea bed across a harbour entrance 
in 10 m of water, the pipe diameter being 0,3 m, and the axis of 
the pipe is parallel to the locat wave crests. If the local wave tength 
is 50 m, estimate the wave period, and find the peak magnitudes 
of the velocity and acceleration force components per metre length 
of pipe. Estimate the peak resultant force in the inshore direction, 
and the timing of this in relation to the passage of the wave crest. 
The wave height is 2 m, take CD= 1,2 and CM = 2,16 
3. (a) A steady wind of speed 15 m/s btows over a fetch for a period of 
8 hours, producing a significant wave height of 1,8 m at the 
downwind end of the fetch. Estimate the fetch length in km and the 
wave period. Check whether the wind duration is sufficient for this 
condition to be stable and atso check whether this is the futty 
arisen sea for this wind speed. 
(b) In a zero damage design catculation for the armour protection of 
a rubble mound breakwater, 3 tonne and 5 tonne dolosse are 
specified for the trunk and head respectively, the stope of the 
breakwater face being cot 9 =2. Estimate the block masses and 
block heights if tetrapods had been used in the same design. 
If the design wave height was 3 m, and a storm causes damage of 
the order 20-30 per cent to the tetrapod scheme, estimate the 
storm wave height.( concrete density= 2245 kg/m3) 
(c) An incoming swell has crests parallel to a straight beach with 
a deep water wave height of 2 m. Estimate the horizontal force 
(per metre along the beach) acting on the beach inside the refraction 
zone, due to the dynamic action of the waves. 
(d) In an area where the sea bed is horizontal, and the water depth 
is 3 m, a wave has a period of 7 s, a wavelength of 38 m, and a 
wave height of 1,5 m. Estimate the drift velocity at bed tevel, 
and indicate the direction. Compare this velocity with the 
maximum orbital velocity at the same level, and indicate the 
influence on bed drift of a strong onshore wind. 
(e) A storm at sea generates waves with a period range of 8 to 16 
seconds. The resulting swelt travels towards a harbour 500 km 
awayo Estimate the time interval between the arrival of the 
shortest and longest waves, assuming deep water throughout. 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION: JUNE, 1975 
COURSE CE 508 - SKELETAL STRUCTURES 
Time atLowed: 4 hours Notes are aLtowed 
Part A: For each of the ~ structures shown beLow determine the degree of 
static and of effective kinematic indeterminateness, seLect the most 
suitabLe method of anaLysis, give the order of aLt the retevant matrices 
required for sotution by the chosen method. State cLearLy what 
assumptions are made. 
[40 marks] 
Part B: CompiLe the matrices for any~ of these structures; one anaLysed by 
the FORCE method and one anatysed by the DISPLACEMENT method. Do not 
attempt to comptete aLL the arithmetic processes, but give sufficient 
detaiL to show ctearLy the principtes and operations invoLved. 
[60 marks] 
1. Jetty with verticaL and horizontaL toads appLied to the top surface in 
the xy ptane. The pite rows are at 3m spacing atong the jetty. 
12 m t 2 m t ® 
400 --1/it---
18000 MN cap 
2 I = 240 MN m 
r~~ 
per row of piLes 
--~ ..... -;:;::> ~ ~ ;:. 
y water 600 ~ piLes Lx \ {EA = 4000 MN ,.. EI = 90 MN m «!. each 24m 
.' ' •. .. 
. 
v J t 
sand I 10 m 
.. 
CROSS-SECT ION 
/2. . ..... . 
CE 508 EXAM. JUNE 1975 2. 
2. Bridge, monoLithic concrete beam-stab deck and incLined coLumns, with 
verticaL and horizontaL Loading appLied to the deck. 
I 
20m t 30 m 
deck EA = 140 000 MN; 
coLumns: EA = 36 000 MN; 
40 m t 30 m 
70 m 
2 EI = 40 000 MN m 
EI = 3 000 MN m2 




3. Tower, consisting of a singLe verticaL tubuLar coLumn fixed at the base 
and stayed at right angLes on four tevets with steeL wire guy ropes, which 










·t 12 m 
12 m 
coLumn EA = 1300 MN; EI = 7 MN m2(200 ¢) 
wire rope: EA = 36 MN each: (15 mm ¢.) 
12 m 
+ @12m t y L~ 
I 4. .. ..•... 
<D 
/_...#"'/ ,\, 
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4. BuiLding, tied steet portat frame with two side bays. Wind, dead and 
imposed roof toading. 
@) 
® Q) G) ® ® 
__,__ 
,...,.,,. ,,, 
' ' ~" 
, __ ....... 
''- ,,.., 
6 m 
.... ,. I .., ..... .,.. 
l' mf ~ f + {1) 9 m 12 m 12 m 9 m f3 m f 
Rafters: EA = 1000 MN; EI = 20 MN m 2 YL% Cot.umns: EA = 1200 MN; EI = 9MNm 2 
Tie rod: EA = 60 MN (20 ¢). 
5. ~, batt-jointed, doubt.e-t.ayer, three-way grid on four cotumns fixed at 
their bases, at.t of tubul...ar steet construction, with vertical... and horizontat 
t.oading appl...ied to the top joints. 
0 © 










8 m ELEVATION 
y 
L. 
EA = 600 MN, (200 mm ¢) 
EA = 900 MN, (300 mm ¢) 




UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 1974 
CE 504: PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS FOR ENGINEERS 
TotaL marks: 100 Time aLLowed: 3 hours 
ExternaL Examiner : Professor D.M. SchuLtz 
InternaL Examiners: Professor G.v.R. Marais 
Mr. M.S. Green 
Attempt ALL questions in Section A and FOUR questions from 
Section B and C. Use separate answer book for Section C. 
~: ....................... . 
SECTION A 
Note: ·Answer these questions in the spaces provided on this question 
paper. Do not show caLcuLations, enter onLy the finaL answer. 
1. Give formuLae for: 
(a) the coefficient of variation; 
(b) the mean deviation about the mode. 
2. Find the standard deviation of the data: 2; 6; 10. 
3. In a particuLar experiment the resuLt of 10 weighings showed 4 values between 20 and 25 g, 4 vaLues between 25 and 30 g and 2 vaLues between 
30 and 35 g. What was the median weight? 
CE 504 EXAM, NOV. 1974 I 2. 
4. An engineering firm has 100 eLectricaL components in stock, 25 
manufactured by process A and 75 manufactured by process B. Unknown 
to the firm, 13 of those manufactured by A are defective and 18 of 
those manufactured by B are defective. 
A component is chosen at random from the 100 components. What is the 
probability that this component is: 
(i) manufactured by B and defective? 
(ii) either manufactured by A or is a defective component? 
5. An"item of radar equipment has three critical components A, B, C. 'rhe 
frequency of defect for component A was found to be 5 per 100, for B 
to be 6 per 100, and for C to be 8 per 100. Estimate the probability 
that a given item of equipment is defective. 
6. A biased coin which has twice the probability of falling heads as 
falling tails is tossed with two unbiased coins. What is the probability: 
(i) of at Least two heads occurring? 
(ii) of no heads occurring? 
7. At a teLephone exchange the average number of calls passed per hour in 
the morning is 96 and the rate can be regarded as constant. Calculate 
the probability of: 
(i) exactly 3 calls in a period of 5 minutes; 
(ii) more than 3 calls in a period of 5 minutes. 
CE 504 EXAM, NOV. 1274 3. 
8. Packets are fiLled automaticaLLy and on the average, 5 per cent are 
underweight. An inspector takes a batch of tweLve coLlected randomLy. What is the probabiLity that he wiLL find 25 per cent or more under-
weight? 
9. The mean diameter of steeL rods produced by a process is 2 em and 
the standard deviation is 0,05 em. Assuming the diameters are normaLLy distributed, find the vaLue such that onLy 5 per cent of the rods wiLL have a diameter exceeding this vaLue. 
10. A sampLe ·of 11 Lengths of pLastic were tested and found to have a 
standard deviation of 35. A second sampLe of 9 Lengths of pLastic, 
treated by a different process, was tested and found to have a standard deviation of 20. Test whether the standard deviations differ 
significantLy. 
11. State the assumptions required for the use o!· the t-test for the difference between the means of two independent sampLes. 
12. If one denotes by y 1 the vaLues of y which are ca Leu La ted hy me am~ 
of the equation of the regression Line, what is the Least squares 
criterion? 
CE 504 EXAM, NOV. 1974 
13. Give the formula for the variance of the mean value of y, that is y, where y is estimated from a regression line. 
14. Give the formula for the correlation coefficient for two variables 
x and y. 
15. Defective Good TotaL 
Process A 25 15 40 
Proce·ss B 35 25 60 
Total 60 40 100 
Test whether there is a difference between process A and process B 
in the above table. 
4. 
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SECTION B 
Answer these questions in the answer books provided 
---------------------------------------------------
1. A Laboratory batance is used to weigh the same object 100 times. The 
vatues are given in the tabte betow. 
Weight in g 
4,55 - 4,65 
4,65 - 4,75 
4,75 - 4,85 
4,85 - 4,95 
4,95 - 5,05 













. the mean, 
the mode, 
the median, 
the variance and standard deviation, 
the coefficient of variation. 
(b)· By fitting a normat distribution to the data, find the expected 
frequencies in the first two ctass intervaLs. 
2. (a) Derive the binomial distribution from first principles and hence 
derive the Poisson distribution from the binomial distribution. 
(b) The probability of a tight bulb failing during the first twelve 
hours of service is 0,0049. If 1000 tight bulbs are installed, 
use the Poisson distribution to find the probability of exactly 
ten bulbs failing within the first twelve hours. 
(c) A machine is known to produce piston rings of which 10 per cent are 
defective. Find the probability that in a random sample of 400 rings: 
(i) at most 35 rings witt be defective; 
(ii) between 35 and 50 witt be defective. 
3. (a) Define with diagram a type I error, type II error and the power of 
!8 test. 
(b) The outputs from two production ptants A and B were m~asured on 














/Test whether .•.•. 
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;. (b) (Continued) 
Test whether the output of Ptant B is significantty higher than that 
of Ptant A at the 5 per cent tevet of significance if: 
(i) sampte A was considered to be independent of sampte B: 
(ii) it was betieved that the day on which the observation was made 
was a retevant factor, and the observations were considered 
to be paired. 
4. An experiment was carried out to measure the resistance of wire from 
three sources by taking five samptes from each source. 
(a) Use anatysis of variance to determine whether or not there is a 
significant difference between the resistance of the wire from 
the three sources. 
~ e A B c 
1 7,2 8,5 8,3 
2 7,3 8,6 8,6 
3 7,4 9,0 8,6 
4 7,9 8,7 8,7 
5 7,7 8,7 8,8 
(b) It is betieved that the 5 samptes for each source were taken on 
consecutive days and that the resistance increased each day due 
to an externat factor. Explain how you woutd test this hypothesis 
for Source A onty. 
SECTION C 
(Answer this question in a separate answer book). 
1. (a) In a set of 10 compressive tests on concrete cubes, two of the tests 
exceeded the capacity of the testing machine (12 MPa). The 8 definite 
test resutts were (in MPa): 
11 '9 8,0 8,8 11 '3 10,7 10,7 9,9 9,7. 
For the set of 10 cubes, determine graphica-LLy the mean compressive 
stress and its standard deviation. 
(b) On two succeeding days a set of data was obtained on the concentration 













2400 3100 3600 5000 6000 11000 
The data is expected to be tog_-normaHy distributed. 
/(i) Determ;ine 
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1. (b) (Continued) 
(i) Determine (using graphicat procedures) the tog-mean, geometric-
mean of each set of data. 
(ii) Test if the tog-means are significantty different at 96 per cent 
1eve1 of significance. 
(iii) Briefty exptain why you performed the test for significance 
(in (ii) above), on the differences of the tog-means and not 
on the differences of the geometric and arithmetic-means. 
(c) List the conditions which must prevai1 for (i) a normat, (ii) a V>g-
normat, distribution to arise. 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION: DECEMBER, 1975 
M.Sc. IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
COURSE CE 516: PRESTRESSED CONCRETE 
Time aLLowed: 3 hours Attempt ALL questions 
1. (a) State as conciseLy as possibLe the reason why it is essentiaL in 
prestressed concrete design to check both the serviceabiLity and 
and uLtimate Limit states. 
[3 marks] 
(.b) In·a partiaLLy prestressed member a certain amount of untensioned 
reinforcement is normaLLy required. Show, with the aid of 
appropriate diagrams, how you wouLd determine, in the design of 
a particuLar member according to CP 110, the reLative costs of 
using prestressing steeL, high yieLd reinforcing steeL or mild 
steeL to provide the additionaL reinforcement required. Assume 
that unit rates for the three types of steeL are avaiLabLe. 
[12 marks] 
2. Write brief notes (about haLf a page) on each of the foLLowing:-
(a) The main factors affecting creep in prestressed concrete Listed 
in order of importance with respect to a typicaL structure such 
as a highway bridge. 
(b) The reasons for avoiding either too smaLL or too Large a per-
centage of steeL in a prestressed concrete member. 
(c) Compare and contrast fLexuraL cracking and shear cracking. 
(d) Linear transformation of a cabLe profiLe. 
(e) The mechanism of faiLure of a concrete beam in torsion, with 
comments on the effect of shear and bending moment in combination 
with torsion. 
[25 marks] 
/3. . ..... . 
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3. 
4. 
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The rectangular, post-tensioned concrete beam shown above is 
simply supported at B, E, G and K. The beam carries eleven equally 
spaced columns supporting an upper floor. The sustained loads 
transmitted by these columns to the beam are as shown (viz. 75 kN at 
A and 1; 150 kN at all the other points). In addition to its self-
weight, the beam has to carry a sustained load of 20 kN/m throughout 
its tength. 
Use the load balancing method, balancing all sustained loads, to 
give a suitable preliminary design (i.e. beam size, cable profile and 
prestress force). 
The design should comply with the following constraints:-
(a) Minimum width of beam 250 m.m 
('b) Maximum depth of beam 1200 m.m 
(c) Minimum cover distance to centroid of tendons: 100 m.m 
(d) Maximum average concrete stress 6 MPa. 
Assume furthermore that prestressing losses are negligible so 
that the prestressing force is constant throughout. 
















1-.- ---·- -- -
! I 
-n6ot- /It is proposed 
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4. (Continued) 
It is proposed to build a prestressed concrete ftoor spanning 
12 metres with an additionat 4 metre cantitever. Pretensioned 
doubte-T units of the uniform cross-section shown above are to be used. 
These are to be designed according to CP 110 as Ctass 3 members, 
using the minimum prestressing force and providing additionat 
untensioned reinforcement where necessary. 
The ftoor is required to carry an imposed toading of 10 kN/m2 
over any part. 




(a) The minimum prestressing force required and its eccentricity. 
(Consider onty the support points and midspan, negtecting the 
sti~htty higher moments just to the teft of midspan). 
(bJ The area of additionat untensioned reinforcement required at 
midspan using either prestressing'wire or high yield reinforcing 
stee 1. 
Comment on the merits and demerits of the resutting design. 
Necessary data: 
Use Concrete Grade 50 (i.e. f = 50 MPa) 
cu 
Permissibte compressive stress for serviceabitity timit state: 16,7 MPa 
Permissibte hypotheticat tensite stress for serviceabitity 
timit state (inctuding depth factor): 5,8 MPa. 
Weight of concrete = 
Minimum cover distance to centroid of prestressing tendons: 80 mm 
Factors of Safety for Uttimate Limit State: Dead Load: 1 '4 
1,6 Imposed Load: 
Characteristic strength of prestressing wire: f pu 
Residuat prestress (after tos.ses): 0,6 f pu 
Characteristic strength of high yield steet: f y 
Cost of untensioned prestressing wire: R700/ton 
Cost of high yield reinforcing steet: R350/ton 
Modutus of Etasticity for steet: 200 GPa 
= 1550 MPa 
= 460 MPa 
Design curves for prestressing wire and high yield steet are attached. 
[40 marks] 
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UNIVERSITY or CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT or ACCOUNTING 
JUNE 1975 EXAMINATION 
INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING 
ITHA 1975/FINAL/1 SCORE: ~ OUT Of 15 MARKS 
r~VEIITORY COSTING 
In a 'perpetual inventory' system of accounting for inventory the dcblt balance on the 'fin;shcd goods 
Inventory' account should represent the cost of inventory on hand. There are various methods of determining 
cost. 
-
YOU ARE REQUIREO TO 
hme and explain briefly an alternative to each of the methods given below. 
1.0 With regard to the cost of goods manufactured (debits to the inventory account): 
1.1 DIRECT COSTING I J 
An alt~rnative· is. which means that : 
- 0 
1.2 'ACTUAL' COSTING I -] which means that 
An alternative. is f..----------'-
1,3 JOB COSTING . 
An alternative is 1.__ ______ ..... 1 which means that 
1,, JOINT COSTS SPLIT ACCORDHIG TO SO~lE MEASURE OF SALES REVENUE 
An alternative is I i which means that 
2.0 Vith regard to the cost of goods sold (credits to the inventory account): 
2,\ WEIGHTED AVERAGE C.~OS:W.T ____ ___, 
An alternative is I ~hich means that 
ITHA 1975/FINAL/2 SCORE: 0 OUT Of 5 MARKS 
INVENTORY VALUATION 
In placing a valuation on inventory for the purpose of t.he annual financial st~tcrnen!s mf! !:1:: to sons:,lr 
not only the~ of the inventory. 
YOU ARE REQUIRED TO 
1. State what basis of valuation other than cost might be appropria~e. 
2. State with which statute and/or convention one would be complying. 
ITMA 1975/riNAL/3.1 SCORE: OUT Of 25 MARKS 
PROCESS COSTING 
Accounting A ~nd Accountant 8 have been asked to cost a month's production of the same process. Part 
of their respective calculations are given below. 
YOU ARE REQUIRED TO 
Answer the questions on the follo~ling page. 
(You may assume that there are no arithmetical errors) 
ACCOUNTANT A'S SCHEDULE' 
UtliTS MATERIALS CO~lVERS ION 
INPUTS COSTS 
a Beginning w i p (~ converted) 2 000 ~ 1 800 R 4 325 
b Started 18 000 18 000 34 600 
c 20 000 R19 800 R38 925 
-
= = 
OUTPUTS EQUIVALENT UNITS 
d C~mpleted 
-
from beginning w i p 2 000 1 000 
- started and finished 13 000 13 000 13 000 
e Normal loss 1 500 1 500 500 
f Ending w i p (~/5 converted) 3 500 3 500 2 800 
g 20 000 18 000 11 )00 
= = = 
ACCOUNTANTS B'S SCHEDULE 
UNITS MP.TERIALS CONVERSION 
INPUTS COSTS 
a Beginning w i p (1 converted) 2 000 R 1 800 R 4 325 
b Started 18 000 18 000 34 6CO 
-c 20 000 19 800 38 925 
===== == 
OUTPUTS EQUIVALENT UNITS 
d Completed 15 000 15 000 15 000 
e Normal loss 1 500 1 500 500 
f Ending w i p (4/5 converted ~ 3 500 2 800 




Please refer to the previous page and answer the following questions: 
1. Explain why they have arrived at different equivalent units. 
Which is correct and why 7 
2. Explain why they have both userl the same costs.. 2. 
3. Give a prob<!ble explanation for tho computation of equivalent units In n•sped of normal los:.,, 2. 
4. Usino A::countant A's schedule, show (as far as the information allows) for all ledger accounts involved, 
the balancet and the entr1es required to record the month's production. 
ITMA 1975/FINAL/4.1 SCORE: OUT OF 28 MARKS 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT APPRAISAL AND BREAKEVEN 
A small company manufactures a single product with one machine (Model A) which was purchased exactly two years 
ago for R40 000. The economic life of model A was (and is) estimated to be 10 years, after which it will have 
a scrap value of Rnil. Model A can be sold now for Rl2 000. 
At present there is a fully automatic model B on offer for R50 000 delivered and installed. ~1odel B has an 
estimated economic life of 8 years after which its estimated scrap value will be R3 000. Both machines qualify 
for an annual income tax depreciation allowance at the rate of 10% per annum on cost. Assume: that the 
company has a large taxable income; that the tax rate is 40%; that tax for any year is paid at the end of 
that year; that all cash flows occur at the end of the year. 
The company'5 required earnings rate is 10% after tax. The present values of Rl at 10% are as follows: 










The following data apply to each machine re.spectively. 
(All figures in thousands) 
Production and sales 
Sales Revenue 
Model A · Model B 
Variable cost 
Fixed costs excluding depreciation 
Net income before depreciation 








1. Advise whether model A should be replaced by Model B,giving reasons. 
·2. If model A were to be replaced by model B show how the break even units and 
revenue·would be affected. 
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: i ~A 1975/F I NAl/5 
, • !':OARD COSTING 
---~:J ARE REQUI REO TO 
:~~~~all varlances that can be ddermined from the following data : 
~!11 figures In thousands) Ori ')i nal Actual 
Bn<hr.t Performance 
( 
F•oductlon 24Q U:'li ts 270 units 
r:•ect material usage 9fi kJ 100 kg 
p: red 1 abour usage 60 hr·s 60 hrs 
~Jtes 21.0 ui'Jlts 250 units 
,s.,lcs revenue R1 ICrl Rl 235 
' -;-•red materials R 41lD R 543 
r.: red 1 abour 1 ~;) 132 
( 
~;direct variable 120 135 
fJlal 810 
' ~!ock increase 60 
t dory V.C. of .sales 7,'(\ 750 
i 
:·dling variable :11 65 
--. L 





r.~ntri butl on R1•20 R420 
tl xed expense {'>(} 222 
i 
~ct Income il?GO Rl98 
- -
SCORE: 0 OUT OF 27 MARKS 
